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Executive Summary
As a technology, the Grid promises a revolution in the way computational services are
structured and offered to their users. There are numerous views and variations
regarding what exactly a Grid system is. In all existing views though, no matter how
different, there are some things in common. First of all, there is an aggregation of
resources. More importantly, there is a large presence of agents, some offering
resources and some consuming them. This naturally leads us to consider the Grid as a
market, in which the laws of supply and demand hold and the outcome is affected by
the level of competition (in other terms, the bargaining power of agents). Economics
is about utilizing resources efficiently, especially if these resources are scarce. If
computation (more correctly: timely and correct computation) has value to a business
or an individual, and if the cost of performing computation in a Grid is, as a whole,
less than the corresponding cost of having each user individually possess and leverage
the necessary resources, then there is fertile ground for the development of a Grid
market. Furthermore, the Grid is an enabler of newer computing paradigms like utility
computing and service orientation. Environments structured around these principles
also have nice technological and economic properties.
A number of issues arise in this context, however, many of which have not been
studied in depth. Computation is unlike other, more traditional commodities. First of
all, it is largely parametrizable; the completion of even the simplest task can be
affected by a very large number of characteristics, such as given speed, available
bandwidth, time of execution, types of inputs and outputs, etc. This way, computation
is no longer a unidimensional commodity. Secondly, computational tasks are
complex, with lots of dependencies among their various parts. Thirdly, systems aimed
at large-scale computation are difficult to evaluate; security, system availability and
responsiveness, among others, are many of a system s intangible aspects, which
many times cannot be measured objectively, much less be factually valued.
Computational services are experience goods, and suffer many times from hidden
information phenomena. Finally, as most products in the IT world, the cost structure
of delivering computational services in a market is characterized by large fixed
upfront and low marginal costs.
Due to the aforementioned difficulties, there has not been so far a clear understanding
of the economics of Grid systems. As a result of this fogginess regarding a clear
business benefit, the necessary investments in Grids have been delayed or avoided. To
that end, our study attempts to construct simple economic models that capture the
critical aspects of a Grid market and analyze its structure and evolution, as well as the
expected behavior of agents within it, under economic terminology.
We begin our study by examining the incentives of resource owners regarding the
formation of a Grid system. In that context, we show under which conditions it is
preferable for users to execute their tasks in a common pool of aggregated resources,
or acquire their own infrastructure. Moving on, we study contracts and pricing in this
market and show that flexibility in these contracts can result in increased revenues for
monopolistic providers and a higher net benefit for consumers, compared to the
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classic options of a static or dynamic contacts. As to the allocation of Grid resources,
we study the intricacies of auction mechanisms. By assuming that end-users are
interested in acquiring cybernodes of certain types, for which they have different but
private valuations, we construct a scalable algorithm that achieves fast and efficient
allocation. We then turn our attention to software manufacturing firms of today and
examine under which conditions they are going to benefit (and thus support the
transition to) new business models, such as Service-Oriented Architectures. In this
context, we see that firms need to exhibit a large degree of cooperation to secure
benefits from service-oriented schemes, but doing so they are able to increase their
profitability compared to their current, license-based business model. We also outline
the long-term evolution of our market and show that it can sustainable under
conditions. Furthermore, we suggest ways by which the growth of this market can be
accelerated. Afterwards, we explore the implications of hidden information in Grids
and suggest simple and effective ways, such as a reputation mechanism, to alleviate
their dismal effects. We show through simulations that a reputation mechanism is an
easy and efficient way to alleviate most of the problems related to hidden information
in Grids where only the collective outcome of a group of agents can be observed.
Finally, we examine workload allocation techniques for Grid workflows, by modeling
web services as M/M/k queues and obtaining a numerical solution for missed
deadlines (failures) of Grid workflow tasks. We formulate a non-linear program that
calculates the optimal allocation, in terms of minimizing the number (or rate) of tasks
whose deadlines is missed.
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Introduction

Recent developments in the market for IT products and services push for a
reevaluation of current technological and business practices. During the last decade,
the Internet has proliferated and broadband access is almost commoditized.
Businesses have attempted to ride this Internet wave in a number of ways, from
constructing simple web sites to engaging in e-commerce operations and developing
collaboration schemes across the value chain. Consumers, on the other hand, though
access to the world-wide-web, have been exposed to an unprecedented variety of
resources in the form of content and services.
Despite this tremendous growth, however, telecommunication operators, Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) and other technology-related firms have not solved the major
question of how to optimally generate revenue from this huge network. The Internet
boom of the 1990s reminded everyone that technology or investor excitement alone
cannot guarantee growth and profitability. Even today, with a much higher degree of
realism and caution, service providers in the industry are still questioning their
business models and trying to reposition themselves to follow changing trends in the
market. For instance, telecom operators sense that voice calls may soon be offered at
zero cost through Voice Over IP (VoIP) technologies. ISPs realize that broadband
access (DSL, cable) cannot sustain them in the long run. Content providers and
software development firms want to embrace the Internet in new ways to fight against
piracy or increase the appeal of their services.
In this context, there is a growing trend (by almost everyone) towards value-added
services. If web access, in the sense of transferring bits, cannot sustain an ISP, it plans
to offer content services (e.g. movie rentals, subscriber TV channels, downloadable
music, etc.) to attract customers and generate extra revenue. This is a first step
towards a richer environment, where the low-level operations (such as connectivity,
bit transfer, etc.) are the commoditized infrastructure on which other, higher-valued
services are offered. In a sense, the low levels of this service hierarchy will be offered
for free, because they simply are very easy to reproduce. After all, the huge amounts
invested back in the 1990s in dark fiber and the incredibly cheap optical wires have
generated oversupply at the network backbone, which translates to infinitesimal
marginal costs for extra capacity. On the other hand, value-added services are more
difficult to commoditize. Content production cannot easily be provided in an
intensively competitive market; and specialized services require skill and expertise
that only few might possess.
Currently, video rentals and free media are primitive ways through which telecoms
and ISPs are trying to differentiate their service and gain that extra edge. However,
many envision a much richer set of services being offered in that sense. An
observation regarding the structure of software applications nowadays reveals that
very few are web-enabled. Most are still sold as a package and users usually have to
pay a license fee to acquire any applications. Even the client-server and N-tier models
simply change the licensing scheme (instead of one license per client computer, there
is a license for the application server hosting the software).
IST
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This business model carries with it many weaknesses, for both software
manufacturers and end-users. Firstly, application packages are usually not exactly
fitted to the needs of a particular individual or enterprise, meaning a lack of flexibility.
Secondly, they are usually too expensive for small (and medium) businesses/users to
obtain; only the high-demand, well-heeled users can afford a specialized piece of
software. Thirdly, reuse of functionality is limited or non-existent. Competitive
packages in the market very likely contain functionality that is in common, yet each
manufacturer develops it for its own solution, despite potential cost benefits in the
presence of reuse. Fourthly, while users are exposed to a rich set of Internet resources,
their computational needs are consistently addressed by their own, private computer
systems and purchased software.
The principle of utility computing states that IT services could be offered in the same
way as electricity or water. Nobody needs to purchase a power generator for its own
needs, so why should one use private computer infrastructure? This paradigm of
utility computing promises to solve many of the thorny problems of IT-assisted
businesses. Reports claim that, whilst acquiring hardware is not considerably costly
today, software and maintenance expenses often become a problem. Furthermore, IT
investments that necessitate system upgrades are risky and may easily run out of
projected budgets. For the company that wishes to leverage IT capabilities, the costs
related to owning and maintaining the necessary infrastructure are one of the most
serious deterrents and one of the most prevalent source of investment failure. Utility
computing suggests that users maintain the lightest possible infrastructure and
consume all computational services (software and the corresponding hardware) over a
network. Charges will not follow a license-oriented scheme but could reflect the
actual usage of resources made by the user, in terms of CPU cycles, storage and
bandwidth consumed. Small- and medium-sized businesses might purchase the
amount of computation suited to their needed, thus avoiding expensive license fees for
applications they only scarcely use. Maintenance costs, upgrades and even security
concerns are now the responsibility of a utility provider, who can spread those high
costs across a number of its customers. Furthermore, piracy is effectively dealt with,
since rarely will software or content be downloaded to the users machines and
therefore be susceptible to illegal replication.
Utility computing is also related to the Grid. The term refers to systems offering
aggregation of resources (hardware or software) across administratively independent
domains. Grid systems were initially developed in the context of high-performance
computing, since their highly distributed nature offers a large degree of parallelism.
Under this paradigm, they have been used for computationally intensive applications
and scientific tasks (e.g. processing large quantities of data). A number of providers
(like Sun, Hewlett-Packard and Amazon) are offering this kind of Grid service. Users
are usually allowed to rent CPU cycles and related resources in virtual machines over
a period of time and are charged according to their bookings. In a somewhat similar
context, called enterprise Grid, large companies with many offices are able to exploit
idle computer resources in workstations or servers by transferring computationally
intensive task to them, in order to speed up their execution.
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However, the Grid is recently illustrated as much more than just CPU cycles and
storage offered over a network. Coupling the idea of highly distributed computation
with utility computing, the Grid is now seen as an environment over which richer
services may be provided. Software applications are, under this scenario, structured as
independent, cooperating services, not as packages. A service is thought of as a
software component that runs over some hardware, uses open standards to receive
calls, executes a simple operation and returns back to its caller, pretty much like a
web-service. By combining simple services, richer and more complex ones may be
built. These services can, afterwards, be used to represent a workflow and thus
represent valuable operations to end-users. This concept of structuring software is
called service orientation.
Service orientation promises to revolutionize the way software (and even hardware) is
built, delivered and consumed. However, until today, it has largely remained a
buzzword, a hyped term without actual presence in the day-to-day experience of
businesses and individuals. The reasons for this are numerous. First of all, technical
difficulties pose an obstacle to the mass-market acceptance of service orientation.
These include a lack of truly open and globally agreed-upon standards for
communication between components and varying perceptions as to the degree of
abstraction those services will exhibit. However, for us it is the economic and
business side that has failed to drive the move towards service orientation, and thus
resolve any outstanding technical issues. A clear understanding of the effect of service
orientation on the bottom-lines (i.e. the profitability) of businesses is yet to be
captured. No one still knows how a market for computational services will behave and
affect software manufacturers, prices and end-user welfare. And although managerial
guidelines suggest steps to implement service-oriented architectures, no economic
models have been developed to shed light into the outcomes of those.
This deliverable of the GridEcon project acts upon this gap, by offering simple but
insightful economic models regarding service orientation and Grid markets in general.
We begin by studying resource provision and in particular the incentives of users
towards contributing their privately-owned resources to a common pool. Results
indicate the significance of the actual resource-sharing mechanism employed to these
incentives and in turn the welfare of the system. After this, we adopt the view of
software manufacturers and examine what reason they might have to update their
license-based business model. A number of issues are explored in that context, such as
the risk in developing components, coalition formation, pricing and participant
truthfulness. A market of software services is examined next; we first isolate the
effects of component reuse to examine the effects of different scenarios on market
evolution and developer profitability; then, we study how optimally chosen prices for
components in a free economy may adversely affect prices and profits.
Moving on, we turn our attention to the pricing of resources. The question of how to
optimally price resources, for which a demand is expressed in a static and dynamic
part, becomes the object of our study. We show that such mixed contracts allow
both suppliers and customers to be better-off compared to purely static or purely
dynamic ones. Among our results, we prove that under price competition of suppliers,
at the equilibrium both may secure some profit by segmenting the market.
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Next, we study auction mechanisms for allocating resources in a Grid environment. In
particular, we examine how an algorithm can be employed that achieves a high level
of efficiency but also low complexity, to allow for its practical usage. We suggest a
multi-object, sealed-bid VCG auction that is incentive-compatible (i.e. rational users
optimally submit their true valuations in the auction) and prove its nice properties in
terms of efficiency and complexity.
We then turn our attention to service providers. User requests usually involve
aggregating resources across administratively distinct domains. For instance, a task
may need resources from ten different providers, each specializing in one particular
subtask. One might reasonably expect that, for each subtask, a lot of competitive
offers can be found in the market. Thus, selecting the actual set of providers that will
handle a task becomes an issue. The reason is that, in the case of failure, it might be
difficult to objectively identify liabilities. If participants have the option to provide
low effort (and thus jeopardize the success of the whole task), but then hide behind
the complexities of finding exactly who was responsible, they may habitually
participate in sets of providers, receive payment but deliberately avoid working
effectively. In these cases, a reputation mechanism is a good solution to reduce the
likelihood of such behavior proliferating. We formulate models that leverage
reputation to address this issue and perform experiments with different mechanisms to
identify the best way to handle (assign, update) reputation values and select group
members for a task.
Finally, we closely examine workload allocation in a Grid environment. If a Grid
system receives workflow tasks for execution with a rate following a predefined
probability density function and these workflow tasks have deadlines that also follow
a probability distribution, we can allocate them by modeling the system as a MINLP
(mixed-integer non-linear program) that minimizes the failure of jobs, where failures
are perceived as missing the entire workflow s deadline.
The deliverable document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 examines the
provisioning of resources and the incentives of contributors therein. Chapter 3 deals
with pricing resources on-demand. Auction mechanisms for the efficient and fast
allocation of Grid resources are the subject of chapter 4; a study of the manufacturerside perceptions is included in chapter 5, followed by a market development
examination in chapter 6; reputation mechanisms for group formation and promoting
beneficial behavior are included in chapter 7. Finally, workload allocation is
examined in chapter 8. The document finishes with a conclusive chapter which
summarizes our work and mentions possible extensions for the next deliverable.
References can be found in the end.
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Resource provisioning

Grid technology is a virtualization technology. It allows the computing resources that
are provided by various participants to be shared in a transparent way. By allowing
resources that are owned by different organizations to be shared by others, the overall
system efficiency increases through less idle time and better utilization of resources.
This efficient multiplexing and use of economies of scale has been a main driving
force in the development and acceptance of grid technology. It is widely believed
that increasing the degree of sharing is the universal medicine by which to achieve
economic efficiency. But is this really true? Are there any negative side effects of
resource sharing that one should take into account to realize these multiplexing gains?
Could the use of grid technology actually reduce the benefits of the participants? As
we will show in this work, the answer is yes. But then, how should one define the
sharing policies, and especially, when the potential participants have strategic reasons
not to reveal truthfully their usage patterns? These are very important questions in the
context of grid computing, but also hard to answer. In this work we attempt some
modeling work that offers significant insights in all of the above issues.
In order to understand the complete efficiency issue, one has to do a more complete
assessment of the various parameters that affect the final system when grid
technology is deployed. In particular, one has to appreciate that there are two
interacting phases that influence the final outcome.
The first is resource provisioning and the second is resource sharing. During resource
provisioning, the grid participants decide on the amount of resources that each will
contribute to a shared resource pool. During subsequent resource sharing, these
resources are shared according to a policy specified by the administrator of the
system. The key aspect that often eludes system designers is that, although once the
amount of resources to be provisioned has been determined sharing then increases
efficiency, the fact that the resources will be shared will influence participants' initial
decisions regarding the amounts of resources they will contribute to the pool. More
precisely, knowing that a large common resource pool will probably be available, a
participant may decide to contribute a smaller amount of resources to the pool than is
helpful, since he expects that most of the resources he might need will be provided by
other participants. This free-riding effect of resource sharing may have very
negative consequences and even reduce the overall effect of resource sharing.
As we show in this chapter, the decision on how much resources to provision is
greatly influenced by the resource sharing policy that will be deployed. The problem
of choosing a policy which optimizes the efficiency of the system, assuming the
amount of resources to be given may not be optimal overall, since it must take also
into account its effect on the incentives to contribute resources during the resource
provisioning phase. As we show, there can be an overall reduction of efficiency: a
paradox in which, by building a common resource pool, the overall system efficiency
is less than it is when building stand-alone systems for each participant. There may
also be severe instability issues regarding resource provisioning.
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However, we show that by choosing the sharing policy appropriately one can greatly
benefit the system and obtain the large efficiency gains that are anticipated by grid.
Hence the incentives for resource provisioning play an important role and cannot be
examined in isolation from resource scheduling and sharing. Designing optimal
protocols for obtaining resources from the common resource pool is thus an important
but difficult problem that must take into account the gaming aspects of the resource
provisioning phase. In essence, the defining the participation and resource sharing
policy amounts in the definition of the rules of a game. Hence our goal is in providing
guidelines for the design of optimal games in the context of grid computing. This task
becomes even harder when the designer of the game has no full information regarding
the parameters of the participants that determine their true resource needs.
All the above are examined not in the context of a free market of Grid resources, in
which brokers, providers and insurance agents facilitate the provisioning and sharing
of resources, but in simpler situations, whereby users individually decide to contribute
some units of resource in a common pool, so that they may enjoy the benefits that
stem from sharing these common units. This environment may be simple, but allows
us to study how the behavior of users changes depending on the sharing policy
employed and how this in turn affects their willingness to participate in a Grid system,
without the interferences that may arise due to market mechanisms. A study of freemarket settings is left for future work. There, we plan to further analyze scenarios of
resource provisioning, but under more complex assumptions regarding market
structure, the existence of agent such as brokers, etc. and examine how all these may
interact.
Our work in this topic is organized as follows: In sections 2.1-2.4 we present a simple
model that captures all the above aspects but assumes that resources can be provided
and used by participants in some discrete fashion (the continuous version is analyzed
in sections 2.5-2.8). In particular we analyze the case where participants may
contribute and eventually need to use at most a single resource unit. They differ in
terms of their resource usage frequency. This model, although extremely simple,
captures most of the issues to be encountered in practice and helps us develop some
intuition. More specifically, in section 2.1 we analyze the case of 2 participants, we
show the inadequacy of the equal sharing policy and determine the optimal sharing
policy that performs internal payments between participants: a participant that needs
to use a resource may compensate the participant that contributed the resource in the
common pool, and who is at that time not needing the resource. in section 2.2 we do a
similar analysis for the case of 3 participants and observe that incentives may be more
sensitive to the choice of the sharing policy when n grows. In section 2.3 we define a
game where participation is sequential, i.e., the k-th participant has access to the
information about the resources contributed by participants 1 to k 1. Initial results
indicate that under optimal choice of incentives (internal payments and sharing),
sequential participation may lead to more efficient system performance. Finally, in
section 2.4 we define a myopic version of the game.
Then, in sections 2.5-2.7 we analyze a more complex model where resources can be
provisioned and used in continuous quantities. In sections 2.5-2.6 assuming complete
information we observe similar behavior as in the simpler models of the previous
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sections. Then we define the more difficult case of a system with incomplete
information where the system planner does not know the parameters of the
participants. In this framework we define and solve the Mechanism Design problem
for some instances of the models, in particular when the system is large. These results
are in section 2.7. For large systems under incomplete information we compute the
optimal incentive scheme. Formally, we need to define two functions x(t) and y(t). An
agent knowing his own resource usage profile must declare a value for t. This
automatically specifies the amount x(t) of resources he needs to contribute, and the
average amount of resources y(t) x(t) he will get assigned in case he needs to use the
system. Hence agents know the above functions and need to choose this participation
parameter. In the case of a large agent population we are able to compute the optimal
choice of the participation rules x(t) and y(t). We observe the interesting property that
the optimal rules prevents light agents from participating so that we can provide
incentives for larger users to make more substantial contributions. All these models
and results are new to our knowledge. The chapter concludes in section 2.8.
2.1 A simple capacity-sharing game allowing cross-selling
Consider the following game with n players, each of whom is preparing for a future
time point at which he may or may not require the use of one unit of a resource. At the
start, each player must choose whether or not to contribute a unit of resource to a
common pool. If he does, he incurs a cost a. Player i makes his decision on the basis
that he knows ti, the probability that he will later require the resource.
At the later time point the players discover whether or not they require a unit of
resource. Allocations are made from the pool to the players who need it. Various
algorithms might be used to do this, such as: (i) priority to players who contributed to
the pool, (ii) random allocation. If player i needs the resource and does not acquire it
he suffers a disaster cost ci (with ci > a).
This simple game captures some of the basic aspects of resource provisioning in
enterprise-like grids. Each department of the company must make the decision at the
beginning of the year as to how many resources to provide to the common resource
pool running under the grid technology. The actual demand for computing is random
and is known only up to a priori statistics. The decision is to be made by each
department independently, without knowing the decisions of the other departments.
Then, during the year, the actual demand for resources is materialized, and may
change over time. It is crucial that now the total amount of resources stays fixed, and
cannot be changed any more. Also, time is reduced for simplicity to a single period.
The disaster cost models the fact that there is some cost incurred when a department
cannot fulfill its computation needs at the required quality level. Our intent is to
demonstrate the effects of the resource sharing policy to the overall performance of
the system whose capacity is determined by the participants themselves. In this
simple model we assume perfect information, i.e., that each participant knows the
characteristics of all the other participants.
The above competitive scenario should be compared with two other situations. In the
first, Everyman acts alone, each participant acts as if in isolation with no access to a
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grid infrastructure. Then the sum of these stand-alone costs are the total cost to the
enterprise if no grid infrastructure is available. Comparing the total cost in the
previous provisioning game with this stand-alone cost will show the gains of grid
technology. However, one should also consider the costs of the individual
participants. If a participant's expected stand-alone cost is less than his cost in the
game, he may decide not to participate in the grid community and build his own
facility instead.
In the second scenario the grid infrastructure is in place, and there is a central
controller (administrator) who forces the decisions on the participants with the
objective to maximize the overall efficiency of the enterprise. He bases its decisions
on perfect information, i.e., knowing the statistics of the demand of the participants
and their cost functions. Such a central controller may have to treat participants in a
symmetric egalitarian fashion or may be able to arbitrarily discriminate among them
in terms of the policy to be implemented. As we shall see in our simple example, a
symmetric treatment of the participants in some cases implies certain efficiency loss
compared to the optimum, obtained by non-symmetrical policies. Then certain
participants may not feel fairly treated compared to others.
The central controller may make the game more interesting and influence the
incentives of the participants by defining an internal transfer payment b that a
participant should make when using a resource provided by an other participant. Since
b < ci, participant i will benefit by this extra flexibility. We will see that using such an
incentive mechanism optimally the efficiency of the system may increase up the one
obtained by using central control (of a symmetric type).
First, we illustrate the above ideas with n = 2 players. In the numerical examples we
use the parameters a = 1, c1 = c2 =4. Cases (a) and (b) are not the game, but for
comparison with (c) as we discussed earlier.
a. Everyone acts alone. Each will purchase a unit of resource if and only if a <
c. In the case where 1 = 2 = 1/2, each will want to purchase a unit, and the
cost is 1. The cost per player, as a function of is then:
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b. There is a central controller. He will purchase 0, 1 or 2 units depending upon
which of 2 c, a + 2c and 2a is least. In the case where 1 = 2 =1/2, these
values are 4, 3, 2, so the central will wish to purchase 2 units of resource. As
varies, a central planner will wish to buy 0, 1 or 2 units of resource as
0.1340, 0.1340
0.5, or
0.5. The cost per player, as a function of is
then:

An other possibility is for the central planner to implement some sort of
symmetric control that leads to an equilibrium in which each player
independently contributes resource with probability p. The best p will be the
one that minimizes the total cost. The cost per player will be:

1
[ , min 0
2

{2 p 2 a (1 p) 2 2c

p 1

2 p (1 p)c

2

}]

which looks like
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The optimal value of p is:

0,
p

1

1

1 a/c

2

a c
2c (1
1,

)

, 1

1 a/c

a/c

Eq. 2.1

a/c

As we shall see later, this control can be achieved as a randomizing Nash
equilibrium in the provisioning game by using certain value of internal
payments when a participant uses resources procured by the other participant.
We now turn to the description of the provisioning game.
c. Players contribute to a common pool of resources. Now suppose there is no
central planner. Depending upon how allocations are made from the pool of
resources, and what cross-payments are imposed, the players will see a twoperson non-zero sum game.
i. Random sharing. Suppose players are made allocations from the pool in
random order (ignoring who actually contributed to the pool). It is
possible that a player does not get to use the resource he purchased. The
matrix for the game is (here a is the cost of contributing a unit):
( a, a )
(

1
2

2

c, a

1
2

(a
2

c)

1
2

2

c,

1
2

( c, c )

2

c)

(1,1)

3 1
( , )
2 2

1 3
( , )
2 2

(2,2)

Let us investigate the Nash equilibria of this game. We find that
depending on the values of a/c and there can be either 1 equilibrium (in
pure strategies) or 3 equilibria (2 in pure strategies and 1 in mixed
strategies). The argument for this is as follows. Let pi be the probability
that player i buys the resource. There can be asymmetric equilibria with
1 2
1 2
(p1, p2) = (0,1) or (p1,p2) = (1,0), if a
c c and
c a , i.e. if
2
2
a
a
1 1 2
2 .
c
c
Suppose there is a symmetric equilibrium with p1 = p2 = p, for some p
[0,1]. To find this p, we suppose player 2 is contributing with probability
p. If Player 1 does not contribute, his expected cost is
1
(1 p)c p
c whereas if he does not contribute his cost is
2
1
2
a
(1 p) c .
2
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If a mixed strategy is to be optimal for player 1, we must have that these
1
1
2
are equal:
(1 p )c p
c a
(1 p ) c . This has the root
2
2
2a c
2c (1 )
equilibrium is
p

2c

p

2

and since p is restricted to [0,1] we find that the

0,
2a c
1
2c (1
1,

1

1 2a / c

2

)

, 1

1 2a / c

2a / c
2a / c

Note also that we have a mixed strategy equilibrium, with 0 < p < 1, if
and only if (0,1) and (1,0) are also asymmetric Nash equilibria. For the
data a/c = 1/4 we find 0 < p < 1 only if 0.2929
0.7071. If = 1/2,
there are 3 equilibria, and the mixed one has p = 1/2, where the cost to
each player is then 5/4. Note that this is a greater cost than in (a). As a
function of the cost looks like

But in this range of parameters it is not only the symmetric equilibrium
that is worse for both participants compared to their stand-alone cost.
Even in the non-symmetric equilibrium where one participant provisions
the resource the cost for this participant is higher than his stand alone
cost. Hence such an equilibria are never going to occur and participants
will choose not to participate in the grid resource pool.
ii. Priority sharing. Now suppose players are made allocations from the
pool, such that a player who has contributed resource has first claim on
resource, and such that he is paid b if he does not need the resource he
contributed, but the other player does use it. The matrix for the game is
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( a, a )
( (1

)b

2

c, a

(a
(1

(1

)b, (1

)b)

)b

2

c)

( c, c )

Assuming there is a mixed strategy symmetric equilibrium, the idea is to
choose b so that this equilibrium is as good (in terms of total social cost) as
the found in Eq. 2.1. This happens for
b

a c
2 (1

2

)

Eq. 2.2

If
a / c we are in the regime where it is best that p = 1. By
taking b = 0 we force (1,1) to be the only equilibrium.
If
1 1 a / c we are in a regime where it is best that p = 0.
By taking b = c we force (0,0) to be the only equilibrium.
If a / c
1 1 a / c then from Eq. 2.2 we find 0 < b < c. By
taking this value of b we have achieve a mixed equilibrium
corresponding to Eq. 2.1.
This analysis indicates that using a suitably chosen resource sharing policy
with priorities, and by defining the appropriate incentive mechanism
through the choice of b, the system may work efficiently in a purely
decentralized way. Both participants gain by participating compared to
working in a stand-alone fashion. This demonstrates the importance of
policies for the use of the grid resources in the overall performance of the
system.

When the participants are not symmetric and there are no transfer payments, we may
get that not buying a unit of the resource becomes a dominant strategy for the player
with the light load. In this case we get a single non-symmetric Nash equilibrium
(instead of the two non-symmetric plus the randomizing one) where the second
participant buys a unit of the resource. For instance consider the case where 1 = 0.4 s, 2 = 0.4 + s. For 0 s 0.15 we get the three Nash equilibria discussed earlier.
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When s 0.15 then not buying becomes a dominant strategy for participant 1, and we
get a single Nash equilibrium. Participant 1 benefits now from the grid since he may
use from time to time the resource provided by participant 2, which obtains the same
cost as if he was stand-alone. This corresponds to the most efficient system that a
central controller would like to build. Now we could use transfer payments to share
the extra benefit obtained by participant 1 so that both participants are better off than
in the stand-alone situation.
2.2

The contributions game with 3 players
a) Players act alone. The solution is the same as with 2 players. Each will
purchase a unit of resource if and only if a < c. In the example, each will
want to purchase unit, and the cost is 1. The cost per player, as a function of
is then:

b) There is a central controller. He will purchase 0, 1, 2, 3 units depending upon
which of 3 c, a + 3 2(1- )2c + 32c, 2a + 3c and 3a is least. In the example,
these values are 6, 7/2, 5/2 and 3, so the central controller will wish to
purchase 2 units of resource. As varies, a central planner will wish to buy 0,
1 2 or 3 units of resource as
0.0915, 0.0914
0.2660, 0.2660
0.6300, or
0.6300. The cost per player, as a function of is then:
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The central planner might implement some sort of control that leads to an
equilibrium in which each player independently contributes resource with
probability p. The best p will be the one that minimizes the total cost. The cost
per player will be:

1
min 0
3

{3 pa (1 p )3 3 c 3(1 p) 2 p (2c

p 1

3

3c

2

(1

)) 3(1 p) p 2c 3}

which looks like

The optimal value for p is

p

3(1

)2

0,
1 (1 a / c)1/ 3
3 (1 ) ((2 ) 3 (a / c)(1 2 ))
, 1 (1 a / c)1/ 3
(a / c)1/ 3
3 (1 )(1 2 )
1,
(a / c)1/ 3

c) Players contribute to a common pool of resources. Now suppose there is no
central planner. Depending upon how allocations are made from the pool of
resources, and what cross-payments are imposed, the players will see a twoperson non-zero sum game.
i. Random sharing. Suppose players are made allocations from the pool in
random order (ignoring who actually contributed to the pool). It is
possible that a player does not get to use the resource he purchased. Let
us look for an equilibrium in which every player purchases with
probability p. If we are to have 0 < p < 1 then it must be the case that a
player is indifferent between purchasing and not purchasing. The
calculations are complicated, but as for n = 2 we find that there is an
equilibrium of this form if 0.3700 p 0.9086 and the cost per player
looks like:
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Of course there may be other equilibrium. For example, one player might
not buy, while the other 2 players each buy with probability p. We have
not yet investigated such non-symmetric equilibria.
ii. Priority sharing. Now suppose players are made allocations from the
pool, such that a player who has contributed resource has first claim on
resource, and such that he is paid b if he does not need the resource he
contributed, but the other player does use it. We conjecture that by
setting an appropriate level of transfer payment b, it is possible to do as
well as in case (b). I.e., the central controller creates a game in which
each player buys with the probability p that would be minimize cost for
the system as a whole. These results are compared in:

The conclusion of the story so far is that the results for n = 3 are similar to those for n
= 2.
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The sequential contributions game

3

3.1.1 The model
Consider the following game with n players, each of whom is preparing for a future
time point at which he may or may not require the use of one unit of a resource. The
game is motivated by issues that arise in Grid Computing (how do we motivate
participants to contribute computing resources to a common pool, and avoid problems
of free-riding?) Suppose at the start, each player must choose whether or not to
contribute a unit of resource to a common pool. If he does, he incurs a cost a. Player i
makes his decision on the basis that he knows , the probability that he will later
require use of resources in the pool.
At the later time point the players discover whether or not they require a unit of
resource. Allocations are made from the pool to the players who need it. Various
algorithms might be used to do this, such as: (i) random allocation, or (ii) priority to
players who contributed to the pool. If player i needs the resource, there is not
sufficient in the pool and so he receives no allocation from pool, he suffers a disaster
cost ci (ci > a).
In practice participants may not make their decisions about whether or not to
contribute to the pool simultaneously. There is a first person who takes this decision, a
second, and so on. At the time the i-th player is about to decide whether or not to
contribute to the pool he knows what contributions have already been made to the
pool, and he can also figure out how subsequent players will act.
3.1.2 Analysis for n = 2 identical players
Let us suppose that all players are identical. That is, i = and ci = c for all i. Suppose
that there are n players and m of them contribute a unit of resource to the pool. The
other n m do not contribute, and the identity of a player dictates its turn.
Denote the cost to players who contribute to the pool by f1(n,m), while the cost to
those who do not contribute by f0(n,m). Let X1 and X0 be the numbers of contributor
and non-contributors who later turn out to need the resource. These are distributed as
binomial random variables: X0 ~ B(n-m, ) and X1 ~ B(m, ).
i. If there is random (unprioritized) sharing and no transfer payments to
contributors then
1
f 0 (n, m)
E[( X 0 X 1 m) c]
n
1
f1 (n, m) a
E[( X 0 X 1 m) c]
n
ii. If there is prioritized sharing and also transfer payments (i.e., payment b is paid
to a player on occasions that he does not himself need the resource he
purchased, but someone else can use it), then
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f 0 (n, m)
f1 (n, m)

1

E[min{ X 0 , (m X 1 ) }b ( X 0
n m
1
a
E[min{ X 0 , (m X 1 ) }b]
m

X 1 m) c ]

Note that the total cost of
f (n, m, b)

(n m) f 0 (n, m) mf1 (m, n)

ma

E[ X 0

X 1 m c]

does not depend directly on b. However m might depend on b, since b will affect the
decisions that players make.
We now use a backward induction to analyse the game. Suppose some first n-1
players have already decided whether or not to contribute. The last player knows that
the present quantity of resource in the pool is m. He contributes or not depending
upon which of f1(n,m+1) or f0(n,m) is least.
Now consider the next to last player to decide whether or not to contribute. He knows
how the last player will subsequently take his decision, so he can figure out whether
or not it is to his advantage to contribute. The calculations are difficult, but it principle
we should be able to work out how what decision every player will make. There a
number of interesting questions.
a) Which players will contribute? Who is better off: those who make their
decisions early, or those who do so late? Who are the non-contributors?
b) Is the final state a Nash equilibrium? I.e., suppose all decisions have been made
and then some player is given the option to change his decision (assuming all
others do not change). Would he wish to do so?
c) In case (ii), is there a value of b such that the m(b) minimizes the total cost
f(n,m)?
d) How do things compare with the game in which all players must make their
decisions simultaneously?
Let us consider n = 2 for case (ii). We adopt the convention that a player contributes
only if it is strictly better for him to do so1. The last player (II) contributes if the first
player (I) has not contributed and a b(1
) < c , or if I has contributed and a <
( c + (1
)b). Player I contributes if having done so II will contribute and a < ( c
+ (1 )b), or if having done so II will not contribute and a < c.
Let us put in the numbers a = 1, c = 4, = 1/2. If player I contributes, then II will
contribute and I will have cost a = 1. If player I does not contribute, then II will
contribute and I will have cost ((1
)b + c) = 1 + (1/4)b. Thus both players will
contribute. This matches the social planners best strategy (i.e., total cost is minimized)
when have both players contribute since (2a, a + 2c, 2 c) = (2,2,4).

1

Alternatively, we might suppose that a player contributes iff he is at least as well off by doing so.
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If 1/2
> (1/2)(2 - 3 )= 0.133975 then the social planner's best strategy is to have
just one player contribute. For example, let us try = 1/4. If player I contributes, then
II will not contribute and II will have cost 1/4 + (3/16)b, while player I will have cost
a (1
) b = 1 (3/16)b. If player I does not contribute, then II will contribute and
have cost 1/4 + (3/16)b, while player I will have cost a (1 ) b = 1 (3/16)b. Thus
I will decide to contribute iff 1 (3/16)b < 1/4 + (3/16)b, i.e., if b > 2. The cost to
both players is the same if b = 2, in which case (by the convention at the start) only
the second player will contribute. It is also the social planners best strategy to have
just one player contribute since (2a, a + 2c, 2 c) = (2, 5/4, 2).
It is the planner's best strategy to have neither contribute if
< (1/2)(2- 3 )=
0.133975. So suppose < 0.133975. Now if player I contributes, then II will not
contribute and I will have cost 1/4 + (3/16)b, while player I will have cost a (1
) b = 1 (3/16)b. If player I does not contribute, then II will not contribute if b < 4
and I will have cost c. Thus I will decide not to contribute if b < 4. It only makes
sense to have b < 4, so once again, the social planner's optimum is achieved.
3.1.3 Comments and directions for future work
It is interesting that the total social cost is minimized when the players play this
sequential game. We have seen that this in not true when they must make their
decisions simultaneously and the Nash equilibroum is in mixed strategies. Essentially,
we end up getting one of the asymmetric Nash equilibrium points when this is
optimal. It is also interesting that for such that it is optimal for just one player to
contribute we can take b = 2 and then players will not care whether they are first or
second to decide.
It is pretty clear that we will need to have more clever ways to argue if we are to
analyze a game with 3 or more players. Will we find similar results as in the case of 2
players above? How about some numerical work for n > 2, using some sort of
dynamic programming-like calculations?
3.2 The myopic game
Suppose that each player decides whether or not to contribute by assuming a worst
case: that all subsequent player make decisions that are to him least helpful. The worst
case when he decides to contribute is when all subsequent players also contribute (so
he cannot expect to receive transfer payments from them). The worst case when he
decides not to contribute is when no further player contributes (so he cannot hope to
buy from them at cost b < c). Now the analysis will be easier.
The first player contributes iff a < c. The i-th player sees that m i 1 have
contributed and contributes iff f1(n, n + m i + 2)) < f0(n,m). It should now be easier
to figure out what happens. Typically, I guess that we will see players 1, ..., i1
contributing, i1 + 1, , i2 not contributing, i2 + 1, , i3 contributing, and so on. It
would be nice if it turned out that when players take decisions this way the total
number that contribute is ultimately equal to the same m which minimizes f(n,m) = (n
m)f0(n,m) + mf1(n,m).
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A model with a small number of participants and cont.
contributions

3.3.1 The model
Consider an agent who has occasional need of computing resources, say for a
proportion of the time i. Whenever he makes use of resources to complete a job he
obtains expected reward r, but this is penalized by a cost (perhaps delay) that is
inversely proportional to the amount of resource he uses, xi. So the utility function for
agent i is ui ( xi ) r 1 / xi .
Suppose resource costs 1 per unit. An agent who acts alone maximizes his expected
net benefit of iui(xi) xi by buying a quantity of resource xi =
4/r2 then
i . If i
his maximum net benefit is negative, so he cannot be profitable. If
net benefit is r i 2 i .

i>

4/r2 then his is

3.3.2 The central planner solution
Suppose a central planner has available a total resource X to share amongst n agents.
Let Ii be an indicator variable that is 1 or 0 as agent i does or does not need resource.
Assume I1, , In are independent. The planner shares the resource amongst the agents
Ii
so that
u ( x j ) I j is maximized and this means he puts xi
X . That is, X is
j j
I
j j
shared out equally. The expected total utility obtained by the agents will be
E

Ii r

1

i

Ij
j i

1
X

r

i

i

The planner could choose X optimally, as X
total expected net benefit would be
r i i 2

i

i

i , j :i j

i

i

i

i

i

i , j :i j

i

j

i , j :i j

i

j

1
X
, and then the

j

This is more than the social welfare that can be obtained if agents make their own
purchases, i.e., it is more than j (r j 2 j ) .
Suppose we want to obtain the resource from the agents. Then we must ask agent i to
contribute some xi where
and make sure that each
x X
i i
i i
i , j :i j i j
is better off than he would be alone:
1
r

i

i
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i
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i , j :i j

i
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2

i

}
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3.3.3 Why equal division is no good
Suppose that X is to be obtained by each agent i making some contribution xi. A
difficulty with the above scheme (of sharing resource equally) is that agent i chooses
his contribution on the basis of maximizing his net benefit
1
nbi ( xi )

So if

i

>

j

i

r

j: j i

xi

j

j

x
i j

1
xi

r

i

i

xi

j
j

x
i j

k

)

j

xi

then

d
nbi ( xi )
dxi

d
nb j ( x j )
dx j

(

i

j

)(1

k i, j

X

0

This means it is impossible to have an equilibrium at which nbi'(dxi) = nbj'(xj) = 0. If
at equilibrium xi > 0 and nbi'(xi) = 0, then bj'(xj) < 0 and so agent j optimally
contributes xj = 0. Thus at the equilibrium only the agents of maximal i make any
contributions. The rest are free-riders.
Suppose there are just two agents. It helps to have the following notation in which to
describe a general mechanism. Suppose agents contribute x1, x2. If agent 1 is alone
then he receives resource a(x1, x2) x1 + x2. If both are present, then agent 1 receives
b(x1,x2), where b(x1,x2) + b(x2,x1) x1 + x2. The net benefit of agent 1 is now
r

1
a ( x1 , x2 )

b( x1 , x2 )

x1

If we take a(x1,x2) = b(x1,x2) = x1 then we model agents acting alone. The equal
division discipline is a(x1,x2) = x1 + x2 and b(x1,x2) = (x1 + x2)/2.
When there are just two identical agents, we would expect that under any reasonable
scheme they should contribute equally and share equally. However, it matters what
the scheme is. Consider two agents, each with i = 0.8. Take r =10. Acting alone they
get ir 2 i = 6.21115. However, sharing a facility with the equal division
mechanism, agents 1 and 2 maximize respectively
0.8 10

1 .8
x1 x2

x1 and 0.8 10

1 .8
x1 x2

x2

with respect to x1 and x2. The equilibrium is where x1 = x2 = 0.6, and each agent has
net benefit 6.2. This is less than the 6.21115 they obtained acting alone. In fact, when
n = 2, two identical agents will prefer to act alone for all 1 = 2 > 7/9.
The problem gets worse as the number of agents increases. With n = 10 identical
agents each contributes xi = 0.256125 and the net benefit per agent is 5.18263. Once n
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is as large as 98 then the equilibrium is driven to a point where agents no longer have
positive net benefit. They will start deserting the system.
3.3.4 A note on reaching equilibrium
There is a subtlety in thinking about how equilibrium is reached. Suppose we have n +
1 identical agents, each with parameter . Suppose each is contributing x. Agent 1 has
net benefit

r

1 n
x1 nx

x1 .

So he will increase his contribution if
d
dx1

r

1 n
x1 nx

x1
x1 x

(1 n )
1 0
( x nx) 2

However, it is advantageous for all agents to increase their contributions
simultaneously (so long as others of their same type do), if
d
dx

r

1 n
(n 1) x

x

(1 n) (1 n )
1 0
( x nx) 2

Which of these is right? Should we think that all agents of the same type will take the
same actions? In that case the second analysis explains what happens. However, I
think it is the first case that we really need, since any single agent can decide to act
differently to the others of his type.
3.3.5 Other mechanisms for two identical agents
We have made a surprising observation: two identical agents can obtain greater net
benefit by acting on their own than by participating in a grid in which their
contributions are determined as the Nash equilibrium. As we have seen above, the
social welfare under `equal shares division' can be worse than stand-alone for > 7/9.
With = 0.8 we found the standalone welfare to be 6.21115 and the grid welfare to be
6.2. This is because the incentives are wrong and each agent tries to be a partial freerider. How might we improve things?
Let us try the mechanism a(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 and b(x1, x2) = x1. Now the equilibrium is
at x1 = x2 = 0.824621 and the social welfare is 8 7 / 17 = 6.30225, which is better
than the stand-alone welfare. The only change is that we replaced b(x1, x2) = (x1 +
x2)/2 by b(x1, x2) = x1. This corresponds to a scheme in which the resource is divided
amongst agents proportional to their contributions, rather than in equal shares.
The central planner optimum is where x1 = x2 = 0.848528 and the social welfare is
8 6 2 / 5 = 6.30294, which is 0.0006931 better than in the grid scheme immediately
above.
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Consider now a scheme that divides resource proportionally to the s-th powers of the
contributions. That is,
a ( x1 , x2 )

x2 , b( x1 , x2 )

x1

x1s
x1s

x2s

( x1

x2 )

Equal division is s = 0. Proportional division is s = 1. What about other values of s? It
turns out that the equilibrium point is increasing in s. At s = 9/8 = 1.125 the
equilibrium point is exactly the same as that of the social optimum. (Note that if x1 =
x2 = x0 then b(x1, x2) = x0, for any s.) In fact, this works for any when we take
1
1
s
(1
) . Note that this means taking s 1. The reason is that the optimal x for
2
the social planner is where
d
dx

2

1

r

2x

2x2

0

2x2

x

and under the s-powers proportionate scheme x1 is found by solving

d
dx1

r

2

1
x1 x2

x1s
x1s

x2s

( x1

x2 )

2s
4x2

2

4x2

0

x1 x 2 x

These are the same condition when s

1
1
(1
).
2

Let us summarize in the following table. The numbers are for r = 10, = 0.8. Note
that for all the optimal values of x1, x2 are decreasing as we go through the schemes
in the order stand alone, central planner, proportional division, equal division.
There are other decentralized schemes that are better than proportional to
contributions. For example, let x0 =
(1 ) / 2 be the contribution that a central
planner would choose for agents 1 and 2. We could take

Scheme
Standalone
Central planner
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a ( x1 , x2 )

x1

b( x1 , x2 )

x1

x21{ x1

Social welfare
r
2
6.21115
r
2 (1 )

x0 }

Values of x1, x2
0.894427
(1 ) / 2
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s

6.30294

1
1
(1
)
2

Proportional division (s
= 1)
Equal division (s = 0)

r

r

0.848528

(3 5 )
2 1 3
6.30225
3
(1 )
2
6.2

1
2

(1 3 )

0.824621
1
(1 )
2
0.6

That is, when agent 1 is alone he is allowed to use agent 2 s contribution only if he
contributes at least x0. In the example, x0 = 0.848528. This scheme achieves the same
social welfare as does the central planner. The difficulty is that (as with choosing s =
1.25 above) the scheme needs to know the parameters of the agents in order to
compute x0. Is there a scheme that we can invent that does not need this information?
3.3.6 Two identical agents with unknown
Suppose we have two identical agents, but we do not know their . Recall that the
central planner optimum is achieved by xi =
(1 ) / 2 . Thus if agents are using x1
1
2

= x2 = x, we might imagine that implicitly informs the system that

1 8x2

So suppose the system now use s-powers proportional division, with s

1
2

1
1 8x2

1.

1 1
21

. Consider the following algorithm:

1

I. The agents pick some initial values x1 and x2.
II. The system sets its mechanism to be s-power sharing, with
1
1
, where x 12 ( x1 x2 ) .
s
2
2
1 8x
1
III. Agent i revises xi by looking for a minimum of his expected net benefit under spower sharing, i.e., tries to minimize

S ( x1 , x2 )

r

1
x1 x2

x1s

xi

( x1 x2 )
x1s x2s
with respect to xi. He does this by a Newton-Raphson search for the root dS/dxi
S ( x1 , x2 )
= 0, making the update xi
xi
, where S i ( x1 , x2 ) denotes derivative
Si ( x1 , x2 )
with respect to xi.
IV. Return to II with new values of x1 and x2.
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An important point to note is that the algorithm does not need to know . It simply
announces to the agents that it will be using the mechanism:
a ( x1 , x2 )

x1
x1s

b( x1 , x2 )
s

x2

x1s

1
2

x2s

( x1

x2 )

1
1 2( x1

x2 ) 2

1

We have experimented with this algorithm for different values of and different
starting values of x1 and x2. It always converges to the social welfare optimum of x1 =
(1 ) / 2 very rapidly indeed, in say 4 or 5 iterations. It should be possible to
x2 =
prove that it always converges.
The reason the algorithm works is that when x1, x2 are too small relative to , the
value of s is too large relative to 12 (1 1 ) , and this tends to make x1 and x2 increase,
whereas if x1, x2 are too great, the value of s is too small, and this tends to make x1 and
x2 decrease.
The next step is to try to think of something similar when the 1
2. Note also, that
in Step III of the algorithm, agent 1 is doing a calculation that presumes he knows s
and x2. Actually, he probably does not need to know this. He only has to be able to
estimate values for S(x1,x2) and Si(x1, x2). Perhaps he can get these by observation.
Notice that iterations of this algorithm need not actually occur. If agents 1 and 2 know
that this is the mechanism that the system will use for dividing up the total resource,
and that 1 = 2, then they can each conclude immediately that the equilibrium of the
system is at xi =
(1 ) / 2 . So they may as well set their contributions to this
amount from the start. The key magic is that the system has been able to announce a
mechanism (without knowing the parameter ) such that the agents (who do know )
will choose their equilibrium at contributions that are the best possible for social
welfare.
3.4 A relaxed problem for large systems
In this section we think about a system in which the number of agents is large. The
law of large numbers tells us that we will be pretty much able to guarantee a fixed yi
to agent i whenever he is present. That is,
y I is approximately constant and
i i i
equal to

i

xi , the sum of the contributions. This motivates consideration of a

problem with only the constraint
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3.4.1 A first formulation of the problem
Suppose that an agent who declares his parameter to be

has to contribute x( ) and

receives on average resources y( ). The aim is to maximize
subject to and an average provisioning constraint:

1
0

[ u ( y ( )) x( )]d

1
0

[ y ( ) x( )]d

0 , and an

incentive compatibility constraint u ( y (t )) x(t ) is maximized at t = . Assuming
this is at a stationary point, the incentive compatibility constraint can be written as
u ' ( y ( )) y ' ( ) x' ( ) 0 .
Suppose we incorporate these in a Lagrangian:
1
0

[ u ( y ( )) x( )]

( )[ u ' ( y ( )) y ' ( ) x' ( )]

[ y ( ) x( )] d

After integration by parts we have
1

(1)u ( y (1))

x( )[ 1

'( )

] [u ( y ( ))(

'( )

( ))

y ( )] d

0

Thus, freely maximizing with respect to the variable x( ) and y( ) we must have

u ' ( y ( ))(

This gives ( ) = (

'( ) 1
'( )

, where x( ) 0
( ))
0 , where y( ) > 0

1)(1+ ), since we must have (1)=0.

Rather than pursue this approach, we now turn to another way to address the problem.
3.4.2 An example for the utility function u ( x)

x

Assumptions of the example
Let us take u ( x)
x . We like this utility because it is concave in resources, and has
the property that u(x) x is maximized at a positive x, no matter how small is .
Throughout the following we are assuming that is uniformly distributed over [0,1].
That is, there are equal numbers of agents with each value of . The number of agents
is very large, so we may suppose (by the law of large numbers) that we can meet
demands from he grid pool provided the total amount contributed equals the average
demand. The numbers obtained in this section can be viewed as upper bounds on
performance for a system with a small number of participants.
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The go-it-alone solution
If agents must each go-it-alone, then an agent with parameter will choose x to
maximize u ( x) x and therefore take x = 14 2 . The total social welfare is then
1

1 2
04

1
12

t dt

0.08 3

The central planner solution
Suppose a central planner decides to provide an agent with parameter
resource y(t). The expected social welfare (per agent) is
1

1

0

0

tu ( y (t ))dt

= t with

ty (t )dt

So the optimum is y(t) = 1/4 for all t, and the resulting social welfare is 1/8 = 0.125. It
is perhaps somewhat of a surprise to realize that a central planner will wish to allocate
the same resource of 1/4 to any agent on those occasions he is present. This is because
every time any agent is present he presents an opportunity to earn benefit x . It
makes sense (by concavity of u) that the resource allocation should be the same every
time.
The Grid with optimal incentives
We consider decentralized schemes in which an agent who contributes x(t) gets y(t)
whenever he needs resource. The set {x(t ), y (t )} : t [0,1] is the set of possible
choices. Thus the agent maximizes his net benefit to f( ), where
f( )

max s [ u ( y ( s )) x( s )]

The maximum of linear functions of t is convex; this is how we know f( ) is convex.
Given f(t), one can recover x(t) and y(t), by taking x( s )
u ( y ( s )) f ' ( s) . Note that the agent's net benefit is:

u ( y ( s )) x( s )

f ( s ) sf ' ( s) and

f ' ( s ) [ f ( s ) sf ' ( s )]

(The right hand side above is a supporting tangent to f( ) at = s.) This has derivative
with respect to s of (
s)f ''(s), and so his net benefit is maximized by taking s = .
Thus, the notions of incentive compatibility and truthful revelation are already
captured in this formulation.
We wish to design f( ) so as to maximize

1
0

f ( s )ds subject to a constraint that says

that incoming contributions and outgoing allocations are equal. This is expressed as
1
0

IST
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x( s )]ds

1
0

[ sf ' ( s ) 2

f ( s ) sf ' ( s )]ds

0
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We now formulate the problem of mechanism design as a control problem. Let us
define:
z0 (t )

t

z1 (t )

f (t )

z2 (t )

f ' (t )
t

z3 (t )

So to maximize

where v

1
0

0

[ sf ' ( s ) 2

f ( s ) sf ' ( s )]dt

z1 (t )dt subject to z4 (1)

0 and

z0

1

z1

z2

z2

v

z3

z0 z22

z1

z0 z 2

0 is our control variable. We may control the second derivative of f.

This is a problem that can be tackled using Pontryagin s maximum principle. We take
the Hamiltonian
2
H z1
z1 z0 z2 )
0
1 z2
2v
3 ( z0 z 2
Using the fact that

i

H / zi , we find that

( z22

0

3

1

1

2

3

is constant and

z2 )
3

1

3

Since H is maximized by v, we must have
0.

( 2 z0 z 2

z0 )

0, and v = 0 if

2

2

0, and

2

= 0 if v >

Boundary conditions are z0(0) = z1(0) = z3(0) = 0, and z0(1) = 1, z3(1) = 0. Since
terminal values of z1(1), z2(1) are unconstrained, and there is no terminal cost, the
transversality conditions give 1(1) = 2(1) = 0. So 1(t) = (1 + 3)(1 t). Thus:
(1

2

3

In a region where v > 0 we must have
(1

3

)(t 1)
2

3

(2 z2 1)t

= 0 and so

)(t 1)

3

(2 z2 1)t

0

Suppose 2(0) < 0 so v(0) = 0. This suggests that the solution has two parts, which join
smoothly at some point t*.
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i. In a region t t*, 2 increases but remains negative. In this phase, v(t) = 0 and
z1(t) = z2(0)t.
ii. 2(t*) = 0. Now v turns positive and subsequently controls z2 in such a way that
2 remains 0. In this region, we have the differential equation
(1

3

)(1 t )

3

(2 z1 1)t

0

which has solution

z1 (t )

f (t )

t
2

(1
3

3

2

) log t

constant

3

We try solutions like this for different values of x2(0). One has to choose 3 and t* so
that z3(1) = 0 is satisfied and so the derivatives of f(t) match on both sides of the
switching point t*. Some numerical work gives the following results.
x2(0)
0
0.01
0.05
0.10

t*
0.158566
0.165076
0.196963
0.258137

3

0.84143
0.87769
0.81917
0.78225

social welfare
0.116121
0.115929
0.114990
0.113137

It appears that the first of these is best, when x2(0) = 0. (We probably should be able
to figure out a reason for that.) We then have

f (t )

0,
0.267745 0.594224t 0.0942239 log(t ),

0 t

0.158566

0.158566 t 1

Recall that this represents a scheme in which by declaring parameter t an agent can be
guaranteed resources y(t) = f '(t)2 in return for his making a contribution x(t) = tf '(t)
f(t). Note that
1. The social welfare obtained is 0.116121 and this is just a bit less than the social
welfare of 0.125 that is obtained by a central planner.
2. The optimal scheme is one in which agents with small (less than t* = 0.1585)
are prevented from participating. Intuitively, the reason we need to do this is so
we can incentivize the agents with greater
to make more substantial
contributions. (Compare this to a similar thing that happens in the public goods
model, where there is a fixed fee that some agents may not wish to pay.)
Another way to think about this is that agents with small are the most likely to
be free-riders. We do better to prevent them from participating.
3. This analysis has been on the assumption that agents do not have the option to
go-it-alone. The function f(t) is shown in red in the figure below. The blue plot
is t2/4, which is the stand alone net benefit. We see that if agents can go-it-alone
then agents with small values of will not like the scheme.
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4. The black lines show x(t) and y(t) (the amounts that agents will contribute and
receive). Most agents receive more than they contribute. But some agents, with
small values of , will not like the scheme, because they will receive less than
they contribute. However, if go-it-alone is not possible they will take up this
scheme, since their net benefit is positive.

In the next subsection we rework this analysis under the assumption that agents can
go-it-alone. In that case we need to satisfy two additional constraints

equivalently, z1 (t )

f (t )

(1 / 4)t 2

y (t )

x(t )

f ' (t ) 2

(1 / 4)t 2 and z2 (t ) 2

tf ' (t )

f (t )

tz2 (t ) z1 (t ) .

When agents can do it alone
We conjecture that one can deduce from the Maximum Principle that the optimal
solution must look like f(t)= (1/4)t2 for small values of t and then

f (t )

t
2

(1
3

3

2

) log t

constant

3

for large values of t. We choose 3 and the switching point t* to match values and first
derivatives of f(t) at t = t*. This is uniquely achieved for 3= 0.82064, t* = 0.218561.
The following figure (next page) shows in red the function f(t), which is now equal to
(1/4)t2 up to t* and then of the form 0.287405 + 0.60928t 0.109281 log(t )
thereafter. The black lines are x(t) and y(t). The blue line is (1/4)t2. We have
throughout that f(t)
(1/4)t2 and y(t) x(t) (with equality in these for t t*). The
social welfare value is 0.115444, which is a 38.5% improvement on go-it-alone
welfare and 92.4% of the central planning optimum. Also
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x(t )
y (t )

1 2
4

t ,

0 t

0.178124 0.109281log(t ),
1 2
4

t ,

(0.609281

0 t
0.109281 2
t

) ,

0.218561

0.218561 t 1
0.218561

0.218561 t 1

Notice that y2(1) = 1/4, which is the same as an agent with = 1 would choose for
himself on go-it-alone basis. Such an agent is always present and therefore the
resources he contributes can never be used by other agents. At first, this might make
one think that there is nothing to be gained by including him in the grid. However, we
see that it is still advantageous to include him, since we can increase social welfare by
letting him use some of the resources that others do not always need, and so he needs
only supply resources x(1) = 0.178124 rather that 0.25.

It is interesting that both y(t)/x(t) and f(t)/( (1/4)t2) are maximized at t = 0.548867.
This makes sense, since agents with near 0.5 are worthy of receiving the most
benefit through participating in the grid. They contribute quite a lot of resources, but
are still sufficiently absent that the resources they contribute can be used by others.
Agents with near 0 or 1 do not contribute much in the way of resources that others
can use.
These calculations are for a particular u and under the assumption that the are
uniformly distributed on [0,1]. We have seen that under these assumptions the agents
with small
make little contribution. However, in realistic applications the
distribution of is probably not this way. It is more likely that most agents have small
. In that case, we may not find that agents with small make no contribution to the
performance of the grid. It would be interesting to repeat this analysis under the
assumption that is uniform on say [0,0.2].
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3.4.3 A one contract approximation
Suppose there is only one contract on offer. An agent can decide to join the grid, in
which case he must contribute x, and then gets use of y > x whenever he needs
resources. Essentially, we are trying to approximate the optimal f(x) by
max{ 12 t 2 , t y

f (t )

x}

An agent with parameter will wish to take out this contract if by doing so he has
positive net benefit, and this is more than he would obtain buying resource on his
own. Thus we have the requirement
y

x

max{0, 12

2

}

This means that an agent will participate if
2( y

Under the constraint ty (t )dt

y

x)

min{2( y

y

x ),1}

x(t )dt , we find that the social welfare is maximized

to 0.109503 at x = 0.1169 and y = 0.1713. Note that this is not much less than the
social welfare of 0.116121 that we found for an optimal design above. The figure
below compares the optimal f (red) and the optimal one contract approximation
(blue). It is interesting that the optimal approximation lies strictly below the optimal
curve. That is, every type of agent is worse off when we make this simple
approximation (except those for small
t*). (Note that in the region where the
approximation is t y
x, the blue curve is closest to the red around =0.56, but
there is still a gap. These curves do not touch.)

We should be able to do an even better job approximating f by a quadratic.
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3.4.4 Small populations
Suppose now there are ni agents with parameter i, i = 1, ..., k. Let n = ini. A central
planner who knows all the ni and i would buy total resources X and allocate y to each
user when present. To achieve a priori budget balance he needs
ny n y X.
i i i
The social welfare is

i

ni

1
4

This is maximized by X
1
2

uniform distribution

y

i

X

n

y

X

n

X.

X /( n )

n and the optimal social welfare is

1
4

n . For the

, and we recover our previous result that the social welfare
1
4

is (1/8)n. The optimal stand-it-alone welfare is

i

ni

2
i

.

Now let's look at a small system with n = k = 2. The central planner will buy X to
maximize
1 2

u ( X / 2) [ 1 (1

[ 1 (1

2

)

2

(1

2
1

)

2

)

(1

2

1

1 2

)]u ( X )

] X

X

X

The maximum is
1
4

[ 1 (1

2

)

2

(1

1

)

2

1 2

]2

Eq. 2.3

How well can we do with a decentralized scheme? The scheme will be to offer two
contracts, each designed for agents of types 1 and 2. In each contract we state a xi, yi
,zi. Here xi is the amount agent i is required to contribute, yi x1 + x2 is what he gets if
he is the only agent present, and zi is what he gets if both are present, z1 + z2 x1 + x2.
The net benefit to agent i will be
nbi

i

[(1

j

) yi

zi ] xi

j

Here (i,j) equals (1,2) or (2,1). For incentive compatibility we need
i

[(1

j

) yi

j

zi ] xi

i

[(1

j

) yj

j

zj ] xj

The central planner wishes to maximize the total social welfare
nb1

nb2

[(1

1

2

) y1

2

z1 )] x1

2

[(1

1

) y2

1

z2 )] x2

subject to constraints of individual rationality (agents do better than go-it-alone):
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x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 , z1 , z2
y1

x1

x2

y2

x1

x2

z1

z2

x1

0

x2
2
1

1
4

[(1

2

) y1

2

z1 ] x1

[(1

1

) y2

1

z2 ] x2

1
4

[(1

2

) y1

2

z1 ] x1

1

[(1

1

) y2

1

z2 ] x2

1

2
1

2

2
2

[(1

2

[(1

2

) y2

2

z2 ] x2

) y1

1

z1 ] x1

1

Numerically, we can look for solutions. Let us suppose that y1 = y2 = z1 + z2 = x1 + x2
(so that the entire resource is always used). We find that for all the values ( 1, 2) that
we have tried there is a scheme that achieves the central planner social optimum. For
example, with 1 = 0.2 and 2 = 0.5, we find (x1, x2, z1, z2) = (0.0437, 0.0591, 0.0514,
0.0514). One can check that all the constraints are satisfied and that the social welfare
is 0.10285. This is the same as a central planner could obtain, i.e., the value given in
Eq. 2.3. Notice that when both agents are present the resource is equally shared. Here
are some other values.

1

2

x1

x2

z1

z2

SW

0.05

0.5

0.0024

0.0692

0.0358

0.0358

0.07165

0.05

0.9

0.0067

0.2066

0.1066

0.1066

0.21328

0.05

1.0

0.0076

0.2528

0.1302

0.1302

0.26046

0.2

0.5

0.0437

0.0591

0.0514

0.0514

0.10285

0.2

0.9

0.0462

0.2011

0.1236

0.1236

0.24729

0.4

0.5

0.0753

0.0779

0.0766

0.0766

0.15321

0.4

0.9

0.0954

0.2011

0.1483

0.1482

0.29654

0.8

0.9

0.2005

0.2080

0.2042

0.2024

0.40847

0.8

1.0

0.2087

0.2344

0.2216

0.2216

0.44314

Assuming the social welfare optimum can be achieved, it can be shown that we must
have
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Now we must figure out how to choose x1 and x2 to satisfy the incentive compatibility
and rationality constraints.
3.5 A mechanism design
In this section we our aim is to see what happens when an agent's share of the
common pool of resource is made to depend on the size of his contribution, so that
agents with greater i are incentivized to make greater contributions. That is, it is
optimal for an agent with parameter i to contribute f( i), where this is a strictly
monotone increasing function. Having seen agents make contributions x1, , xn, the
planner uses f -1 to deduce 1, , n. He then divides the total resource i amongst
active the agents in proportion to the square roots of their implied j, that is, in
f 1 ( x i ) . Note that we are not claiming that division

proportion to their values of

proportional to square roots gives an optimal mechanism. Rather, it is a possible
mechanism, and of a type rewards agents for making greater contributions.
If agent i states his parameter to be

he will obtain

i

E r

f ( i)

i
i
i

Let Y

i

j

3/ 2
j

j i

j

Ij

r

i
i

X

X

1

1

3/ 2
j

f ( i)

i j i

. Let us investigate the incentive compatibility condition. For the

maximum to occur at

i

i

1Y/X
. Thus, by integrating this
2
i

, we need f ' ( i )

simple differential equation, we have f ( i )

xi

(Y / X )

i

c , for some constant c.

Notice that this defines a system in which agents are required to make contributions
xi c and then they share the available resource in proportional to ( xi c) I i . Thus
agent i receives resource

xi
( xi

c)

j

c
(x j
i

c) I j

X

His expected net benefit is

E r
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Now assume the system is large, so that we may treat X as a constant as xi varies.
Suppose that each other participant j, j i, makes a contribution of xj = c + (Y/X) i .
Note that then

(x j

c)

j

(Y / X )

3/ 2
j

j i

Y2 / X

j i

By substituting this and differentiating we recover that xi is optimally of the form
xi c (Y / X ) i . This confirms that we have a Nash equilibrium. Note that this
scheme prevents an agent from free-riding. He is incentivized to make a contribution
that is greater when his intended use of the system is greater.
An agent will choose to participate only if (a) his net benefit is positive and (b) he can
do better than if he can if he were to act alone. Suppose for the moment that this
happens if i > , for some threshold value . Suppose the j are uniform on [0,1].
Assuming this,
1
3/ 2
j

Y
j:

3/ 2

n

2
5

d

(1

5/ 2

)n

j

X

xi
i

1/ 2
j

c
j:

(Y / X )

(1

2
3

)cn

(1

3/ 2

)(Y / X )n

j

The marginal customer has net benefit of 0, so (r 1 / X )
However, since n is large, the term of 1 / X that appears above
other terms, and so for the marginal customer we take r
Similarly, neglecting the term in 1 / X, the total
2
3/ 2
1
(1
)rn 23 (1
)(Y / X )n X .
2

c 2
is small
c 2
social

(Y / X ) 0 .
compared to
(Y / X ) 0 .
welfare is

This is to be maximized by choice of c, subject to the equations numbered above.
These can be solved numerically. For example, with r = 10 we find that the social
welfare is maximized to 3.96628n by taking = 0.0240879, c = 0, X = 0.515408n and
Y = 0.399964n. Note that < 4 / r 2 = 0.04, so some agents are now making use of the
system who could not have profitably done so on their own.
Notice that 3.96628n is greater than the total social welfare of 3.66933n which would
be obtained if the agents acted independently, i.e.,
n

1
4/ r2

(r

2

)d

3.66933n

We also find that all agents will prefer to join the grid rather than act independently,
since
i
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for all

. The contributions are given by xi = 0.776013

i

. Recall that when

agents acted alone their optimal contributions were xi =

i

. Thus all agents

i

contribute less than they would on their own, but achieve greater net benefit. It is
interesting that the solution has c = 0. We investigate is a subsequent section what
happens in this special case. From experiments, it seems to be true that the social
welfare is maximized with c = 0.
3.5.1 Comparison to the central planner solution
What about the central planner solution? Recall that if the planner knows all the
social welfare is
r

2

i

i

r

i

1
2

rn
1
2

n

2

1
2

i

i, j: j i

3/2 2
i

i
2
5

2
4
5

r

2

i

2

i

i

i
1
4

n

j

i

i

i

the

j

i

3
i

n

n

This is 4.2n in the example. However, suppose he does not know the i. He has no
information to distinguish participants and so can do no more than share the resource
equally amongst the participants who are active, and charge them each for a 1/n share
of the cost. This means that the expected social welfare will be

E

1
X

Ii r
i

1

j i

X

1
2

rn ( 12 n

1
4

n(n 1)

1
4

n(n 1))

1
X

X

Ij

This is maximized to
1
2

rn 2

1
2

n

( 12 r 1)n

This is 4n in the example. The problem with his doing this is that some agents will not
like this. In particular, those with would prefer to act alone, i.e., when i > 0.548062
in the example. So this is not a practical design.
3.5.2 The case c = 0
When c = 0 we have a simple system in which the total resource X is shared amongst
active agents in proportion to their contributions. When agent i is present he gets
resource
xi
X
xi
I
x
j i j j
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The denominator is less than or equal to X and so we a nice property of this scheme
that agent i is alway allocated at least his own contribution xi. The expected utility for
agent i is given by

E

i

1

r

xi

xi
xi

j i

1
X

r

i

X

I jxj

1
X

j i

j

xj

xi

xi

Again, let us suppose that X is relatively insensitive to xi and so can be treated as a
constant. Then agent i determines his optimal contribution to be xi =
where Y i
i

j i

j

and Y i

xj

Y

j

j

i

Yi / X ,

x j . Thus making the approximation

Y / X , we have
X

Y/X

Y

Y/X

i
i

1/ 2
i
3/ 2
i

which gives, in a large system,

Y
X

i

3/ 2
i

i

1/ 2
i

2
5
2
3

(1
(1

5/2
3/ 2

where we suppose that agent i will participate if i >
term in 1/X), agent i will wish to participate if i r 2

)
)

i

. In fact, (again ignoring the
Y / X 0 or equivalently, if

2

i

4Y /(r X ) .

This is all in agreement with what we found above. Notice that Y/X < 1, so < 4/r2.
This means that some agents with small i participate profitably who could not have
been profitable buying resources on their own. We can compute as the root of
r2
For r = 10 this gives

12
5

1
1

5/ 2
3/ 2

0

= 0.0240879, as found above. We find

1 as r

2.

3.6 Conclusion
We have presented some preliminary modeling and analysis of incentives in grid
systems. The key observations are that sharing policies may greatly influence the
overall success of the system taking into account the amount of contributed resources
by participants. Our models and analysis are new and show some promising
directions. In particular, these indicate that we may be able to solve for large systems
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the notoriously hard Mechanism Design problem, and derive the form of optimal
incentive policies. There is significant work to be done as a continuation of these
results by extending the models for general utility functions and also looking at small
populations of agents. Most of these directions are already discussed in the previous
sections.
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Pricing resources on demand

Traditional contracts for network and computing resources are of static type where
the customer is buying the right to use for a given price a fixed amount of resources
for a long period of time. Typical examples are the case of contracting bandwidth in
access networks and VPNs and the case of computing infrastructure that a customer
leases (or buys) for fulfilling its IT needs. Current technology in access networks and
Grid computing allows suppliers to offer more flexible contracts to their customers
allowing them to choose dynamically the amount of resources they are allowed to use
at a given time. This flexibility may benefit the customers with bursty demand since it
allows them to obtain resources only when they need them and pay only when they
use them. We define contracts where time is discrete and a customer is allowed to buy
a fixed amount of resources ahead of time for a price a, the static part of the
contract, and complement this at each new time period by purchasing an extra amount
at price b, the dynamic part of the contract. We investigate the properties of such
contracts and compare them with contracts of purely static or dynamic type. Our
results suggest that in general suppliers and customers are both better off when using
such mixed contracts, and that purely dynamic contracts may not always be preferable
compared to purely static ones. We also show that under price competition of
suppliers using static contracts against suppliers using dynamic contracts, at the
equilibrium both suppliers may secure some profit by segmenting the market.
4.1 Motivation
Conceptually, the Grid is a system making computational resources available to users
under a pay-per-use scheme. Such resources may include CPU cycles, storage,
network bandwidth or a combination of all the above. A resource unit perhaps
cannot be unanimously defined to reflect the intricacies of every different Grid
system. Different implementations may wish to measure resource usage in terms of
different parameters (CPU, Mbps, etc.) or through different weights for each. Despite
the difficulty in globally defining a resource unit, someone could use this useful
abstraction to study economic phenomena in a generic manner. Our discussion in this
(and every other) chapter assumes that a resource unit is a clearly defined and agreed
upon, one-dimensional measure, at least in the context of a specific Grid
implementation.
Having acquired a generic abstraction of Grid resources (the unit ), we may quantify
usage, demand, supply, etc. and even talk about pricing. Users who request resources
in a Grid system are actually engaging in contracts that span over a period of time
and define the number of resource units accessible to the user (in each time period)
and the price paid for each. Such contracts can be of two types: static and dynamic. In
static contracts a user purchases a fixed quantity of resource throughout the duration
of the contract (i.e. 50 units per day, over a whole year). In dynamic contracts, a user
reserves no fixed quantity over the contract s time span, but decides, in every time
period, how much to acquire (i.e. he selects, at the end of every day, how many units
he shall require during the next day).
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Each type of contact has its strong points and weaknesses. In fixed contracts, a user is
usually capable of getting a better price per unit of resource, since he offers the
provider better certainty over expected revenues. Yet, if a user has bursty traffic (with
fluctuations across the different time periods), under a static contract his demand will
be greater or less than the fixed quantity. This implies inability to serve some tasks or
a lesser degree of resource utilization, respectively. Under dynamic contracts, on the
other hand, a user never runs the risk of having too much (or too little), but this
usually comes at the expense of higher prices.
We here investigate a hybrid type, the mixed contract. This defines a two-part tariff, in
the sense that it contains both a static and a dynamic part. Under a mixed contract, the
user pre-agrees upon a fixed quantity per time period, which he buys at price a per
unit, and complements this (at will) before every time period with extra quantity (the
dynamic part), which comes at price b > a per unit. (Clearly, if b < a the user will
never buy any fixed quantity and the mixed contract degenerates to a dynamic one).
These three types of contracts are compared in term of the net benefit of users (utility
minus cost), the revenue of a profit-maximizing provider (revenues minus costs) and
the expected resource consumption (total quantity purchased) under each type. We
prove that mixed contracts give both users and suppliers a greater net benefit and
increase consumption, due to their flexible nature. Also, we show that a dynamic
contract is not always better for users (or providers), compared to a static one, and
identify the conditions for each case. Finally, we explore where the market will
stabilize under a Bertrand game of price competition between static and dynamic
contract providers. We show that, by exploiting the particular needs of different
segments of the user population, both are able to achieve positive profits, despite
Bertrand equilibria usually leading to zero profitability.
The above are crucial in examining a Grid system and its economic properties. If
computational resources are offered by a large provider, this study examines the
pricing strategies he is very likely to employ. Assuming users have a demand over
such resources, we also identify the conditions under which their benefit is
maximized. More importantly perhaps, we explicitly illustrate the raison d'être behind
Grid systems. It is this flexibility of purchasing computational resources within a Grid
in many different ways that gives both its users and providers a clear benefit. To see
this, consider that a static contract is similar to self-provisioning (i.e. purchasing your
own hardware and software), only this time the contract s duration is much longer
(many years). Dynamic and mixed contracts, with all their good properties, are only
possible in a Grid-like environment where computation is provided on demand and
charged per-use. We believe that our examination serves to set a basis for establishing
the business (and social) economic benefit of the Grid and model the decision context
of all major players (users, providers) in it.
4.2 Modeling
We begin our examination by studying a simple example. Consider a single provider
who is not supply-constrained. He offers computational resources (units) at fixed
prices known to every potential customer in the market. Also, there are three
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prospective customers in the market. The first (1) can accurately predict her usage and
knows she will be needing 1 unit of resource every week, for a whole year, for which
she is willing to pay no more than $100. The second customer (2) will be needing 1
unit of resource on 50% of the weeks in a year and 2 units on the rest. These weeks
are randomly distributed throughout the year, but the customer always knows her
exact needs one week ahead. For this amount of resources, she is willing to pay up to
$190. Finally, the third customer (3) will be requiring 1 unit on 90% of the weeks and
3 units on the remaining 10%, being willing to pay no more than $136 for this. The
provider wants to maximize his revenue out of these customers, by selecting the type
of contract to offer (static, dynamic, mixed) and the prices a and b per unit in the
static and dynamic parts of the contract, respectively. Revenues may be maximized by
having low enough prices for all three customers to participate, or by setting prices
higher, so that only two (or one) of them engage in a contract, but in total pay more.
To begin with, a purely static or dynamic contract is just a mixed one, in which b or a
are equal to . Also, we assume b > a in mixed contracts, or else there would be no
point in the static part of the contract (customers would simply select, one week
ahead, their resources for each week). Then, our provider wants to maximize:
3

R

ri
i 1

Here, client 1 will definitely choose a purely static contract, if available. Since she is
completely aware of her requirements, there is no point for her to dynamically (and
thus more expensively) purchase any resources. Therefore, r1 a if a 100 , and zero
otherwise. Customer 2 has two choices. She will either select a purely static contract
(and pay 2a), or a mixed contract with 1 unit of resource statically purchased and the
remaining 1 unit requested dynamically only on weeks that this extra capacity is
actually needed. This latter option would give expected cost equal to a + b/2 (the
coefficient 1/2 reflects the fact that, on the average, the extra resource unit will be
requested for 50% of the weeks). Therefore, customer 2 will have cost min{2a, a +
b/2}. Similarly, the third client will have expected cost equal to min{3a, a + 2b/10},
since she either purchases 3 units statically, or just one, complemented with another 2
dynamically allocated units for 1/10 of the weeks.
What will the provider choose? Allowing only static, year-long contracts (b = ),
revenues are maximized by taking a = 95 (then total revenue amounts to $285). Here,
only the first two customers purchase resources since, to lure the third customer, a
would have to be set to 45, giving revenue of only $270. On the other hand, under a
purely dynamic contract revenues are maximized by choosing b = 100, which gives
$370 for the provider. If we introduce a mixed contract, revenue maximization
implies a = 100 and b = 180. All three customers will make purchases, giving total
revenue of $426. Notice, however, that customer 1 under this scenario needs to pay
$100, i.e. $5 more than before. If we wished to avoid that, we could simply set a = 95
and b = 190, thus making $418 in total revenue, which is still greater than the static
case. What s really interesting about this case is that, under a mixed contract, no
customer is worse-off (compared to the purely static case) and the provider still
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manages to generate increased revenue. Figure 4.2-1 below gives a graphical
representation of revenues for the three (or four) cases. This is greater than the static
case, but still less than the mixed one. Which of those results can be generalized and
under which conditions is each contract type preferred by providers or customers?

Figure 4.2-1 Optimal revenues under the different contract types

To examine this problem, we need to carefully model both the customers and the
provider s optimization problems. Throughout our analysis we shall assume that a
single profit-maximizing (monopolistic) provider who posts prices a and b per
resource unit for the static and dynamic parts of his contract. The provider does not
price-discriminate, i.e. all customers purchase at the same rate. Finally, we assume
that contracts are agreed for a long period of time (e.g. a year), and that user requests
are fluctuating within this period, which is divided in n slots (i.e. n = 52 for slot
week).
4.2.1 The customer s maximization problem
Let us then first examine the customer s optimization problem. We assume that
customers have a utility function ui (for customer i) which is increasing in the amount
xi she actually purchases. Assuming rationality in the classical sense of net benefit
maximization, the customer will simply choose xi to maximize ui(xi) c(xi), where c( )
is a function giving the cost of acquiring the resource units. Also, assume that all
user s utility functions are conditioned upon another random variable k, whose
distribution is known a priori. We therefore symbolize customer i s utility function,
conditioned upon his ki, as u ki . We shall return to this variable and explain its precise
role later on.
Under a purely static contract, a customer i simply needs to choose the amount xi to
purchase for the whole year. Then, her net benefit under price a (dollars per resource
unit per week) is equal to
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nbsi (a )

n max uk i ( xi ) axi
xi

Dynamic contracts will require customer i to choose an amount y ij of resource units
for each week j of the year. Therefore, her net benefit becomes
n

nbdi (b)

max
uk i ( y ij ) by ij
i
j 1

yj

Finally, in a mixed contract the customer must decide both a xi for the static part of
the contract, as well as a y ij prior to every week (for the dynamic part). Like before,
her net benefit amounts to
n

nbmi (a, b)

max
xi

max
uk i ( xi
i
j 1

yj

y ij ) by ij

naxi

But what is the form of ui( )? We assume that utility functions are, as in
microeconomics, increasing and concave functions, to capture the fact that the
marginal increase in utility is decreasing in the quantity purchased. A good candidate
for such a utility function, which we use heretofore, is
kx
u k ( x)

1 2
x
2
1 2
k
2

x

k

x

k

Eq. 3.1

By calculating the derivative of a utility function, we may obtain the demand function
associated with a user. This, under the static contract case, is xk (a ) max{0, k a} .
Figure 4.2-2 below gives a schematic representation of our utility (and demand)
function of choice.

Figure 4.2-2 Utility (left) and demand (right) functions (for k = 1)

We have thus far formulated a utility function for customers with different values of k
and also analytically defined each user s maximization problem. Depending now on
the distribution for k, a customer s expected net benefit (expectation over k) takes
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different forms. For example, if k is uniformly distributed in [0,1] then expected net
benefits for the static and dynamic contract types become
1

nbs (a )

n max uk ( x)dk
1 n

nbd (b)

0

x

0

j 1

ax

max uk ( y j ) by j dk
yj

Another distribution we find interesting is the one in which k = k1 with probability 1
p and k = k2 with probability p, where 0
k1 < k2. This scenario represents a
segmented market, where some users (a fraction 100(1 p)%) is low-demand, and
another fraction (100p%) is high-demand. Expected net benefits under this case
become

nbs (a )

n max (1 p )uk1 ( x)

puk 2 ( x) ax

x

n

nbd (b)

(1 p ) max

y1 , , y n

n

uk1 ( y j ) by j

p max

y1 , , y n

j 1

uk 2 ( y j ) by j
j 1

We can easily observe that, for fixed values of a and b, these are a convex and a linear
(respectively) increasing function of p. As a result, and because a b, there may be a
range [p1,p2]
[0,1] such that a dynamic contract will be preferred. To see that,
consider the subcase a = b. Then, net benefits for the two contract types are equal at p
= 0 and at p = 1, whereas throughout the range (0,1) dynamic contracts give a higher
benefit. Now, as b increases, the linear function nbd will start moving downwards,
thus crossing the convex line in at most 2 points internal in [0,1]. After b increases too
much, of course, nbs will remain strictly above nbd and thus static contracts will
always be preferred.
4.2.2 The provider s maximization problem
Let us now turn to the supplier s problem. We restrict our examination to a profitmaximizing monopolistic provider of resources. Assuming there are N customers in
the market, if customer i purchases xi in a purely static contract with price a0 per unit
N

of resource, the provider generates revenues equal to rs (a0 )

a0

xi . Under a purely
i 1

dynamic contract with price b0, customers choose a quantity every week of the year,
N

n

y ij . Finally, under a mixed contract, customers choose a xi for

thus rd (b0 ) b0
i 1 j 1

the static part and complement it with a y ij per week (for the dynamic part).
Therefore,

the

total

N

rm (a0 , b0 )

a0

N

xi

revenues

the

supplier

are

equal

to

y ij . In each case, the xi and y ij are chosen to maximize

b0

i 1

of

n

i 1 j 1

each player s utility function.
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The monopolistic provider naturally wishes to maximize r, his total revenue, by
deciding prices a and b for the mixed type contract (remember purely static and
dynamic contracts just have b =
or a = ). Our discussion will assume utility
functions are of the form in (Eq. 3.1) and k is either distributed arbitrarily in [0,1] or
has a two-point distribution (k1, k2) with probabilities 1 p and p, respectively.
Arbitrary distribution of k
Let us first examine the arbitrary distribution for k. It can be proven that the following
theorem holds in that case:
THEOREM 3.1: If k is arbitrarily distributed in [0,1], the optimal revenue generated
by a static contract monopolist is equal to that of a dynamic contract monopolist.
PROOF: To show that, consider that k s distribution follows density function f(k).
Consider first a static supplier. Now the average user will choose his x to maximize
1

x

u k ( x) f (k )dk ax
0

1

u k ( x) f (k )dk
0

x

u k ( x) f (k )dk ax
x

1

u k (k ) f (k )dk
0

u k ( x) f (k )dk ax
x

Notice that at the first integral we have substituted u k (x) with u k (k ) , a direct
consequence of the definition for u. To maximize this, we take a first-order condition,
exchange differentiation with integration, and get
1

a

d
u k ( x) f (k )dk
dx x

1

0

d
u k ( x) f (k )dk
dx
x

a

1

0

a

(k

x) f (k )dk

x

The seller, on the other hand, wants to maximize his revenue by the typical customer.
This equals the price a times the x of the expected customer (expectation over k). But
1

a is equal to

(k

x) f (k )dk from above, so the monopolist maximizes (over x) the

x

quantity
1

x (k b) f (k )dk

Eq. 3.2

x

Let us now turn to a dynamic contracts monopolist. Users will similarly purchase (k
b)+ under price b. Therefore, a similar condition can be derived, whereby the
manufacturer maximizes his expected revenue, i.e. over b, the quantity
1

b (k b) f (k )dk . By comparing this with (Eq. 3.2) it becomes obvious that the
x

optimal (maximized) revenues under static and dynamic contracts are the same,
Q.E.D.
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Notice here that the optimal x chosen by the user under a static contract is equal to the
optimal b chosen by a dynamic contract provider. An interesting result regarding the
quantity of resources sold under each case can then be derived, by observing that the
optimal x under a static contract is where:
1

1

d
x (k
dx x

x) f (k )dk

(k

2 x) f (k )dk

0

x

If the solution to this is x*, and as we have seen x* = b*, then under a dynamic contact
the provider sells quantity
1

(k

x*) f (k )dk

(1 F ( x*)) x*

x*

x*

This implies that the resource units sold under the dynamic contract are less than the
corresponding units sold under the static contract.
Two-point distribution of k
Let us now turn to our second case, where customers k follows a two-point
distribution. Let us assume that k = k1 with probability p1 and that k = k2 with
probability p2 = 1 p1. Also, without loss of generality, let k1 < k2 for the purpose of
our discussion. Under this distribution, a customer of static contracts with unit price a
receives expected benefit equal to p1uk1 ( x) p2uk 2 ( x) ax , which is a continuous
function of x (as the sum of three continuous functions). Under our choice of utility
function (Eq. 3.1), we may get a first-order condition, which states that
p1 (k1 x)
p2 (k 2 x) a . By examining the left-hand of this equation we may
isolate three cases. Either both (k1 x), (k2 x) are negative, in which the expression
equals zero (notice the + operator), or both are positive, in which case this equals
p1k1 p2 k2 ( p1 p2 ) x k x , or finally only (k2 x) is positive. As a result, we
may write
a

max 0, k

x , p2 ( k 2

x)

Under this light, the demand function of users, which equals x(a) = (k a)+, can be
written as x(a ) max 0, k a, k2 a / p2 . Therefore, the seller s total revenue
amounts to

max x max 0, k

x, k 2

max 0, max x(k

x) , p2 max x(k2

x

x

max
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We may thus identify two cases, depending on which of the two above quantities is
2
greater. Define p* 1 k 2 / k1 1 . Clearly now, if p2
p* the maximum of the
sellers revenues is at k 2 / 4 . On the contrary, if p2 < p* the maximum is obtained at
p2 k22 / 4 . Therefore, the duplet (a*, x*) is, under static contracts, either equal to
(k / 2, k / 2) or ( p2 k 2 / 2, k 2 / 2) , depending on whether p2 is less or greater than p*,
respectively.
Under dynamic contracts, the expected quantity a user will buy under price b will be
p1 (k1 b)
p2 (k2 b) . By theorem 3.1 we know that the optimal value for b equals
the optimal value of x in the static case, i.e. either k / 2 (if p2 is less than p*) or k2 / 2
(otherwise). Substituting back to the formula giving the expected number of units old,
we get values of x similar to the static case. Therefore, we see that the expected
number of resource units sold in the static and dynamic contracts are the same under a
two-point distribution (and not strictly unequal, as in the arbitrary distribution).
The user s choice under two-point distributed k
What will the customer choose, when faced with two profit-maximizing providers,
one of static contracts and one of dynamic ones? Assuming customer rationality in the
sense of picking the choice with the greatest net benefit, we may calculate the
difference in net benefits nbd nbs and get

nbd

nbs

1
p1 p2 (k2 k1 ) 2
2
1
p1k12
2

if p2

p*

if p2

p*

Clearly then, customers whose k follows a two-point distribution will prefer dynamic
contract providers if p2 p* and static contracts otherwise.
THEOREM 3.2: If customers utility functions are in the form (Eq. 3.1) and k follows
a two-point distribution with points k1 and k2 > k1, chosen with probabilities 1 p and
p respectively, these customers will strictly prefer to face a monopolist offering
2
dynamic contracts if p p*, where p* 1 k2 / k1 1 , or a monopolist offering static
contracts otherwise.
PROOF: By deriving the optimal choices of prices and consumed quantities as above
and calculating the difference in net benefits nbd nbs .
COROLLARY 3.1: For every price a of the static provider, a dynamic provider can
publish a price b that offers him at least the same revenue, while the customer
achieves a higher net benefit, if p2 p. The reverse applies if p2 > p.
PROOF: Since profit-maximizing static and dynamic contract providers make the
same optimal revenue (theorem 3.1) and the net benefit of customers is higher in the
dynamic contract case when p2 p, a dynamic contract monopolist can choose his
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optimal price and be preferred by customers of the static contract monopolist.
Similarly, p2 > p a dynamic contract monopoly can be challenged by a static contract
provider.
Mixed contracts with two-point distributions
Suppose prices a < b for the static and dynamic parts of a mixed contract. Then a user
who purchases x statically and y1, y2 dynamically (depending on whether k = k1 or k2)
gets expected benefit equal to

p1uk1 ( x

y1 )

p2uk 2 ( x

y2 ) xa

p1 y1

p2 y2 b

We can simplify this expression by making some interesting observations. Since k1 <
k2 the customer exhibits low demand at a fraction 100p1% of the weeks and high
demand for the remaining fraction 100p2%. Since, however, a customer will never
have demand lower than uk1 ( ) and b > a by assumption, it clearly is in his benefit to
request all the resource units that maximize this uk1 ( ) statically. Thus at the optimum
y1 *
=
0.
Therefore,
a
p1uk1 ( x) p2uk 2 ( x y2 ) xa p2 y2b .

user s

expected

benefit

becomes

Another simplification can be achieved if we consider the relationship between a and
p2b. If a < p2b the user would purchase only in the static part of the contract. This
happens between the frequency of using the (more expensive) dynamically allocated
resources units is too high to guarantee any benefit. It must be that I use the expensive
resources infrequently enough to actually have a benefit by not pre-booking it in a
(cheaper) static contract. A direct consequence of a > p2b is that x1* k. Otherwise, a
user would reduce his static consumption by a small > 0, simultaneously increasing
his dynamic consumption y2 by a similar , and obtain an extra benefit of (a p2b) >
0. Similarly, x + y2 k. If any of the above conditions does not hold, the mixed
contact operates as either a purely static or purely dynamic contract, since customers
never choose positive values for both x and y2.
Let us now see how much resource units a customer under a mixed contract decides to
buy, if the above conditions hold. We begin by the choice of the dynamic part,
namely, of y2. For any given x the user will optimally that y2 = k2 x b. Remember
that only during weeks when k = k2 the user purchases any non-zero number of
resource units dynamically. Therefore, his net benefit can be written as

p1uk1 ( x)
Maximizing

this

y2 * k 2

b a
.
p1
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The revenue of the seller can be easily calculated by substituting these values into his
revenue formula rm xa p2by2 and maximizing over a and b. This gives optimal
values a* k / 2 and b* k 2 / 2 . In that case, the user buys x* k1 / 2 and
y2 * (k2 k1 ) / 2 . Provider revenues amount thus to ( p1k12 p2 k22 ) / 4 and the
expected user benefit becomes ( p1k12

p2 k22 ) / 8 .

It is interesting to observe that both customers and providers become better-off under
a mixed-contract monopoly than under static (or dynamic) monopolies. Also notice
that, if the seller knew exactly on which weeks k = k1 and on which k = k2 and could
therefore price-differentiate, he would make exactly the same amount of revenues as
with a mixed contract offer.
THEOREM 3.3: With a mixed contract, a monopolistic resource provider can make
optimally more revenue than with a purely static or purely dynamic one. Moreover,
users enjoy in the mixed contract a greater net benefit than either of the other cases.
PROOF: By performing the above optimizations and comparing results.
4.2.3 A model of price competition
So far we have seen what happens when there is not just a single-type monopoly in
the market, but instead two providers compete with each other, one offering purely
static contract and one offering purely dynamic ones. To examine this case, let us
again consider a static provider S with price a per unit of resource and a dynamic
provider D with price b per unit.
Let us assume that customers employ our utility function in (Eq. 3.1) and that k
follows a two-point distribution, in which k = 0 or k = k2 with probabilities 1 p and
p, respectively. A large number of prospective users exists in the population and p is
distributed across them with density function f ( p) . If a customer were to buy from a
static provider, he would choose x to maximize his net benefit, which is equal to
puk 2 ( x) ax . Optimally, he will select x* max{k2 a / p,0} .
In the dynamic contract case, the customer will, similarly, choose y to maximize
puk 2 ( y ) pby , since he will only make a purchase when k = k2, which occurs with
probability p. Therefore, he optimally buys y* max{k2 b,0} . By comparing a
customer s optimal benefit under the two cases, we can see that he strictly prefers a
static from a dynamic provider if a < pb.
Let us not suppose that S and D have costs cS and cD per unit of computational
resource they sell. Therefore, their profits under prices a of S and b of D are:

S
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D

( a , b)

(b cD )

a/b
0
1

p(k2

(b cD ) p (k2
0

b) f ( p )dp if a
b) f ( p)dp

if a

b
b

Notice that the optimal profit of S depends on the choice of price b by D and vice
versa. This effectively defines a Bertrand game of price competition, with reaction
functions a(b) arg max{ f A (a, b)} and b(a) arg max{ f B (a, b)} .
a

b

We study whether prices a and b converge to zero or any other (non-zero) values
numerically. Figure 4.2-3 below gives an example with a uniform distribution of p in
[0,1] and costs for the two developers are cS = 0.1 and cD = 0.2 per unit of resource
sold.

Figure 4.2-3 Bertrand game equilibrium; a(b) is given in blue, b(a) is given in violet (k2 = 1)

We see that a* = 0.21 and b* = 0.33. Interestingly, both the static and the dynamic
contract provider manages to have prices above their marginal costs, i.e. obtain a
profit greater than zero. Intuitively, this happens because of market segmentation.
Since p is distributed across the population, users with p > a/b will choose S, the
provider of purely static contracts, while all the rest will become customers of D. At
equilibrium, neither provider will have anything to gain by changing its price and both
get > 0.
4.3 Summary of results
This chapter has examined the effect of different types of contracts on the net benefit
of consumers and the profitability of resource providers in a Grid market. In
particular, we have classified contract into three types: static contracts allow a
customer to reserve a fixed number of resource units over a long period of time (e.g. a
year); dynamic contract allow customers to fine-tune their consumption, by defining
over each small time period (e.g. hour, day, week) how many units to purchase;
finally, mixed contracts are a combination of both, giving customers the ability to
purchase x units statically and complement these with another y units in each small
time period. The price per unit of resource in a static contract is less than the
corresponding price in a dynamic contract, but the latter gives users a much greater
level of flexibility, whilst in a static contract a consumer can only select his purchased
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quantity based on estimations of actual needs. Thus, any fluctuations in his demand
may lead to either more or fewer units of resource being purchased than actually
needed, both of which constitute an inefficiency.
We first show that, under a reasonable form for the utility function of customers, a
monopolistic provider who offers purely static contracts makes expected revenue
exactly equal to that of a monopoly offering dynamic contracts. Moving on, we show
that users do not necessarily always prefer dynamic contracts to static ones. If the
fluctuations in a customer s demand are relatively small, he may prefer a static
contract (with smaller price per unit) than a dynamic one. Conditions for preference of
both types of contracts are obtained under the assumption of a two-point distribution
for a defining parameter k in users utility functions. Plus, we see that resources sold
by a dynamic contract monopoly are usually less than those sold by a static contract
monopoly.
We also compare the mixed contract type with the two pure ones. Here, we show that
a monopoly offering mixed contracts can optimally make more revenue than both
static and dynamic contract monopolies. Interestingly, users enjoy a higher net benefit
(utility minus cost) with a mixed contract monopolistic provider as well.
Finally, we examine what happens in a market in which both a static contract provider
and a dynamic contract provider compete for customers. If the market is segmented in
terms of fluctuation intensity in customers demand, we show through a Bertrand
game of price competition that, in equilibrium, both providers can guarantee non-zero
profits, by referring to that segment of the market that prefers static (or dynamic)
contracts.
4.4 Directions for future work
Many issues are open for further research. An interesting direction is to see what
segment of the market is obtained by a mixed contract provider when participating in
a price competition game with a static or dynamic provider. Furthermore, apart from
the example with the two-point distribution of k, results from more generic
distributions will be studied. The case of non-identical customers needs also be
studied. An important question that may rise is how the shape of the utility function
affects all the aforementioned results.
Fundamental to all the above is, as was mentioned in the introduction, a clear
definition of Grid resources. If a resource unit in the Grid is not unidimensional,
further complications may arise. For example, if resources are expressed as triplets of
the form (CPU, memory, bandwidth) then strict conditions may hold between the
quantities in the triplet (such as memory 2 CPU for an application, or else it will not
work properly). Pricing resources of that kind may be more convoluted than the case
with unidimensional resource definitions.
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Auction mechanisms for purchasing resources

In this chapter we employ economic mechanisms for trading computational resources
in grids. In particular, we deal with trading of cybernodes. Cybernodes are machines,
possibly virtual (composed of aggregated resources), that are offered to users in a
Grid, at a price. Cybernodes can be shared among users, who happen to have
performance constraints on their tasks and clear preferences between the various types
of cybernodes. We study how a provider can use auctions to allocate different types of
cybernodes to users who have a certain demand for each type, but this demand is
private information (i.e. known only by each user). To that end, we propose an
efficient algorithm that aims at social welfare maximization, where social welfare is
defined as the sum of utilities of all winning users of the auction.
5.1 Motivation
Auctions are a well-studied mechanism for assigning products/services to bidders,
whose valuations are unknown. In a Grid, products correspond to computational
services being offered on top of hardware that users buy (rent) over a period of time.
Such services are, however, not unidimensional. A machine (or set of machines) may
be faster, have more memory or disk storage, access to greater bandwidth, or other
features that distinguish it from other machines (or sets). To allocate such a
diversified pool of resources, which we call cybernodes, to users would necessitate
full knowledge of their preferences and valuation. Unfortunately, this is almost always
private information, known only to the users.
Auctions allow users to submit bids, by reporting their willingness to pay for each
type of cybernode (each variation of machine). The provider, having collected
everybody s bid, can allocate cybernodes across the users, following an algorithm, a
mechanisms that either aim towards his own revenue maximization or, alternatively,
the maximization of the social welfare of the users. After the allocation is announced
to the users, those who have been allocated a machine are required to pay an amount
of money, which must be at most as great as their initial bid for the machine they have
been assigned.
Auctions are a simple and intuitive way to efficiently solve the problem of resource
allocation in a Grid. Yet, there usually are implications in using them. There are many
different auction mechanisms; each variation achieves different levels of efficiency
(optimal or near-optimal) and exhibits a different degree of complexity. Sometimes, a
mechanism that accomplishes optimal results is too complex to be used in real-world
settings. Another aspect in auctions is user behavior. Depending on the particular
mechanism employed, users might have an incentive not to bid their true valuation for
the products (cybernode types) at hand.
Our proposed mechanism helps achieve efficient results with a low degree of
complexity and is also user incentive-compatible. We believe that it can be used for
allocating resources that exhibit different performance levels and thus users have
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different valuations for them. We present the algorithm, exemplify its usage through
various examples and calculate is complexity below.
5.2 Modeling
We assume the existence of multiple physical machines; the computational capacity C
of each such machine is shared by k cybernodes. (Note that C and k may vary with the
machine; see below.) Therefore, each cybernode is guaranteed at least C/k, even when
the utilization of the corresponding physical machine is very high.

(Physical) Machine

Cybernode
Figure 5.2-1 Physical machine shared by cybernodes

To keep our analysis reasonably simple, we assume that there are two types of
cybernodes with guaranteed performance. Namely, there are a total of kh cybernodes
of the high (H) level, and a total of kl cybernodes of the low (L) level. Cybernodes
belonging to the same type are assumed identical in terms of the associated
performance guarantees, while the cybernodes of the high level are superior to those
of the low level. We also assume that total number kh+kl of cybernodes in general do
not suffice to satisfy the demand for job execution. Therefore, we take that the excess
demand is served by a best-effort physical machine, which can be highly congested, at
zero or at a fixed low price per task.

Physical Machine H
(higher quality)

Physical Machine L
(lower quality)

Best-effort
Physical Machine

Figure 5.2-2 Types of physical machines in our model
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Our objectives for the economic mechanisms to be developed are:
Maintain performance guarantees while dealing effectively with excess-demand.
Attain efficiency in resource allocation; that is, employ such mechanisms so as to
allocate cybernodes to those users that value them the most. This objective is very
hard to attain precisely. Therefore, whenever this is not possible, we resort to
approximations, leading to nearly efficient mechanisms.
There are two main approaches that can be used to meet the above objectives:
Selling cybernodes with given prices, combined with periodic price adjustment.
Periodic auctioning.
Below, we elaborate on these two approaches, emphasizing on periodic auctioning.
5.2.1 Selling and price adjustment
Under this approach, cybernodes are sold at given (i.e. take-it-or-leave-it) prices,
which are adjusted periodically so as to maintain the balance between demand and
supply. In particular, the price per cybernode for each performance level is announced
periodically. Users express their demand for these prices and cybernodes are sold
accordingly. These sales last for the given time period. At the beginning of the next
one, the same process is applied, but prices may be different. Note that we assume
that excess demand (if any) is always satisfied in each period. In particular, if
necessary, the provider resorts to outsourcing of some computational power for a
period when demand is excessive. Therefore, despite the fact that prices are fixed (per
period) while the provider's proprietary supply is also fixed, the performance
guarantees of the different levels are maintained. Yet, it should be noted that the
provider aims at keeping excess demand as low as possible, and thus keep on selling
almost fixed supply levels.
Periodic price adjustment is performed by means of tâtonnement. That is, at each
period, prices are adjusted of according to the balance between demand and supply in
the previous period so that the targeted supply levels match demand. An appropriate
function updating prices on the basis of excess demand should be employed. Such a
function is p z , where z is the excess demand (demand supply).
Selection of the specific function better matching our context is a matter that deserves
further study. For example, if the demand were fixed, then this process should result
in a higher price for the high level cybernodes than for the lower level. If the demand
function of the market does not lead to a clear separation of the two levels, then
maybe the physical machines should be reconfigured so as to offer another pair of
performance guarantees.
Of course, the above approach applies also to the case of many levels of performance
guarantees.
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5.2.2 Periodic auctioning
Next, we discuss the application of periodic auctioning (e.g. every 5 minutes) for
simultaneous price discovery and allocation of cybernodes. Our objective is to
develop an efficient auction mechanism, i.e. one maximizing social welfare. The
model to be analyzed applies in general in simultaneously auctioning multiple related
items, which may be (imperfect) substitutes for all users. In fact, it was first employed
in (Routzounis 2006), an efficient mechanism for auctioning alternative paths in
GAMENETS 2006 for selling two different types of broadband backbone connections
to ISPs.
In general, for each period where an auction is to be held, each grid-enabled task
decides on the number of cybernodes to be demanded in each level of performance
guarantee. For example, Task A may demand for 1 cybernode in level H or 1 in level
L; task B may demand for 2 cybernodes in level H or 3 in level L. As already
mentioned different levels are imperfect substitutes, with level H being always
preferable. However, different tasks may have different substitution ratios, as in the
example above. First, we deal with the case of unit demand, which is analytically
tractable.
5.2.2.1 The case of one unit demand
We assume that each grid-enabled task can only use one cybernode of either of the H
and L levels and can not achieve a higher utility by combining two or more
cybernodes. In other words, any task is interested in acquiring only one object from
the auction process. As already mentioned there is a global ranking for the substitute
services offered. Without loss of generality, this can be expressed as follows: For all
users, the utility value for the H cybernode is always bigger than that for the L
cybernode. Also note that all bidder utility values are independent and privately
known. (Note that the terms user and bidder are used interchangeably).
Under the assumptions above, we study different mechanisms for winner
determination and payment calculation, using multi-object sealed-bid one-round VCG
auctions. Our objective is to reach the efficient allocation; namely, the one
maximizing the social welfare, which expresses the overall well-being of the bidders
due to the allocation and in our case equals the sum of the utility of each of the
winners for his respective service. We primarily focus on investigating how the goals
of low computational complexity for the winner determination algorithm and
efficiency for the bidders can be achieved and we discuss the respective tradeoffs
thereof. Then, we also consider a lower-complexity uniform pricing solution which,
however, does not always perform comparatively well.
5.2.2.2 Background on Auctions
First, we briefly present some background on auctions. An auction is a trading
mechanism for selling scarce resource(s) of undetermined value. It is based on a pair
of rules, the allocation rule that determines which good is allocated to whom and the
payment rule that defines the amount to be paid by the auction winner(s). The main
merit of auctions is that they provide a fast, easy, transparent, reliable and fair way to
allocate goods, leaving the market to decide the price(s) paid. They may be designed
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to maximize social welfare (efficient auctions) or/and seller's revenue (optimal
auctions).
Auctions are modeled as bidding games of incomplete information. The players (i.e.
bidders ) strategies are bid functions that convert their private information about the
objects in sale (and, whenever applicable, information about previous bids observed)
into monetary amounts which constitute their bids. Such bidding games provide
unified descriptions of many competitive processes from diverse contexts.
A multi-object auction is when the seller simultaneously offers a set of (possibly
different) objects for sale. An important case of such auctions arises when each bidder
is given the opportunity to express his interest for a collection of goods rather than
placing a bid on each item separately, or when the bidder can express preference for
more than one subset of objects and finally be matched with at most one of these
subsets. Such auctions are referred to as combinatorial auctions. Among the
combinatorial bids submitted, the auctioneer selects the subset that raises the most
revenue without assigning any object to more than one bidder.
The generalization of the Vickrey auction (Vickrey 1961) results in a more
complicated pricing scheme using a combinatorial multi-object sealed-bid Vickrey
auction, also known as the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism (Ronen 2000).
In this VCG mechanism, bidders report their valuations for all packages, and items are
allocated efficiently to maximize total value. In this generalized version of the
Vickrey mechanism, a winner is not asked to pay the highest losing bid. Instead, each
winner pays the opportunity cost of his winnings; namely, the incremental value that
would be derived by the other bidders by withdrawing all his bids and repeating the
whole allocation procedure of all items to the remaining set of bidders. This way, a
winning bidder achieves a positive profit since he does not pay his bid, and it is a
dominant strategy for the bidder to truthfully report his values in his bids. Achieving
efficiency is a remarkable property of mechanisms in which truthful bidding is
dominant strategy. Nonetheless, there are serious shortcomings. Most importantly,
bidders are asked to express values for all packages without the aid of any information
about the value of these packages.
Combinatorial auctions have been extensively studied in recent years (Cramton 2006),
(Nisan 2000), (Ronen 2000). Their importance is twofold: Several important
applications rely on them, while they prove to be a generalization of many other
problems of interest, in particular in the field of electronic commerce. In most cases,
the exponential number of possible combinations results in computational
intractability of such auctions. For the purpose of analyzing their complexity,
combinatorial auction mechanisms are usually modeled as variations of the Knapsack
Problem (Cramton 2006), (Aggarwal 2006), for which we know that it is NP-Hard,
but can be solved in practice using more sophisticated techniques (Schrage 2000). For
these knapsack problem variations, in many cases there exist pseudopolynomial-time
algorithms. These algorithms guarantee an optimal answer and run in time polynomial
in the input size and the largest input number. Thus, if all the input numbers are small,
then these algorithms behave like polynomial-time, while, for large input numbers,
fully-polynomial-time approximation schemes (FPTAS) prove to exist (Vazirani
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2001). In fact, these small-input versions of the knapsack problem also correspond to
special combinatorial auction cases with computationally feasible solutions. The
problem we consider here is to derive an auction mechanism that belongs to this
subset of feasible algorithms; we also study the related complexity. This problem is
related but not identical to some other problems studied in the literature; e.g. the
Generalized Assignment Problem by (Shmoys 1993).
5.2.2.3 Model formation
We deal with the problem of simultaneously selling multiple alternative H and L
cybernodes. The model and the results also apply to the case where there are two
types of services denoted as Sh and Sl, with each user requiring one unit of either type
and with Sh being always preferable. For brevity reasons, as well as to keep our
discussion more general, we mostly use this terminology rather than cybernode of
level ... .
In the general case, a quantity of kh cybernodes of level H and kl cybernodes of level
L. We assume that, for all bidders, the following apply:
The different cybernode levels are substitutes, but are not perfect substitutes.
The utility value of H cybernode is always bigger than that of the L cybernode
( uih uil ), and this applies for each bidder.
The bidder values ui (uih , uil ) are independent and private.
We consider each bidder is interested in only one item, which essentially implies
that each cybernode offers acceptable computational power yet at different
performance guarantees.
All bidders are risk-neutral.
There are no externalities.
Next, we discuss the main two objectives that one might opt for the auction design to
meet:
A potential objective of the auctioneer could be the maximization of the attained
revenue. Of course, price discrimination could offer more bargaining power to the
auctioneer, but it is not preferred since user participation may be discouraged.
A mechanism that maximizes the overall well-being of the society (i.e.,
maximizes the social welfare) would encourage bidders to participate. This
property often applies in conjunction with incentive compatibility. Indeed, in
incentive compatible mechanisms, bidders reveal their true private utilities, and
thus the efficient allocation can be derived.
Clearly, the users (bidders) are expected to be interested only in the maximization of
their own profit. In this work, the user payoff is taken as the net benefit, i.e. as the
difference between the utility value for the purchased items (service, in our case)
and the corresponding charge.
The auctioneer has to decide on the auction mechanism to be used, which includes an
allocation rule and a payment rule. Our objective is to develop an allocation rule that
maximizes the social welfare combined with an incentive compatible payment rule.
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As a first approach, one could examine the effectiveness of different possible
mechanisms, like:
Running separate parallel auctions, one for each service type; but this can prove
really inefficient, since a player may win two items, while he only wishes one.
Running sequential auctions, one for each service type; but this would make
bidders more conservative, would decrease the total revenue and/or introduce
inefficiencies.
Thus, our approach will be based on a more advanced mechanism for simultaneously
auctioning multiple objects, namely, a multi-object sealed-bid one-round VCG
auction. In particular, as already mentioned, we assume that some global provider is
offering two different types of service, Sh and Sl, to a set of n potential users
(customers). The provider can offer a maximum of kh service units of service type Sh
and a maximum of kl units of service type Sl. These two types of services are
imperfect substitutes, for all users. Each user can use only one unit service (of either
type) and has a private value for using Sh or Sl. Moreover, we assume that all potential
users have a strict preference for Sh over Sl, which implies that if services were for
free and users had the chance to choose between the two service types, they would all
use Sh. Unless otherwise specified, we assume kh + kl < n, which is the most
interesting case, since demand exceeds supply.
We want to develop a mechanism that allows users to express their willingness to pay
for these services with a bid of the form bi = (fi, wi), where fi is the user i s bid for a
single item of service Sh and wi is the user i s bid for the alternative choice of service
Sl. We require this mechanism to provide the optimal allocation of the available
services to the participating users, along with the corresponding prices that will be
asked from each winning user. Such an allocation will be in the form Alloc = (Ah, Al),
where Ah is a set of kh winners for service Sh and Al is a set of kl winners for service Sl.
Optimal is the allocation that maximizes the social welfare achieved. Each user i will
be asked to pay an amount pi. (Of course, this will be zero for non-winning bidders).
If a user i is a winner of service Sh she will be asked to pay an amount pi where 0 pi
fi, while if user i is a winner of Sl will be asked to pay an amount pi where 0 pi
wi.
This market mechanism consists of two phases, namely the resource allocation
(winner determination) phase and the payment (service charge) computation phase. A
full description of a market mechanism requires the detailed algorithms for both
phases, along with proofs of efficiency.
5.2.2.4 Resource allocation by means of multi-object sealed-bid VCG

auction
We run a single-round auction, asking bidders to submit their bids. Each bid bi = (fi,
wi) consists of two parts:
fi, the willingness to pay for using the Sh service, and
wi, the willingness to pay for using the Sl service
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Without loss of generality, we can assume that the number of Sh service units
available is larger than the number of Sl units offered, i.e. kh > kl.
Simple Case: Auction Mechanism for (k,1) resources
Studying the suggested game-theoretic model, at first sight it seems that for the
general (kh, kl) case the winner determination is hard from a computational complexity
point of view, since it requires checking all possible solutions. As a first step to
approach this problem and understand the nature of its complexity, we study a simpler
version of it, where a provider simultaneously offers k units of Sh service type and
only 1 unit of Sl service type.
top bid
for Low among the
remaining
k top
bids for High

Figure 5.2-3 Winning allocation for (k,1) resources

In this case, it is easier to see that a computationally efficient solution is possible. We
sort all submitted bids of the type (fi, wi) on the fi element, and we select the k highest
bidders. See figure 5.2-3, where these bids are the k topmost ones in the left column.
Among the remaining bids, we select the bid with the highest wj attribute. In figure
5.2-3, this is the topmost bid in the right column. This allocation is intuitively
expected to be close to the optimal one, but it does not necessary coincide with it. In
fact, this allocation corresponds to the result of running an auction for k units of Sh
first and, later, an auction for 1 unit of Sl among the losers of the first auction,
provided that the bidders would have submitted the same bids.
The problem is that among the highest bidders for Sh (left column) there may be some
bidders who also have high bids for Sl. In this case we have to check for alternative
allocations, where a potential Sh winner of the first allocation is selected to be the Sl
winner, thus offering the remaining Sh cybernode to the previously highest nonwinning bid for Sh. There are at most k alternative allocations but fortunately we do
not have to check all of them. We show that it is sufficient to check only one
alternative allocation; among the potential Sh winners of the first candidate allocation,
we choose the one with the minimum difference between the bids for Sh and Sl, i.e.
min{fi wi}, and with wi larger than the potential Sl winning bid of the first candidate
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allocation. Then, we construct a new allocation where we move this bid from the set
of potential Sh winners to the set with a single Sl service, and we offer the remaining
Sh cybernode to the highest non-winning Sh bid. The latter can be found easily since
we have already sorted all bids. Note that if the new allocation is the optimal one, then
it is possible that some bidder gets inferior service than the one she was temporarily
allocated initially. This does not constitute any type of contradiction, because our
objective is maximize the global measure of social welfare as oppose to optimizing
the gains of individual users. Next, we present the above algorithm more formally.
A set of n bids in the form bi = (fi, wi) is given as input. In total, we assume that k
items of service Sh and only one item of service Sl are available. An allocation of the
provided items to the participating users is described in the format Aj = (Ajf, Ajw),
where Ajf is the set of winners for service Sh and Ajw is a set containing the single
winner for service Sl. The social welfare achieved in each allocation Aj is SWj.
Normally, we would need to know the bidder utilities for each service type in order to
compute the social welfare of an allocation. Instead, we only know the bids that each
user has offered for either service, and we will calculate the social welfare of an
allocation based on these bids. In general, these bids are not necessarily equal to the
actual user's utility for the service. However, the algorithm we propose, will be
combined with a VCG payment rule, which ensures that it is incentive compatible for
all bidders. Thus, for each bidder it is dominant strategy to submit bids equal to his
utilities for the two services. This implies that we do compute the social welfare
associated with each allocation. In the following algorithm, we derive two possible
allocations, we compute the social welfare (SW) achieved in each of them and finally
keep the allocation with the larger SW value as the optimal solution. The auction
algorithm for resource allocation is as follows:
Create allocation A1 = (A1f, A1w):
1 Sort bids using their bid for Sh service as key for sorting
2 Select bidders with the highest k bids as Sh winners, A1f.
3 Among the non-selected bidders, find the bid bj with maximum wj value and
choose bidder j as Sl winner in the A1w set.
4 Compute SW1 of A1.
Create allocation A2 = (A2f, A2w):
5 From the A1f set, consider only those users with wi > wj, where j is the user
previously selected for the set A1w in step 3. Among them, find the user i with
mini{fi wi} and place user i as the Sl winner for the A2w set.
6 Keep all (k 1) remaining A1f winners in the A2f set.
7 Additionally, among the non-selected bidders find the bid bj' with maximum fj' and
add bidder j' to A2f winners. Note that bidder j is now in the set of non-selected
bidders since j was removed from the set of Sl winners at step 5. Thus, j can
possibly become a winner of Sh, although this does not necessarily happen.
8 Compute SW2 of A2.
Compare the two allocations:
9 If SW1 is bigger than SW2 then A# = (A1f, A1w) will be the suggested winning
allocation, otherwise A# = (A2f, A2w).
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Prior to establishing the efficiency properties, we present a numerical example. A set
of 8 bids in the form bi = (fi, wi) is given as input. In total, we assume that k = 4 items
of service Sh and only one item of service Sl are being offered. In figure 5.2-4, the two
candidate allocations A1 and A2 are created, as described in the algorithm above. Next,
we calculate the social welfare achieved with these allocations. In allocation A1, SW1 =
(40+39+38+30) + 20 = 167 and in allocation A2, SW2 = (40+39+38+29) + 24 = 170.
Thus, in accordance with step 8 of the suggested algorithm, the winning allocation
shall be A# = A2.

fi

bi

wi

Set of bids

(40,25)

(30,24)

(38,10)

(25,19)

(39,30)

(29,19)

(19,18)

(24,20)

Allocation A1

(40,25)

Allocation A2

(24,20)

(40,25)

(39,30)

(39,30)

(38,10)

(38,10)

(30,24)

(29,19)

(29,19)
non-winning bids

(25,19)
(19,18)

(25,19)
non-winning bids

(30,24)

(24,20)
(19,18)

Figure 5.2-4 An example of the Auction Algorithm for (k,1) resources

To see intuitively why this algorithm leads to the efficient allocation, suppose that the
winner of the L cybernode were known. Then, it suffices to select the k top High-bids.
This implies that the final winners of the H cybernodes belong to the original set of
the k + 1 top High-bids. Therefore, it suffices to find which of them is to be excluded
from winning an H cybernode! A complete formal proof is presented in the appendix.
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The complexity of the allocation algorithm for the (k,1) case is basically the cost of
sorting the bids, namely O(nlogn).
5.2.2.5 General case: Auction algorithm for (kh, kl) resources
Next, we consider the general case of our problem, where a provider simultaneously
offers a quantity of kh services of type Sh and kl services of type Sl. Again, we sort all
submitted bids of the type (fi, wi) on the fi element, and we select the kh highest
bidders. Among the remaining bidders, we select the kl highest wj bids (again with
sorting). This allocation, A1 represents a possible winning allocation, but not
necessary the optimal. Next, we need to look among the highest bidders for Sh for
bidders who also have high bids for Sl. The candidate bidders for both services are
now more than in the special case kl = 1, and the number of different allocations to
check grows fast, for large kh, kl.
Fortunately, again, we don't have to check all of them. It is sufficient to check two
more allocations. For both cases, the first step is the same. Among the potential Sh
winners for A1, we choose the one with the minimum difference between the bids for
Sh and Sl, i.e. min{fi wi}, and with wi larger than at least one of the potential Sl
winning bids in allocation A1. Then:
First, we construct an allocation where we move this bidder i from the Sh
winners to the Sl winners by removing the bidder with the lowest bid in Sl, and
we offer the remaining Sh cybernode to the highest non-winning Sh bid. We
call this alternative allocation A2.
Second, starting again from the initial allocation, we seek the bidder from Sl
with max{fj wj}, we swap bidders i and j between the two sets Sh and Sl, and
we call this allocation is A3.

Allocation A1
kh top
bids for
High

Allocation A2

kl top bids
for Low
among the
remaining
bids

Allocation A3

bid j with
max(fj wj)

bid i with min(fi wi)
among all bids
with wi>wj

candidate bids
for re-allocation

Figure 5.2-5

At the end of these calculations, we have to compare the three allocations, A1, A2 and
A3, and keep the one with maximum SW. Then, we will have to repeat the procedure
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above, for as long we keep getting new allocations A2 or A3 with larger SW, which
means that we keep getting closer to the optimum allocation A#. The property we
proved for the (k,1) case is still valid, i.e. every time we drop an allocation Ai for a
better allocation Aj, the new allocation has a smaller distance from the A#. We have
omitted the proofs, instead we can use the following illustrative figure (figure 5.2-6).
There, we see that if we start with an allocation of distance m (where m > 2) from the
optimum allocation, we will consider the two candidate allocations produced by our
algorithm and when choosing a better allocation, this will lead us to a new position,
one or two steps closer to the optimum solution. When repeating this algorithm we
follow a path, which won't necessarily be the shortest one, but every new node
(representing a new allocation) is of shorter distance from the previous one, by at least
one or two points. This path will efficiently lead us to a near-optimum allocation of
distance at most two from the optimum. Then, we can easily find the optimal solution,
because when being at a distance at most two from the optimum solution, the local
search criterion of our algorithm will lead directly to the optimum allocation.
Distance from
optimal
allocation

Other
sub-optimal
allocations

Efficient
allocation

Initial
allocation
Improving
social welfare
Figure 5.2-6 Approaching the optimum allocation for (kh, kl) resources

Next, we study the complexity of the allocation algorithm. The algorithm terminates
(a) when at some round, the new allocation does not increase the SW, or (b) after kl
rounds, because then we have definitely found the optimal set of Sl winners. Recall
that we initially assumed, without loss of generality, that kl kh. Thus, we note that
the complexity of the computations depends on kl, and in general on min{kh, kl}. This
is a parameter that is given as input to the algorithm, and we are interested in how the
complexity depends on the size of the input, which approximately is log(kl). Our
algorithm has a complexity of O(klnlogn) = O(2 log kl n log n) . In the general case, this
result is pseudo-polynomial on the input size. But in our model, where it is reasonable
and more interesting to study only input instances where kh + kl < n, and thus both kh <
n and kl < n, the complexity of the algorithm is polynomial, namely O(n2logn).
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5.2.3 Payment rules
After having defined the resource allocation rule of the auction, we proceed to define
the payment rule, i.e. the charge of the auctions' winners. The payment rule is
important since it affects users' incentives on reporting their valuation for both the Sh
and Sl services.
5.2.4 VCG Payment rule
According to the VCG rule, we let each bidder i pay the social opportunity cost of her
winnings. This is a price equal to her valuation for the object minus the increase on
the social welfare caused by his participation, and is also equal to the loss of welfare
she imposes to other bidders by her presence. Thus, we have
pi

fi

( SW

SW i )

fi

SW

i

SW ,

wi

( SW

SW i )

wi

SW

i

SW ,

when user i is Sh winner, or
pi
when user i is Sl winner.
Based on the algorithm described in the previous section, we will have to remove
every one of the winning bidders (one at a time) and repeat the same auction
algorithm with the set of remaining n 1 bidders.
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Allocation A#
(40,25)

=

(30,24)

Allocation A#-i
(39,30)

(39,30)

(38,10)

(38,10)

(29,19)

(29,19)

(25,19)

(25,19)

(24,20)

(30,24)

(24,20)

(19,18)

removed
bid

(40,25)

non-winning (19,18)
bids

Figure 5.2-7 Applying the VCG payment rule for bidder i

We use again the numerical example of figure 5.2-3 to help understand the application
of the VCG payment rule. In figure 5.2-7 have the allocation produced by the
allocation rule. In order to compute the charge for one of the auction winners, say
bidder i with bi = (40,25), we remove this bidder from the set and find the new A# i
allocation. Next, since bidder i is Sh winner, she will be charged pi = fi + SW-i SW.
We already know SW = SW# = 170, the social welfare of A# i allocation in figure 5.2-7
is SW-i = (39+38+29+25) + 24 = 155, thus bidder i will be charged a price pi =
40+155 170 = 25. Note that this price happens to be equal to the highest bid for
service Sh among the non-winning bids of the A# allocation, produced by our
algorithm. We will now see that is not always the case.
We will compute the charge for another auction winner, in particular bidder j with bj =
(29,19). For this, we remove bidder j from the set and find the new A# j allocation.
The social welfare of the A# j allocation, shown in figure 5.2-7, is SW-j =
(40+39+38+30) + 20 = 167. Bidder j is Sh winner, so her charge for the Sh service will
be pj = fj + SW-j SW = 29 + 167 170 = 26. Note that this price is different from the
bidder i s charge, which we computed earlier, and of course, it is also larger than the
highest bid for service Sh among the non-winning bids of the A# allocation. This
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remark will help us compare this payment scheme with the Uniform Pricing Scheme
presented in the next section.

Allocation A#

Allocation A#-j

(40,25)

(40,25)

(30,24)

(39,30)
(38,10)

(39,30)

bj

(29,19)
(25,19)

(24,20)

(38,10)
(30,24)

(24,20)

(25,19)

(19,18)

removed
bid

(29,19)

non-winning (19,18)
bids

Figure 5.2-8 Applying the VCG payment rule for bidder j

Next, we study the complexity of the Uniform Pricing Rule. For every one of these kh
+ kl new allocations, we calculate the new SW-i and use it to compute the price for
user i. Since we repeat the same allocation computations for kh and kl users, the
complexity cost of this payment rule is (kh + kl) times the complexity of the allocation
rule. Since kh < n and kl < n, this results in a complexity O(n3logn) for the payment
computations.
Since the above complexity is higher than that of the resource allocation rule, we also
consider Uniform Pricing as an alternative. That is, the payment rule prescribing that
a winner for service Sa pays a price equal to the highest bid for this service among all
losing users (users who get no service at all). This payment avoids the high
complexity of the previous VCG payment rule, since the computation of payments is
straightforward from the results of the allocation rule. Moreover, such a payment rule
implies that all users assigned with service Sa will be asked to pay the same price.
Unfortunately, this simplified payment scheme is not incentive compatible, and each
bidder has a motivation for offering a bid lower than her utility value. Moreover, by
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counter-example it can be shown that this rule can lead to a result that is far from the
optimal revenue for the auctioneer by a ratio of 1/k, even for the (k,1) case.

Allocation A#
(40,25)

(30,24)

(39,30)
(38,10)
(29,19)
(25,19)

(24,20)
(19,18)

uniform price
for High

uniform price
for Low

Figure 5.2-9 Applying the Uniform Pricing payment rule

Figure 5.2-9 shows what the prices would be for the numerical example we have
previously described. We recall that, in the VCG payment rule example, we charged
bidder i at a VCG price actually equal to this uniform price, but bidder j was charged
a higher price. It is interesting to see why this higher price was produced. When we
removed bidder j and used the remaining bidder set to find the new A# j allocation,
according to the suggested auction algorithm for resource allocation we had to
compare again two candidate allocations. The one that maximizes social welfare was
the one that produced pj = 26, while the alternative allocation, with lower social
welfare, would actually result in charging user j at price 25, equal to the uniform
price. This is a general property for the algorithm we study, and is related to the fact
that the VCG payment scheme can achieve incentive compatibility and guarantee the
efficiency of the main algorithm.
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5.2.4.1 Total complexity of the auction mechanism for the unit

demand case
The complexity of the algorithm for our auction mechanism consists of two parts: the
complexity of computing the winning allocation and the complexity of computing the
price for each winning user.
Complexity of computing the winning allocation
As we saw, the allocation depends on min(kh, kl)$ and the algorithm we propose has a
complexity of

O(kl n log n) O(n 2 log n)
Complexity of computing the payment prices
The VCG payment rule adds a complexity of

O(k h

k l )O(k l n log n) O(n 3 log n)

On the contrary The uniform payment rule adds no additional complexity to that of
allocating the different services to users.
5.2.4.2 The case of low demand
Note also, that so far We focused on the case where demand exceeds supply, i.e. kh +
kl < n as the most reasonable and interesting case for the application of an auction
mechanism. Nevertheless, the suggested algorithm for the allocation of services is still
interesting in the low demand case, where kh + kl > n and kh, kl = O(n), because the
low complexity results we have presented still hold. However, the performance of the
pricing scheme follows the low performance of all auction-based pricing schemes
under low demand. In other words, the winner allocation algorithm can still be
efficient with maximizing a desired metric (such as the social welfare) but the
payment rules cannot guarantee the auctioneer's revenue. For example, in the case
where kh + kl > n but kh < n and kl < n, this auction algorithm would produce payments
only for the high-quality Sh service while the Sl service would be offered for free.
Still, users with higher utility for Sh are properly given priority for this service.
5.3 Summary of results
In our analysis we have derived a multi-object, sealed-bid, one-round Vickrey-ClarkGroves (VCG) auction mechanism. It can provably give efficient allocation of
resources and fast computation of payments, based on social opportunity costs, in
Grid environments. Moreover, it is incentive compatible, meaning that rational users
optimally submit as bids their true valuations on the different types of cybernodes.
Finally, we also suggest a lower-complexity (but also of lower efficiency) payment
rule (uniform). Results for both one-unit and multi-unit demands are obtained and
analyzed.
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5.4 Extensions and future work
So far we dealt with the case of single-unit demand. We have developed an efficient
auction algorithm for trading cybernodes of two different levels offering guarantees.
We also adopt the extra assumption that any demand that is left unsatisfied is served
by cybernodes in the best-effort level. We note that our auction algorithm for this case
has been proved rigorously to be efficient. (We henceforth refer to this as the basic
algorithm.) Yet, it is necessary for a realistic grid system to deal with trading
cybernodes of more types and/or with demand for multiple units. Unfortunately, either
of the two generalizations increases dramatically the complexity. Therefore, we resort
to heuristic approaches employing the algorithm analyzed so far. Below, we outline
such approaches.
Multi-unit demand, yet same for all tasks, and two levels of guaranteed
cybernodes: If all tasks have the same demand, say 2 cybernodes in the H level or
3 of the Low level or x best-effort cybernodes (where x may depend on the
particular task), then we can still employ the basic algorithm. The only difference
is that we have to bundle cybernodes in the H level in pairs and cybernodes in the
L level in groups of 3, and then trade these "super-units" according to our
algorithm. This will lead to the efficient allocation. Prices can again be computed
according to the social opportunity cost.
General Multi-unit demand, and two levels of guaranteed cybernodes: Since the
exchange rate being cybernodes of levels H and L is different per task, then we
cannot follow the procedure of the basic algorithm and swap tasks from one level
to the other. However, we can still employ the basic algorithm in a different way,
which is expected to be effective in cases where each task only demands a few
units. In particular, we can decompose the bids placed by tasks into bids of subtasks with unit demand. We illustrate this idea, by means of an example; to keep
the discussion simple, we ignore how the demand for the best-effort cybernodes is
expressed. Say that task A bids for 2 cybernodes in the H level, at a price of 10
each and for 3 cybernodes in the L level at a price of 6 each. Then, we can
consider that task A comprises three sub-tasks, namely: sub-task A1 bids for 1
cybernodes in the H level, at a price of 10 and for 1 cybernodes in the L level at a
price of 5; sub-task A2 places the same bid; subtasks A3 to A5 bid for only one
cybernode in the L level at a price of 6. Following this, we allocate cybernodes to
sub-tasks according to the basic algorithm. Note that, strictly speaking, bids for a
cybernode of only a certain level (such as that of subtask A3) have not been
considered in the description of the basic algorithm but they can be very easily
accommodated; it just suffices to not consider them when examining candidate
bids that can be switched to the other level. Following the aforementioned initial
phase, have to combine the cybernodes allocated to the various sub-tasks of the
same task. We illustrate this by means of the above example. It is important to
note that, since the bids corresponding to sub-tasks A1 and A2 are identical, then
either both or none of them are granted, unless, say A1, is a cut-off bid. The ideal
case arises when both sub-tasks A1 and A2 are each allocated one cybernode of
level H, while sub-tasks A3 and A5 are not allocated any cybernode. Then, task A
is ultimately allocated 2 cybernodes in the H level, thus completely satisfying the
initial bid. The other ideal cases arises when all four sub-tasks A3, A4 and A5 are
each allocated 1 cybernode in the L level. (These three bids are also identical with
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each other, and the fact that they are in general simultaneously satisfied applies
again.) When all bids for sub-tasks A1 to A5 are successful, then the bids of A3 to
A5 should be cancelled, and the corresponding L level cybernodes are to be
reallocated to the tasks the demand of which is not satisfied yet. Thus, an
additional last phase is introduced in the algorithm, in which cybernodes freed in
the way explained above are heuristically allocated with the objective to fully
satisfy the demand of as many more tasks as possible. Regarding the cut-off cases,
with partial satisfaction of the demand in each individual level, there are two
possible approaches: Either they are accepted, with the possible addition of
cybernodes in the best-effort level, or they are not acceptable because the initial
bids of task A for cybernodes of levels H and L is considered as atomic. In the
latter case, the remaining cybernodes for task A should be allocated in the last
phase. If this cannot be attained, then the bids of those sub-tasks of A that were
granted in the initial phase and should subsequently be re-allocated to other tasks.
Prices can again be computed according to the social opportunity cost.
Nevertheless, a uniform pricing rule may be more efficient in this case, in order to
avoid excessive computations.
G levels of guaranteed cybernodes, where G 3: A straightforward heuristic is to
sort the levels in decreasing order of performance quality and deal sequentially
with pairs of them, starting from the topmost one. That is, the basic algorithm (or
the one described above in the case of multi-unit demand) is run sequentially G/2
times if G is even, or (G 1)/2 times if G is odd. In the latter case, we are left at
the end with a single level of cybernodes (rather than with a pair), for which we
can employ a simple auction algorithm just sorting the bids in decreasing order of
price.
Investigation of the effectiveness of the above approaches is left for future research.
Another interesting such direction is to study auction algorithms that attain envy free
allocations. That is, according to the resource allocation attained, each task served in
the individually best possible way.
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Incentives of software developers

We have so far examined resource provisioning in a Grid system from different
angles. In chapter 2 we discussed the initial formation of such a system, by studying
the incentives of resource owners towards contributing their resources in a common
pool. Chapter 3 dealt with pricing issues. We examined there how a monopolistic
resource provider optimizes its profit under various types of contracts (static,
dynamic, mixed) and which type guarantees the greatest net benefit for consumers
and/or suppliers. Finally, chapter 4 examined auction mechanisms for allocating
resources to customers.
Another aspect of the Grid is, however, its effect on the way software applications are
built and delivered. Until today, the predominant business model for software
developers has been that of licensing packaged applications. In other words,
customers usually have to pay upfront a fixed (and very likely large) fee for using a
complete application with rich functionality, offered by a single manufacturer.
However, the Grid is expected to create a market for computational services, which
can be either hardware, software, or both. The very nature of this environment renders
packaged applications, as we shall see, inadequate for its intricacies. In this chapter,
we study how developers are affected by this change. We show that they can increase
their profitability by supporting new business models in this market. However, they
will need to exhibit a large degree of cooperation amongst themselves, or else any
benefits are very difficult to obtain. We further study pricing issues in this cooperative
context.
6.1 Motivation
A Grid market will be a system in which computational resources are traded between
providers and customers. On the one hand, users will express their needs and
requirements (such as the task to be executed, types of inputs and outputs, time
constraints, etc.) and the system will respond with bundles of combined hardware and
software resources, made available for a specific period of time, accepting predefined
inputs and costing a certain amount of money.
Such an environment bears many similarities with the concepts of utility computing
and service orientation. The former term refers to computational resources being
made available to users on-demand and as a commodity, like electricity. Consumers
under the utility computing paradigm are charged according to their actual usage of
resources (number of calls, workload, etc.) and do not have to pay a large upfront
license fee to use a certain piece of software. Advocates of this principle argue that
today specialized applications are hard to acquire by small- or mid-size businesses
and are affordable only to high-budget large corporations, due to the expensive license
fees. Instead, with utility computing, small-size businesses will only impose a light
workload on the system and thus be able to use expensive specialized applications for
a very affordable cost. The latter term, namely, service orientation, stands for a
modular architecture in software applications. According to it, software is built as
independent, cooperating services, each capable of performing a single, well-defined
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task and communicate with the rest over open interfaces. By effectively combining
simple services, more complex ones can be constructed, and eventually these can
represent workflows that have business value and can form a comprehensive
application. In other words, users express their needs in terms of services, which
represent subsets of the application s functionality. Each such high-level service is
possibly composed of smaller services. At the lowest level, services are implemented
as independent software components with open interfaces, to allow seamless
communication over a computer network. These components may be hosted in a
single provider s domain or in multiple, administratively independent domains, which
are aggregated in a single virtual Grid system.
If utility computing and service orientation provide the ground for Grid systems,
applications of today in the form of packages can no longer operate in this extremely
flexible and decentralized environment. Manufacturers will need to switch from being
application developers to being service developers. The business model which
revolves around license fees needs to be replaced by detailed accounting systems to
support pay-per-use operation. Up to now, it is not clear whether such a transition
constitutes an opportunity or a threat to software manufacturers. On the benefit side,
applications today (even those of different providers) share some common
functionality, so reusable components may generate the opportunity for manufacturers
to share the costs of common modules and develop them only once (not over-andover again by every developer), effectively reducing their development costs per
application. On the other hand, such flexibility is not obtained without costs. Breaking
up a complex application into neat, well-defined components might not be trivial.
Furthermore, each component must have open standards implemented, the ability to
handle asynchronous call, etc., which enable it to communicate with the rest of the
world. Such additions will undoubtedly increase its development costs. Up to now, it
is not clear under which conditions the benefit from sharing the development of
common modules surpasses the loss due to the complexity in delivering cooperating
components.
If developers may indeed benefit from service orientation, are these benefits obtained
safely or is there considerable risk? Is cooperation an essential ingredient in realizing
the benefits of the new business models, and at what degree? How are prices expected
to oscillate or stabilize? Is there room for strategic behavior by developers to control
prices and compromise the net benefit of consumers?
We believe that examining these questions is crucial for businesses to support new
technologies. There are still technical issues that have not been clearly solved, such as
the nature of open standards and the particular technologies employed to implement
cooperating components. However, we think that if the business benefit for
manufacturers is clearly exemplified through simple models, the drive to resolve these
issues will be strengthened. Therefore, one needs to begin with the business problems.
In this chapter, we study these in the context of two (or a group of) developers who
wish to build their applications as services; in the next chapter, we study the evolution
of a software market under this scenario.
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6.2 Modeling
We begin by considering the simplest case of two developers, A and B, who both want
to develop a single application. An application consists of k modules, k 1, each of
which costs c to develop. Furthermore, both developers are faced with linear,
downward-sloping demand curves for their applications of the form d ( p ) b ap . We
assume no competition among developers (each addresses distinct market needs or
segments), so none obtain any benefit or loss by others also bringing their products
into market. Naturally, the revenue-maximizing choice of the application price p is
p* arg max b ap p b / 2a . Total revenues then amount to R* d ( p*) p* b 2 / 4a .
p

On the cost side, when a developer chooses to build its application as a package, it
must pay c for each of the modules it develops, i.e. kc . If it chooses to develop
components, it must develop every module as a component. We assume that building
a module as a component adds an overhead to its development cost. More specifically,
the cost of manufacturing a component becomes c, with > 1. The coefficient
stands for the fact that a component s structure must adhere to stricter methodologies
and well-defined, globally accepted standards. For instance, a component needs to
have interfaces to allow the outside world to call its functions and coordinate its
behavior. Depending on the details of the actual system used, a component may need
to perform accounting operations, load balancing, replicate itself, handle
asynchronous calls or implement certain security mechanisms. Therefore, the costs
related to its development are naturally higher.
Firms have two strategies, develop package (P) and develop components (C). We can
calculate the payoff
associated with each choice of strategy. Clearly, when a
developer chooses strategy P, it enjoys P R * kc , regardless of what other
developers do. When one of the two (suppose A) develops components (strategy C), it
enjoys C , P R * k c , if the other firm (B) has chosen to build a package. The
interesting case is when both firms choose C. Then, out of the k components, some (m
k) will be common for both developers. In this case, there is no need for both
manufacturers to spend c for each of the common components. They may be
developed by just one firm, and then sold to the other at price r per component.
Naturally r < c, or else there is no incentive for the non-developer to agree to such
a scheme.
For the sake of simplicity, suppose that k = 2, m = 1 and company A develops the
common component, if both become component developers. The following matrix
(figure 6.2-1) contains the payoffs associated with each pair of strategies.
B
P
R*
R*
R*
R*

P
A
C

2c
2c
2 c
2c

C
R * 2c
R* 2 c
R* 2 c r
R* c r

Figure 6.2-1 Payoff matrix of the simple game
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Naturally, the Nash equilibria (NE) of the game are determined by the choice of r.
Notice that (P,P) is always NE. If A chooses P, then B will have no incentive to
choose C, since R * 2 c R * 2c for every > 1. Similarly, (C,P) and (P,C) are
never equilibria of this game, since the developer who plays C always has reason to
change its strategy to P. The final pair (C,C) is NE if
R * c r R * 2c
r (2
)c
and R * 2 c r R * 2c r 2( 1)c . The
intersection of these intervals is non-empty if
4/3.
However, one needs to define how the value of r is decided. Naturally, A wants r to be
as large as possible, i.e. r = (2
)c, whilst B wants r to be as small as possible, i.e. r
= 2(
1)c. These opposing views must be reconciled for both developers to safely
choose C. If A were the seller then he would choose rA* = (2
)c
, for a very
small positive , so that B would marginally prefer C. However, the choice of A as the
company which actually develops the company has been, so far, arbitrary. If B fears
that A will charge the maximum possible price, then he may employ a threat
strategy to develop the common component itself. In that case, A would enjoy R*
2 c and B would get R* 2 c as well. Of course, B s threat is incredible, once A has
developed the component, because R* 2 c < R* c + rA*.
Let us therefore remove the assumption that developer A is always chosen to be the
builder of the common component, in the case that both firms select strategy C. This
is, after all, not natural , in the sense that firms may not easily identify themselves as
A and B. Let us have three strategies instead of two: P will again mean build a
package , C{1} will mean develop both components and C will mean develop
only the non-common component and purchase the common one from the other
developer, if he chose C{1}. The game payoff matrix then becomes like the one in
figure 6.2-2.
Notice that we have extended our payoff function as well. If both developers play C
then a component is missing and their applications fail to come to market (revenue
equals zero). If both play C{1} the applications are delivered, but both developers are
charged the full amount 2 c and there are no internal payments. The new payoff
matrix can be seen below.
B
P
P
A

C
C{1}

C

C{1}

R * 2c
R * 2c

R * 2c

2 c
R * 2c
R* 2 c
R * 2c

2 c
c
c
R* 2 c r
R* c r

R * 2c
R* 2 c

R* c r
R* 2 c r
R* 2 c
R* 2 c

Figure 6.2-2 Payoff matrix of the simple game (with three strategies)
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Another, more important, problem with the above problem formulation is that the
game prescribes no means for developers to coordinate their efforts. In fact A does not
know which of its two (or k) components are in common with B s. We have seen that,
for a price r in a suitable range, (C,C) is a NE, as long as only one of the two
producers actually develops the common component. Yet, without coordination, it
may be that both (or none) develop it. Let us examine a game with k = m = 2. Our
strategies are P, C{1}, C{2} and C{1,2}, where by CX we define the strategy build my
application as components, develop the components in X and purchase the
components in Ki X, where Ki is the total set of components for i's application,
i {A,B} .
B
P

C{1}

C{2}

C{1,2}

R * 2c
R * 2c
c
R * 2c

R * 2c
c
c
c

R * 2c
c
R * c r1 r2
R * c r2 r1

C{2}

c
R * 2c

C{1,2}

R* 2 c
R * 2c

R * c r2 r1
R * c r1 r2
R * 2 c r1
R * c r1

R * 2c
R* 2 c
R * c r2
R * 2 c r2
R * c r2
R * 2 c r2

P
C{1}
A

c
c

R * 2 c r1
R * c r1

R* 2 c
R* 2 c

Figure 6.2-3 Payoff matrix for the non-cooperative game

We clearly see that (P,P) remains NE in this game as well. Also, strategy pairs for the
form (P,CX) or (CX,P) are never NE, and neither are (CX,CX) pairs, for any X Ki. We
are left with three more cases and their symmetrical opposites, namely (C{1}, C{2}),
(C{1}, C{1,2}) and (C{2},C{1,2}). Notice that the third case is NE under similar conditions
as the second, so we ve only got two cases to examine.
The strategy pair (C{1},C{2}) and its symmetrical opposite (C{2},C{1}) are Nash
equilibria when R * c r1 r2 R * 2c and R * c r1 r2 R * 2 c r1 (conditions
for A) and also R * c r2 r1 R * 2c and R * c r2 r1 R * 2 c r2 (conditions
for B). The second and fourth inequalities gives us r2 c and r1 c . Also, the first
and third inequalities give us r1 r2 ( 2)c and r2 r1 ( 2)c , whose intersection
is non-empty only for
2. In other words, the strategy pair is only NE if prices for
components (r1, r2) are sufficiently small.
The pair (C{1}, C{1,2}) is NE when R * c r2 R * 2c (one condition for A) and also
R * 2 c r2 R * 2c and R * 2 c r2 R * c r2 r1 (two conditions for B). The
first inequality gives r2 (2 )c , the second gives r2 (2 2)c and the third gives
r1
c . Non-negativity of prices and non-empty intersections necessitate, of course,
that
4/3.
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To make things simpler, we summarize the NE of the game. Certainly, (P,P) is an
equilibrium. There also exist equilibria where each producer builds one component
and purchases the other from the other developer. Equilibria of this kind can arise
only if
2 (a reasonable thing) and if neither component price exceeds the cost of
building it. Finally, we have equilibria in which one producer develops both
components, while the other producer develops only one of them, purchasing the
missing component from the first manufacturer. These NE can hold if
4/3 and
only if the first developer (who produces both components) attempts to charge less
than c to the second developer (i.e. less than the actual development costs of the
component), whilst the opposite is not true (i.e. the second developer would charge
more than c).
Having identified the Nash equilibria of our game, we can make some interesting
observations on them. Since developers are non-cooperating and make their decisions
simultaneously, unaware of what the other developer is reasoning, it is safest for them
to play P. Developing a package guarantees a non-negative payoff, whatever the other
player chooses. However, this results in reduced payoffs for both firms. To see this,
consider that, under the (C{1},C{2}) strategy pair, both developers enjoy a higher
payoff than under (P,P). However, if one of them (suppose A) fears that the other
player (B) might play another strategy (for example C{1}) then it risks being unable to
build its application (due to a lack of components) and thus accruing a negative
payoff. One safe strategy would be for both developers to play (C{1,2}), but still this is
Pareto-inefficient compared to (P,P) and definitely not a Nash equilibrium. In other
words, despite the fact that (C{1},C{2}) and its symmetrical opposite are Paretoimprovements upon (P,P) neither equilibria are symmetrical. And since players are
not different in respect to their costs or revenues, and are assumed to be noncooperating, they cannot be sure to avoid negative payoffs by choosing either C{1} or
C{2}. In fact, any symmetrical mixed strategy over C{1} and C{2} that chooses the
former with probability (0,1) will have a non-negative probability ( 2 + (1
)2) to
result in negative payoffs for both players.
One could of course identify a symmetrical mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium with
probabilities , , and 1
for strategies P, C{1}, C{2} and C{1,2} respectively. To
simplify this task, we first notice that strategies C{1} and C{2} are completely
symmetrical, so if A has no reason whatsoever to differentiate between them, i.e. =
. In fact we can replace both strategies with a new one, called Cc that stands for pick
either C{1} and C{2} with equal probability . Moreover, we can reasonably assume that
prices at each cell are always assigned their maximum value, conditional to the cell
remaining a NE. For example, in the (C{1}, C{2}) case we get r1 r2 c . The intuition
behind this is as follows. When developers discover that a situation like (C{1}, C{2})
has occurred, it is in the benefit of both to charge the other the maximum possible
amount, but no more than the component s development cost, or else the other
developer will shun. Finally, the payoffs associated with (Cc,Cc) are just the expected
payoffs for that case2. Our payoff matrix then becomes:

2

Note that (C{1},C{2}) or (C{1},C{2}) occur with probability ½ and (C{1},C{1}) or (C{2},C{2}) occur with ½ as well.
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P
A

Cc
C{1,2}

P

B
Cc

R * 2c
R * 2c
c
R * 2c
R* 2 c
R * 2c

R * 2c
c
R*/ 2 c
R*/ 2 c
R* (
2) c
R * 2c

C{1,2}
R * 2c
R* 2 c
R * 2c
R* (
2) c
R* 2 c
R* 2 c

Figure 6.2-4 Consolidated game

If a NE exists in mixed strategies where , and 1
are the probabilities of
choosing P, Cc and C{1,2} respectively, then we can apply Nash s theorem [17] to
calculate their equilibrium value. We avoid calculations due to limited space, but the
values of and are given below.
2

R*
(2
)c
2
2
2 R* (
2) c

and
2

2
2

Of course there is a condition for (namely, < 2) to guarantee that , [0,1] and
also that 2 4 3R * / c to guarantee that +
1. These conditions are of course
unimportant and highly dependent on some of our model s most restrictive
assumptions (such as the assumption of absolutely identical firms). What we are really
interested in, after all, is a qualitative and rather generic examination of this game,
beyond such issues.
We clearly see from the discussion so far that this lack of cooperation we have
assumed poses considerable threat to the prospect of cost sharing between software
developers. Since (P,P), under which only packaged applications are being delivered,
is the only symmetrical Nash equilibrium (in pure strategies) of the game, and
assuming rational, non-cooperating developers, the transition to component-based
development of software is impeded. Plus, the mixed strategy equilibrium, with the
above optimal choices of and , has an expected payoff which is equal to R * 2c ,
that is, equal to the payoff of (P,P). In other words, the strategy pair (P,P) gives
exactly as much as the mixed-strategy NE. Moreover, (P,P) guarantees this payoff,
whilst the mixed-strategy NE has this as an expected value, i.e. there is a probability
that it will pay less. Therefore, if players have linear utility functions, they should be
indifferent between the two. However, even with a slight degree of risk-averseness3,

3

Risk averseness in the sense that the utility of a game s expected value is greater that the expected utility of the game.
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the players utility of the pure-strategy NE will be higher than that of the mixedstrategy NE.
To conclude this section, let us go over our main point. We have constructed a game
with two non-cooperating software developers as players. Both of them want to
develop an application consisting of two modules. They must independently and
simultaneously decide on whether to build their applications as a package or as a set
of components. We show that, under reasonable conditions, it is preferable for both
developers not to produce components. Intuitively, this happens because of the lack of
cooperation. If they were able to cooperate and establish an agreement on which
components each of them would develop, they could both benefit (i.e. build their
applications with less cost). However, in lack of cooperation, there is always a chance
that both developers will build the same components (thus having to pay more,
unnecessarily) or miss a commonly needed component (in which case neither makes
any revenues). We prove that, even under randomized strategies, the players
expected payoff cannot be improved upon the case in which both manufacturers
develop packages. This motivates us to consider mechanisms that will enable
cooperation between developers, to go past these obstacles.
6.2.1 Cooperation among developers
In the previous section we have examined the decision context of two software
manufacturers, who wish to develop their applications as sets of components, with the
aim of reducing their costs. By formulating a simple, one-shot game, we have
identified a very serious impediment to this prospect. Despite the fact that, under
reasonable conditions, both developers make larger profits by sharing the cost of
commonly-used components, a lack of cooperation makes this event difficult to attain.
If developers are not allowed to coordinate their efforts and agree a priori which
producer will manufacture which components, there is always the fear of a
commonly-used component being developed by neither or both firms (in both cases
payoffs are hurt). In fact, we show that, for identical firms, the case in which both
developers refrain from using components, is the only symmetrical Nash equilibrium
in pure strategies. Plus, even if we allow mixed-strategies to be used in our game, the
NE under them has an expected payoff no greater than the payoff of the pure-strategy
NE where none deliver components.
This leads us to think of mechanisms to enable cooperation between developers. We
keep many of the assumptions of the previous section, such as the hypothesis of
identical firms, k modules per application, a fixed cost c per module (or c when the
module is developed as a component)4 and identical, independent demand curves for
all applications with maximizing revenue R*. However, this time developers engage
in a round of negotiation before they choose their strategy. We also simplify our
strategy space by allowing just two, P (for develop a package ) and C for ( develop
components ). If a player chooses P, she need not negotiate with any other player. If
he chooses C, he negotiates with any other player with whom components are
shared (i.e. used by both firms applications).

4

We later drop the assumption of identical costs and allow for one firm to be more efficient than the other.
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Let us keep this simple and examine only two developers A and B, as before, with
applications consisting of 2 components. Of these two components, only one is in
common. We name {a, } the set of components for A s application and { , } the
corresponding set for B s.
Naturally, if either player chooses P, there is no need for any sort of negotiations. If
both choose C, components not in common ( and ) will not be part of the
negotiation. They must, however, agree upon which developer will build the common
component and at what price r it will be sold to the other developer. Observe that if
both build it, they each pay c for it (a total cost of 2 c). If only one firm builds it, the
total charge is only c.
6.2.2 Deciding roles
The first question that a set of cooperating developers has to answer is who builds
what. First of all, it is reasonably clear that no developer will purchase a component at
a price r that is greater than its actual development cost ci. We may now identify two
subcases to study our question, based on this fundamental observation and our
assumption of developers rationality. In the first subcase, all developers are identical
in terms of cost efficiency, i.e. ci = c, for all i. Although not entirely accurate, this
hypothesis is not far from reality, since the development costs per component across
the software industry are not expected to differ significantly. In the second subcase,
developers are assumed to have different levels of cost efficiency, expressed as
different ci s. Distinguishing between those two subcases helps expose some aspects
of developer cooperation that are more (or less) important in each. For instance, if we
assume identical costs, the question of which firm (A or B) develops a commonlyused component affects just their profitability. On the contrary, if firms have varying
costs, then a social optimum is obtained by having the most efficient developer
actually build the component, in the sense that society pays the least possible amount
of money to develop some reusable functionality. Furthermore, if the cost efficiency
(the ci s) of participants in a coalition are hidden information and they have the option
of misreporting their actual cost values, then there is a need for incentive-compatible
mechanisms to guarantee the coalition s efficiency, i.e. make sure that, despite the
information asymmetry, the most efficient developer still produces a commonly-used
component.
We begin with our first subcase, in which all firms are identical in terms of their costs
(i.e. ci = c, i). Here, a direct result of the necessity that r < c is that no developer
will ever rationally build a component not required by its own application. To see this,
consider the case of just two developers, A and B, as before. If A does not require a
component for its application but knows that B does, he can build it at cost c but sell
it for r < c, in which case he experiences a loss. If now, instead of a single developer
B, a group of developers (say, G) needs that component, developers in G are clearly
better-off sharing the cost amongst themselves, rather than each paying r to A. For
instance, let there be two developers in group G. For A to be profitable, it must be that
2r > c, meaning that the joint revenue from both developers in G purchasing the
component should outweight its development cost. This implies that r > 2 c . But, by
appropriately coordinating, developers in G can easily choose one of themselves (at
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random) to develop the component for c, then share it for half that cost, so that each
will only have to pay 2 c. A similar argument applies for any number of developers
in G.
We see that if developers have identical cost levels, then they must negotiate for every
component within the group of participants that need this component, since no
outsider may affect their decision, by accepting to build the component and sell it to
them. Within those groups, of course, there is no point for two (or more) firms
offering the same component; not only would this be inefficient as a whole, but also
irrational by the second (third, etc.) developer. Therefore, the group must elect a
single developer to do the job, then share it with others at a predefined price.
Naturally, the group will elect the developer who promises to share it at the lowest
price. It turns out that such a price is unique and we calculate it below (subsection
Pricing ).
Turning our attention to our second subcase, however, we see that an efficient
developer may as well build a component not included in its application and sell it at a
price r which is higher than its own cost but lower than others , even if these form a
coalition to share development costs. For instance, if cA = 2 and cB = cC = 10, then
A may sell a component not required by its application to B and C at price 5
for
any infinitesimally positive , in which case all three developers benefit. Therefore, if
cost efficiency is allowed to vary among developers, the question of who develops
what is, again, in conjunction with pricing issues.
6.2.3 Pricing
In the first subcase (equally efficient developers) we saw that participants in groups of
common interest (one per component) place bids. The group hen automatically
assigns the least-bid developer to build the common component, pretty much like an
auction. In such a context, a rational developer will bid exactly b* = c/N , where N is
the size of the group. To see that, suppose he chooses b > b*. If the group accepted
that, our developer would make c + (N 1)b, while all other participants would
make b. But c + (N 1)b > c + (N 1)b* = c/ > b, meaning that our
developer makes more than everybody else in the group. Thus, another developer
might arise offering b and win the election to the group s benefit. Similarly,
choosing b < b* means getting less than everybody else. Again, it is preferable to
declare b*. If all participants are rational, the prevailing bid would be b* by all.
This b* also corresponds to the Nash bargaining solution (Rapaport 1967). Since all
participants in a group are identical, no one possesses a threat strategy allowing
that firm to request a higher price for the common component. Plus, b* has the nice
property of maximizing the product of everyone s benefit. If the winning bid is b, the
winner develops the component and gets b by all remaining N 1 developers, thus
enjoying payoff c + (N 1)b. All others simply have payoff b. Therefore, the
product of everyone s payoff equals ( b)N 1( c + (N 1)b). This quantity is
maximized for b = b*. In our second subcase, we have seen that a developer outside
the group of common interest has an incentive to provide components to the group.
This way everybody benefits. Pricing then becomes trivial, as the most efficient firm
(least ci) will develop components for all, and charge them at the maximum price
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which is consistent with groups buying from it. For instance, let a group G be
interested in a component needed by all its members and let cG = mini G{ci} be the
cost of the most efficient developer in the group. Since, left alone, the group would
decide a price no less than cG/|G|, the outside efficient developer will simply ask for a
payment bout < b*G. The exact value for bout will be determined by the competition.
More specifically, we can expect it to be equal to 1/|G| times the cost per component
of the second most efficient developer in the market, minus a small . With any choice
of price greater than this, the second most efficient developer can present a better deal
to the group members and outbid the real most efficient one.
This scenario, with one developer building all components for the market, seems of
course a bit strange. But the assumption that developers have different costs to such a
large degree to allow that is equally unintuitive. If we are willing to accept the
possibility of a producer being able to deliver a component with three or four times
less cost than everybody else, then it is optimal for this producer to be the sole
component manufacturer in the market. However, as we mentioned before, this is
quite unlikely and our first subcase with equally efficient firms better captures the
aspects of the real world.
6.3 Summary of results
In the previous section we have obtained valuable results as to the decision-making
problem of software developers, each of whom wish to build a software application.
Developers have two options: either support the current business model by delivering
their application as a package, or deliver it as a set of components. The primary reason
behind their willingness to deliver components is that they may exploit the existence
of common modules in their applications.
A module represents a small, well-defined subset of an application s functionality
(applications are assumed to consist of k such different modules). Delivering a
package implies building all of its modules, without them being reusable to any other
developer. Choosing components, on the other hand, means that you many develop
less than k modules, because those in common may be developed by other
manufacturers and then shared at a price less than their development cost. However,
building a module as a component also means extra work, which multiplies its
development cost by a factor > 1.
When choosing to deliver components, developers must also decide which of the
common components they will develop. By formulating a game, in which developers
choices are represented as strategies, and identifying its Nash equilibria, we illustrate
the point that cooperation is an important element in securing any benefits. We prove
that games of this kind have equilibria in which both firms deliver components.
Furthermore, these are Pareto-improvements upon the equilibria in which both deliver
packages. However, if developers independently and simultaneously choose their
strategies (no coordination), the safest choice is clearly a package.
Having a established the need for cooperative behavior, we then examine how
developers may negotiate and decide who builds which of the common components,
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as well as the price under which these will be shared with the other developers. We
examine two cases to study these questions. In the first, all developers are identical in
terms of their development costs per component, while in the second costs are
allowed to vary. We prove that, if developers are rational and profit-maximizing, there
is a single winning bid in groups of common interest (i.e. groups who wish to share
the costs of a commonly-needed component). Plus, if all developers are identical,
none ever develop a component not directly included in their own applications,
whereas if costs differ, the most efficient developer can optimally build all
components in the market.
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Market growth and evolution

In the previous chapter we examined how two (or more) developers will coordinate to
deliver their applications as independent, cooperating components. We now turn to
examining a model of market evolution under this scenario. Time is slotted and one
developer enters the market in every slot. Components being developed are stored
in a repository for future use. This way, developers may pay a price to reuse an
existing component, and also earn some revenue by storing their own components in
the repository (thus getting paid by future re-users). We examine under which
conditions delivering components is preferable to delivering a package (i.e. when the
former is more profitable than the latter) and how the size of the repository and the
passage of time affects this. We consider two variations of this model, one with fixed
prices for all components and the other with developers free to choose prices for their
own components, so as to maximize their profits. Finally, we deal with subsidization
of early component developers and show that, under some cases, this helps avoid a
considerable social loss related to software production.
7.1 Motivation
Supporting the new paradigms for building software applications (see section 5.1)
naturally implies much more than a one-shot interaction between manufacturers. If
developers build components and these accumulate, they are expected to alter the
decision context for future manufacturers who, again, face the question package or
components . More specifically, as the number of components which are available for
reuse grows, a new entrant is expected to find larger subsets of his application s
functionality already developed by previous firms. This has a twofold effect: On the
one hand, the entrant may avoid a larger fraction of his application s development
cost, since he need only build just a few new components. However, exactly because
the components he contributes are very few, the expected revenue these will generate
back to him is also less.
How will the market behave? Under which conditions do early-movers prefer
components, so that the market may be jumpstarted ? If they do not, is there a
critical mass of components than needs to be accumulated for the market to start
operating normally? If yes, how is this critical mass to be achieved and what can we
do to accelerate this? How is the expected profitability of component developers
going to change as more and more components are being produced? Is there a chance
that, at some time in the future, the benefit given by components will diminish to such
an extent that the market will stop growing and collapse? Should we allow developers
to freely choose prices for their components, or should regulators enforce a global
price to protect consumers and sustain the market? We examine all these questions
through simple models below.
We believe that examining the market in the long run is critical in understanding the
actual potential for Grid services. As it turns out, defining the rules in our market
radically affects its expected growth and the profitability of every participant in it.
Regulators need to play an important role, since selfish, profit-maximizing
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participants may disaffect or totally impede any growth. Plus, examining the long-run
profitability of software developers in such a market gives manufacturers the ability to
consider component development as an investment, a sustainable business model, not
just as a one-shot solution to a particular problem.
7.2 Modeling
So far we have examined only cases in which two (or more) developers want to
cooperate in terms of building an application. Their aim has strictly been cost
reduction, generated by the fact that a number of modules in their applications are in
common, and thus need only be developed by one of the firms who need them.
However, a more interesting (and practical) model would have to examine how the
market as a whole might move towards building applications as components, not just
focus on sporadic, one-shot cases of cooperative behavior. To utilize a large-scale
level of coordination between developers, one must introduce the concept of a
repository . This refers to a public entity, accessible to all firms, which catalogues
and keeps existing components for future use. Throughout our discussion, we may
assume that the repository does an excellent job in describing the purpose and
functionality of components, i.e. there is no hidden information or any sort of
asymmetry between prospective users of a component and the repository, and neither
do components exhibit varying levels of quality.
A repository can function in two different ways:
The simple repository , which allows access to all of its components to all firms
who participate, for free. A company need only develop one component and store
it in the repository to be considered a participant.
The advanced repository , which charges users of existing components a price,
and transfers this amount to the components original developers. That is, if at
time t developer A builds a component and contributes it to the repository, and
developer B reuses it at time t > t, then he must pay p to company A.
We later examine a third variation in which end-users pay for components. For now,
in our discussion we are mainly interested in two interrelated questions. Firstly, we
want to establish a connection between the size of the repository and its attractiveness
to software developers. Secondly, we would like to assess when it is most profitable
for a developer to participate in the repository, i.e. whether first-movers have an
advantage or whether it is preferable to wait until the repository grows in size.
Our models assume discrete, slotted time. In every slot a software developer appears,
who wishes to build an application. To simplify things, we assume all applications
consisting of the same number of modules k > 1. Furthermore, we avoid
distinguishing between more and less popular components. All components have the
same degree of reusability , defined as the probability of a random software
developer requiring that particular component to be part of its application.
An important assumption that we make (for now) is that of the expected event .
According to it, a developer who examines the repository always finds the expected
number of already developed components for its application, given the size of the
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repository at that time. This is, undeniably, an exaggerated assumption, since there is
usually a very large probability for a developer to find more or fewer components, or
none at all. However, this assumption greatly simplifies the task of modeling the
repository s growth and revealing other sorts of phenomena there, which would be
obscured in a probabilistic model. An attempt to relax this assumption is made later
on.
Our exploration begins by considering finite time models. Here, slots are numbered
with integers in the range 1 ,
, T. Let c(i ) , i [1, T ] , stand for the number of
components in the repository at time i , before the developer of that slot appearing. At
time t 1 the repository contains zero components.
Like in the previous chapter, developers are assumed to be identical and not in
competition with each other. All have development cost per module c, which becomes
c ( > 1) if built as a component. Furthermore, all are faced with a similar demand
curve which, under a revenue-maximizing choice of price, gives them R * for the
whole application. In our discussion, finally, we assume an advanced repository , in
which developers who contribute a component (or more) receive a price p by all
developers who later reuse it (naturally, c p ).
Developers have two options, either develop the application as a package (which
gives R * kc , irrespective of the size of the component), or build it as components
(which pays R * Ai c (k Ai ) p ri , where Ai stands for the expected number of
components a developer at time i has to build to complete its application, since it
finds k Ai components ready, and finally ri refers to the expected revenue generated
by those Ai components). All developers simply calculate these two quantities given
their slot and choose the option with the greatest payoff. For any developer at time i
to participate in the repository, it must be Ai ( c p) ri k (c p) .
Let us now analytically calculate Ai and ri . Each of the components in a developer s
application are found in the repository with probability c(i ) / N , where N is the total
number of possible components (a large number). Therefore, out of the k components
of an application, an expected number of kc(i ) / N will be found by the developer,
which implies Ai k (1 c(i) / N ) . To calculate c(i ) we reason as follows. Provided that
all developers participate in the repository at times 1 , , up to time i , a component
remains undeveloped in every slot with probability 1 k / N (since every component is
requested with probability 1 / N because of the equal reusability assumption and there
are k components in an application), therefore in i slots the total probability of not
being developed amounts to 1 k / N i 1 , therefore c(i ) N 1 k / N i 1 and thus
Ai

k (1 k / N )i 1 .

To calculate r i we reason as follows. Each of the Ai components is requested by
subsequent firms in slots i 1 , , T with probability k / N at each slot. Therefore, it is
reused by an expected number of (T i )k / N firms, each paying price p. Therefore
ri (T i ) pk / N . Notice that, again, we assume that all developers from i 1 to T
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participate. This way, we may assume that T is a constant (otherwise it would have to
be a function of and cost parameters, since they determine how many developers in
total will shun and choose to develop a package, thus delaying the repository s
growth).
Substituting back to the formula for participation, we see that a scenario like that can
be realized if k (1 k / N )i 1 ( c p) (T i ) pk / N k (c p) for all i [1, T ] . To study
when this is actually true, define g (i ) 1 k / N i 1 ( c p) (T i ) p / N (c p) . Our
scenario, which prescribes that all developers eventually participate in the repository,
stipulates g (i ) 0, i [1, T ] .
The shape of function g (i ) depends on parameters , c and p. To gain some insight,
we calculate its first and second derivative in respect to i :
g (i )
i

( c

p) 1 k / N

i 1

log(1 k / N )

p/ N

and
2

g (i )
i2

( c

p) 1 k / N

i 1

log 2 (1 k / N )

Since 1 k / N 1 its logarithm log(1 k / N ) 0 . Therefore, the first derivative of g
has an ambiguous sign, whereas its second derivative is always positive. We now
have three cases:
g is always decreasing. This happens when g / i 0 for i T .
g is always increasing. This happens when g / i 0 for i 1 .
g is first decreasing, then increasing ( g / i 0 for i 1 and
i T ).

g/ i

0 for

This ambiguity makes it difficult to analytically calculate the maximum value of g
(especially in the third case) and indeed verify that this is negative (as required by the
participation constraint) and under what conditions. Since that is hard to check, our
hypothesis that all developers participate in the repository, which was used to express
Ai and ri , is highly questionable. Without it, any analytical result regarding the
expected profitability of a developer appearing at time i becomes improbable.
Therefore, we refer to experimental results.
In our experiments, we have varied the ratio c / p to gain some insight into how this
affects profitability. Parameters R*, k, T and N were set to 4, 5, 110 and 100 for all
experiments. Indicative results can be seen below.
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Figure 7.2-1 Finite time with = 1.2, c = 0.5 and p = 0.1 or 0.05
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Notice that the payoff of the build package option always equals R * kc 1.5 . Also
observe that the payoff of participation (in the repository) in our examples is always
greater than this. However, if we set a value of N that is much greater we have cases
where this is not so (see below).
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As a basic result, easily derived by the formula for g / i , as p (the price of reusing an
existing component) approaches the cost of building it anew ( c), the profitability of a
participating developer decreases with time. Therefore, when p is high, first-movers
have the advantage, whereas when p is low, it is preferable to wait. Intuitively, as p
increases, the benefit of late-comers (i.e. the cost difference between developing your
own components and reusing them) decreases; at the same time, the revenue
generated for the initial component developers (the early-comers) is boosted. In the
opposite case, when p is small, late-comers enjoy a huge advantage by building large
fractions of their applications at almost no cost, whereas first-movers gain very little
by making their work available to others. Intermediate values for p have the
interesting effect that either first-movers or late-comers do well. Here, those in the
middle are worst-off; for them, p is neither low enough for a cost benefit, nor large
enough to generate high reuse revenues (due to few time slots remaining till the end).
7.2.1 Variation with infinite time
So far we have examined a finite-time model. However, a real-world interpretation of
T, our time boundary, is difficult to comprehend. Moreover, the number of total
possible components (N) is expected to be very large in the real world (how many
components are required for all possible applications?). This means that it will
probably take a very long time for the repository to fill-up , if ever. Therefore,
revenues generated to first-movers due to their components being reused many years
later might have to be discounted to reflect this notion of a long time . If one also
considers creativity, innovation and progress, it is improbable that any repository,
even in the best case, might ever be considered complete . Thus, the concept of
infinite time slots is more amicable to our reasoning and modeling.
The only difference from our previous model is that time slots are numbered 1, 2, ,
ad infinitum. To avoid an infinite value for revenues, and better reflect the notion of a
diminishing value for money (plus the preference of investors to claim any returns as
soon as possible), we introduce a discount factor
(0,1) . In other words, $1 received
a year (or slot) from now is worth $ today, a dollar received two years from now is
worth $ 2 today, etc. A simple observation has to do with the following: an amount m
received in every slot, from now and up to infinity, is worth m/(1 ) today:
m

m

2

i

m ... m
i 0

m

1
1

Therefore, the revenues of a firm at time i , provided that all developers participate,
are
R * Ai c (k Ai ) p Ai kp / N (1 ) R * k (1 k / N ) i 1[ c p kp / N (1 )] kp
i
. Taking its derivative in respect to i , we have
i

i
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This is positive or negative depending on whether c / p (1 / )[1 k / N (1 )] . Let,
for the sake of clarity, B stand for the right hand value of this inequality. Therefore,
considering infinite time scenarios, a developer had better wait for the repository to
grow if c/p > B. Thus, the minimum revenue a developer can make by participating is
R* k

1
min

lim

c

p 2

N (1
R * kp

k
)

when c / p

B

when c / p

B

Naturally, developers are expected to always cooperate if min R * kc , the payoff of
the build package option. By intersecting this condition with the above findings, we
get four cases:
p

(1

)N (

1)

c,

N (1 )
c :
N (1 ) k

increasing

function,

everyone

participates
N (1
)
p
c, c : decreasing function, everyone participates
N (1
) k

p

0,

(1

)N (

1)

c : increasing function, critical mass phenomena

p (c, c) : decreasing function, market failure

A few comments are required for each of the above cases. In the first one, p lies in a
range that makes c / p > B (therefore is increasing in i ) and is large enough for
R * kc . Thus, all developers participate. However, since increases as time
min
passes, developers might choose to wait for the repository to grow, since that will
give them a higher profitability. Yet, even if they act early on, they will still reap
benefits from building their applications as components, compared to the package
case.
The second case refers to values of p that give a decreasing function (c / p < B) but
still guarantee that min lim i is greater than the payoff of building a package. Here,
i

everybody participates and early-goers enjoy a clear advantage over late-comers.
The third case corresponds to the scenario where the price of reusing a component is
very small. Not all developers participate and, since is increasing, it is early-goers
who find packages more attractive. More specifically, when the repository is small in
size, there are simply not enough components already developed to give first-comers a
respectable cost benefit. Coupled with low reuse prices, these early-comers perceive a
very small benefit and thus choose to refrain from the repository. In that case, the
repository must be somehow enriched with a number of components, until developers
are at least indifferent between the two options, for the market to be jumpstarted.
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This is similar (but not identical) to phenomena of critical mass , observed in other
fields of IT economics and explained by the concept of network externalities . In
short the value of a good or service that exhibits network externalities is increasing in
the number of people using it. In our case, the value of the repository to a software
developer is increasing in the number of components it contains. Until there are a lot
of people using the product, prospective purchasers have too small a valuation to
conduct a purchase. On the contrary, when enough have already made a purchase (the
so-called critical mass ), others valuations are high enough to generate sales and are
further increased with every new purchase. This dynamic then causes a large
percentage of the market to become users of the product, with only a very small
fraction remaining non-users (those with an inherently very small valuation of the
good or service).
Our case is very similar to this. When min R * kc (and thus the repository does not
always guarantee a benefit to developers, compared to the package option), the same
pattern emerges. In the beginning, the number of components is too small to generate
new participants. If however, a critical mass is reached, then automatically all
developers find it preferable to participate and the repository grows in full size.
But how is this critical mass to be attained, since before it nobody wants to
participate? In the classic network externalities paradigm, marketing efforts made. For
instance, a number of devices (or subscriptions) are given for free to some developers,
a smaller price is chosen for initial shipments, etc. In our case, the corresponding
action would be to subsidize the development of early components, then reclaim this
investment by taxing components after critical mass is reached. We return to this idea
below.
Finally, the fourth case refers to such a high p that
line of R * kc at some point (see figure below).

is decreasing but intersects the

$

R*

kc
i
i

i
Figure 7.2-4
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For developers to the left of the intersection point (let them be set L) the revenue
generated by others reusing their components is no longer an infinite time series
(since none of the firms to the right of the intersection point will pay for any).
Therefore, developers in L will perceive a smaller revenue than before (captured by
the function i in the diagram), leading the intersection point further to the left. This
in turn will result in further reductions in perceived revenue. The system will
eventually stabilize at a point when no such reductions will occur. To calculate this
point, simply observe that the last developer who participates will do so, perceiving
zero revenues due to its components reuse. If i * is that point, then,
R * Ai *[ c p] kp R * kc , a simple indifference condition between a package and
components. This gives (1 k / N )i* 1 0 , which is infeasible for any value of i * .
Therefore, the market will never be jumpstarted in this case.
To conclude this section, let us go over our main qualitative results. Our most
significant observation is that the value of p (the price of reusing an existing
component) is crucial to the formation of dynamics in such a market. In finite time, as
p increases, first-movers in the market enjoy higher profitability. This is due to the
fact that early-goers contribute, on the average, a lot of components and, as p
increases, the revenue they generate heavily increases. As p drops, on the other hand,
it is preferable for developers to wait for the repository to grow, if they seek
maximum profits. In infinite time with discounted revenues, p remains a crucial
factor. Its choice determines whether developers always have an incentive to
participate in the repository, and whether it is best to wait or move early. Furthermore,
extreme values for p generate interesting phenomena. A very small p might create the
need for a critical mass to be reached, perhaps by subsidizing early component
developers, and a very large p might totally inhibit the development of such a market.
Any entity that seeks to act as a repository in the real world must therefore carefully
research cost factors of any prospective participants, to ensure that its pricing choices
will not obstruct its development.
7.2.2 Pricing strategies in pay-per-use
In our discussion so far we have assumed that the price of reusing a component is
fixed and determined by the repository. However, developers might be given the
choice to set the price of a component themselves. After all, a repository that merely
acts as an intermediary is not expected to be in a position to estimate, explain or even
enforce a price p decided by it (in the sense that developers may choose to cooperate
outside of the repository, if they do not like the price).
Moreover, we have always thought of a component being purchased by a software
developer who wishes to build an application. This scheme, although simple and
intuitive, fails to grasp some of the more intricate properties of Service-Oriented
Architectures. More specifically, it does not account for the effect of related
technologies and trends (such as the Grid or outsourcing/ASPs). At that point, we
mentioned that computation in the future is expected to be carried out in centralized,
high-power systems, taking advantage of the extended parallelism offered by large
clusters of computers. Since software applications will be built as sets of components,
a task making use of a number of services/components is likely to be executed on
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machines running in the same or distant clusters, each handling only a fraction of the
total workload. Users of these applications will generally not have to pay a license
upfront to acquire the software that suits them. Rather, they will be charged according
to their usage of the various components (number of calls, workload offered, etc.).
In such a setting, two of our assumptions made so far no longer hold; namely, that the
price of reusing a component is fixed and that revenues are not affected by pricing
mechanisms. To get a feel of the latter statement, observe that, if developer A
increases the price of a component used in B s application, the demand for B s
application is hurt (fewer calls are made to its components due to a higher total price).
More importantly perhaps, each developer cannot simply charge the optimal price
given its demand function, and make optimal revenues R * . The profit
maximization problem becomes different, as the prices of reused components are
thought of as external cost factors affecting the application s total price, as perceived
by the users.
Imagine, for example, developers A and B, each with an application consisting of k
components. One of these components is shared and is first developed by A and
placed in the repository. Under our previous perception of the market, B would have
to pay p to A, a globally fixed price set by the repository. This is a one-time charge.
Then, B considers its demand function d (r ) b ar , where r is the price of the whole
application, and selects r* b / 2a to make revenues R* b 2 / 4a . Now, however, we
think of A as setting the price p A for its components, and similarly for B (price pB ).
The second developer will try to maximize (k 1) p B b a (k 1) pB p A , namely, its
total revenue from its application, whose price is affected by both A s and its own
choice of prices. This yields an optimal pB * equal to
pB *

1

b
k 1 2a

pA
2

This price is slightly less than r * /(k 1) , as would have been, if the price of the whole
application was simply divided equally among its k 1 components. As a result, the
application will cost a total of
p A (k 1) pB *

b
2a

pA
2

r*

Notice that the application s total price has increased, compared to the case when
developers were not allowed to freely choose their components prices. This is due to
the double markup (Varian 2007) problem. Both developers choose prices selfishly, to
maximize their own profits. B, in its own problem, receives A s price as an external
parameter. Therefore, he only chooses a price that maximizes his own part of the total
revenue, ignoring the fact that A s price is already boosted. As a result, the total price
generated is larger.
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Turning back to developer A, its choice of pA (assuming only B to be reusing its
component) is the outcome of maximizing p A b a b / 2a p A / 2 , i.e. its revenues
generated by B s application. The reason A does not take its own demand function
into consideration is that, if it were to increase p A for the component shared with B, it
would just decrease the price of its other components to keep the total price of its
application equal to r*, the price that maximizes revenues (assuming A does not reuse
any other developer s components). This gives p A * b / 2a , i.e. he greatly over-prices
his component, selling it as high as a full application. The total price generated by
such behavior would then be b / 2a p A * / 2 3b / 4a . This would give the two
RA * b 2 / 4a b 2 / 8a 3b 2 / 8a

developers revenues equal to
respectively.

and

RB * b 2 / 16a

On the cost side, A simply pays k c and B pays (k 1) c to develop the two
components. Notice here that B is only willing to reuse A s component if
b 2 / 16a (k 1) c b 2 / 4a k c , i.e. when the profit related to this option is greater
than the profit available to him, were he to redevelop the shared component for
himself, ignoring A s price. This condition becomes c (3 / 4) R * , i.e. when the cost
of a component exceeds 75% of the total revenue generated by the application. Yet,
even for k = 2, this would make software development a seriously unprofitable
business. R * k c , the profit of simply building an application on your own, is
implicitly assumed a positive number.
Therefore, A will not freely choose a price that maximizes his own revenues. If he did
that, B would simply turn down his offer and redevelop the shared component, leaving
A with no added revenues. Instead, A must price its component to maximize revenues,
subject to the constraint that B agrees to purchase it, i.e. that B is indifferent between
reuse and redevelopment. This occurs when
k 1

b
2a

pA
2

b a

b
2a

pA
2

(k 1) c

b2
4a

k c

Solving for p A yields

pA

b
a

(k 1)(b 2 4 ca)
(k 1)a

Under such a price B will choose, using the above formula
pB

(k 1)(b 2 4 ca)
2a(k 1) 2

Therefore, the application price will become
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p B ( k 1)

pA

b
a

( k 1)(b 2 4 ca)
2a (k 1)

b
a

(k 1) pB

Let us now make some interesting observations on this formula, keeping in mind that
the price of the application under no cooperation between developers, is r* b / 2a .
We once again verify that the price of the application has, due to double
maximization, increased (it is easy to see that pB (k 1) p A r * for all k > 1.
Moreover, as the number of components per application k grows, the total price rises
asymptotically to b/a. This is unintuitive since, the smaller fraction of an application s
code a developer reuses from another firm, the higher the application price becomes.
7.2.3 A qualitative model for more than two developers
The above reasoning has, of course, been limited to the case of two developers.
Furthermore, developer A was assumed to have full knowledge that B would require
only one particular component of him. If such knowledge does not exist, things get
more complicated, because the effect of a pricing decision at some point in time may
affect not only the prices and revenues of subsequent applications, but also the
speed at which the repository of components will grow (and thus the delay
associated with future developers actually reusing existing components). A high
choice of prices may cause future developers to avoid reusing any components, but
instead redevelop whichever they need. The decision is further perplexed by the fact
that no developer knows how many other firms will contribute to the application of a
future candidate, a quantity that, as we saw, greatly influences participation conditions
and profitability for all.
One could, of course, imagine a process that depends heavily on our expected event
assumption. This way, developer dt, at time t, can calculate the expected number of
his components reused by developers dt+1, dt+2, , ad infinitum. He can further
calculate how many developers, on the average, will contribute to these future
applications. Thus, he can choose a price that is optimal in the sense that it maximizes
his own revenues, conditional on these developers not redeveloping existing
components.
Using the results of the previous section, developer dt, will build an expected number
of At k (1 k / N )t 1 components. Each component will be requested by any
randomly-chosen future developer with probability k / N , so a total of At k / N
requests will be made in each time slot for components of developer dt.
Let mt be the number of developers participating in dt s application (including dt). We
expect this to be an increasing function of t since, the more developers have preceded
dt, the more components will have been manufactured by that time, and by a larger
number of developers. We therefore state E[mt ] / t 0 .
What is the effect of a larger (or smaller) mt to the price of the application and the
revenues of a developer? It can be shown that, when more developers share the
revenues of an application and each performs his/her own maximization of price, the
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total price will increase more (over its optimal value r*). Intuitively, what a single
profit-maximizing developer achieves is better, in total, than double-maximization,
which in turn is better than triple-maximization, etc. A higher price means fewer
revenues ( R( p) / p 0 for p > p*) and even smaller shares among developers.
Combining the above two results, we may reason that applications appearing later in
time will cost more (due to larger mt ).
How does this affect pricing? Since later applications will cost more and pay less to
producers, their developers will be more inclined towards abandoning reuse and
redeveloping any existing components themselves. To avoid that (and thus avoid
getting no revenues), developers having already built components will choose to drop
their prices to keep the influx of new entrants alive. Therefore, not only do later firms
make less money by selling their own applications, but they must also resell their
components at lower prices so as not to impede market growth and thus neutralize
their investment (in components).
Finally, we know from above that At / t 0 , i.e. as the repository grows in size,
entrants will on the average find more components readily available and thus have
to developer fewer anew. As a result, first-movers in such an aggressively-priced
market have a clear advantage. Firstly, they contribute more components (higher At ).
Secondly, these components will be used by a higher number of developers till the
end of time (smaller t). Thirdly, early-movers are likely to reuse very few components
of previous developers themselves, meaning a smaller mt , meaning a more moderate
application price, higher total revenues and even higher shares (of them) among
contributors. Fourthly, immediately following developers in t+1, t+2, , etc. are also
likely to reuse components only by few other firms, which implies again a small
m , higher revenues and higher shares for both themselves and dt. This will, in turn,
allow early-goers (like dt) to price their components higher than later entrants.
We see that, under aggressive pricing, first-movers enjoy clear benefits. However, in
the real world, such benefits may be obscured by a general feeling of uncertainty and
high risk. Lack of qualitative models (such as the above) have not allowed developers
to appreciate the value of an investment in Service-Oriented Architecture and in the
concept of software-as-a-service, built and distributed as components. Of course, the
fact that early-goers are better off does not imply a goldmine. Pricing their
components too high may totally obstruct any future developers to invest in
components themselves, thus leading to market failure and, ultimately, invalidating
the whole concept of benefits. What we have established is that early-movers are
expected to make more compared to later entrants, not dominate the market. And as
of those late-comers, their reasoning pattern will probably be quite different (and thus
difficult to prescribe in our model). A pervasive use of components might create
externalities stipulating participation later on. Or, on the other hand, the formation of
alliances between developers (a concept not included in our simple model) might take
advantage of market dynamics to boost prices for the benefit of its members. We have
limited our examination to market transition; a more advanced study is required for
evaluating market evolution under different what-if scenarios.
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7.2.4 Policy making
So far we have examined the transition of the software industry, from a market where
copy licensing is the dominant business model to a market of reusable, cooperating
components implementing stand-alone services. These services are combined and
integrated to offer higher-level services and complete applications. In our study, we
began by investigating one-shot games of cooperation; there, we showed that
developers are always better-off coordinating their efforts rather than unilaterally
developing component-based applications (or services) hoping that others will follow
them and complement their efforts, bringing cost reductions to both. We also
examined how monetary benefits accruing to a coalition of developers are to be
divided among its members and further investigated the incentives participants have
to report their actual development costs, when they are not easily and objectively
verifiable. Afterwards, we left one-shot games to examine market transition as a
phenomenon that evolves over time. The concept of a component repository was
introduced and the catalytic effect of its pricing decisions were underlined, in both
finite and infinite models. Finally, we discussed how a developer should formulate his
pricing decisions, if the repository gives participants total freedom over the choice of
prices. Despite the complexity in developing a closed-form solution, we have drawn
some qualitative results, showing the value of being a first-mover is such an
aggressively-priced component market.
So far, though, a restrictive hypothesis has been made, the so-called expected event
assumption. According to it, a stochastic process is reduced to a deterministic one, by
replacing the range of possible transitions with a single one, namely the expected .
In this section, we shall attempt to relax this assumption and instead use a Markov
chain model to represent a growing repository. States of this chain will correspond to
the discrete sizes the repository can get (i.e. state ti will refer to the event the
repository contains i components ). Transition probabilities pij will thus reflect the
chance of a developer appearing who contributes j i components, given that our
chain is at state ti. Probabilities corresponding to a developer choosing not to
participate will be pii. To simplify our discussion and avoid the complexities of
pricing, we shall assume for the rest of our discussion the simple repository
paradigm, in which existing components are reused for free, in exchange for offering
(also for free) any components he develops back to the repository, for future reuse.
This way, we can get a better feel of how the market will grow. We no longer need
to assume that the expected event will occur, but will instead treat a stochastic
process exactly like one. Our goal in doing this lies not in obtaining more accurate
formulas for the various measurements, but instead show the effect of policy-making.
More specifically, we would like to show that, when the number of components in the
repository is small, it grows at a slow pace. This is because a lot of developers (we
assume slotted time and one developer appearing in every slot) do not find enough
components readily available, when there are only few in the repository, to actually
participate and thus help it grow. As it develops though (slowly, but surely), a larger
fraction of appearing developers find it preferable to participate, causing the
repository to grow faster. Finally, near the end, when the repository is almost full, the
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growing pace drops again, since now such a large fraction of an entrant s application
lies in already developed components, that contributions are inherently small.
After having derived this result, we move on to examine the effect of policy making,
and in particular the effect of early subsidization. We turn our attention to the range in
time when the repository is still small. Here, a large fraction of appearing developers
choose not to participate because they simply do not find an adequate number of
components. Each of these non-participants just builds his application as a package.
Society thus incurs a loss , namely, that their components are not developed for
reuse but are locked into non-reusable modules of packages. If a module is placed in
the repository (as a component) by the i-th developer who requires it, the total cost of
it being developed and made available for reuse is approximately i times its cost,
whereas it could have been developed as a component by the first developer and made
available for free to the rest.
One might therefore wonder whether it would be better to subsidize component
development in early stages of the repository s growth, to foster its quicker
development and thus reduce this loss to society, associated with modules being
developed again and again (due to lack of cooperation). This subsidization may or
may not be later retrieved. If retrieval is chosen, this can be done by charging a small
price for component reuse after enough components have been assembled. When the
repository is large enough, this will not discourage any developers, just reduce their
profits by a very small amount. Finally, one may view this subsidization-and-pricing
scheme as an investment. This way, the later price per component reuse will be set
just a bit higher, generating a return to the investors who provided the repository with
the fiscal resources for subsidizations.
Formally, let N be the total number of possible modules (or components), and assume
an infinite series of identical developers. Each of these has cost c for developing a
module and c for building it as a component (for a common to all > 1). All
applications are made up of k > 1 modules. Time is slotted and a developer shows up
in every slot, observing the contents of the repository. He actually identifies how
many of his application s modules are already developed (and thus free for reuse).
Comparing between the two options, P (develop a package and pay c per component,
for all k components of his application) and C (build components for c each, but only
those he didn t find), he chooses the one that gives him the least cost. The repository s
size remains unchanged under P, and increases by a number of components under C.
Under the above, a developer who finds x [0, k ] components in the repository
participates if (k x) c kc k x k /
x k ( 1) / .
We model the above scenario using a Markov chain. States t1, t2, , tN represent the
various states a repository can be in. Since all components are assumed equally
reusable, a particular one is found in a repository of size i with probability i/N. Thus,
in that case, the probability of a developer finding x out of its k components is, by
employing a simple binomial distribution, equal to
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Pr( x ; k , i / N )

k
x

x

i
N

1

i
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k x

Therefore, we can formulate our transition probabilities. Naturally, pij will stand for
the probability of moving to state tj from state ti. First of all, the repository never
shrinks, so pij 0 for all j i . Also, the repository never grows k / components or
more, since in these cases the developer will simply not participate. Therefore, pij

0

for all j i k / . In cases where j 1, i k /
the repository grows (the
developer participates), because he has found k j + i components already available.
This happens with probability Pr(k j i ; k , i / N ) , as defined above. Finally, we need
to examine the case in which the repository does not grow. This happens in two cases:
if either the developer found all k components available (probability Pr(k ; k , i / N ) ) or
he chose not to participate. This latter one happens with probability
k
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This completes the definition of our chain. The figure below gives an image of a part
3.
of it, for k /

Figure 7.2-5 Markov chain (part)

Simulations
Since our attempts to clearly measure the chain s speed analytically were not
successful, we have turned to simulations. The following runs were performed with
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constants N = 10,000, k = 5, c = 0.6 and
repository s size changes over time.

= 1.2. Figure 7.2-6 shows how the

Repository's growth
12000
10000

Size
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728 1455 2182 2909 3636 4363 5090 5817 6544 7271 7998 8725 9452 10179 10906 11633 12360
Time

Figure 7.2-6 Repository growth over time

It is obvious from the diagram above that our intuition as to the growth of the
repository is true. Up until time 900 approximately, the repository grows with limited
speed, because most developers choose to build packages. Afterwards, and until time
7,000 approximately, the repository grows fast. Then, it slows down near fill-up,
because most developers find all the components they need there.
Can we now calculate the loss of society. Let the above system be S1 and let S2 be a
system in which, whenever a developer appears that chooses not to participate, we
subsidize him to be just indifferent between a package (P) and components (C).
Therefore, in system S2 all developers participate. To calculate the loss we calculate
the overall cost of developers c(S1) in S1 and subtract the sum of c(S2) + B, where B is
the total cost of subsidization. This gives us the total loss incurred by society when
system S1 is allowed to materialize.
L c( S1 ) c( S 2 ) B

In our simulation we have observed that, without subsidization, c(S1)
14,500,
whereas with subsidization c(S2) 10,300. The total amount required for this subsidy
is B 945. This gives a total loss (of not subsidizing the system) of L = 3,000, i.e.
approximately 20% of the total cost.
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Figure 7.2-7 Comparison of subsidization costs

In the chart below we see how the repository grows with our subsidization scheme.
Growth with subsidization
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Figure 7.2-8 Repository growth with subsidization

We therefore see that subsidization can indeed help keeps society s cost low. In fact,
we can even retrieve this subsidization back from later entrants, by charging them a
price for reusing existing components. Depending on this pricing scheme, we may
simply retrieve our initial subsidy, or we can enjoy a return by getting back more.
This latter option is likely to make repositories a profitable option for private investors
or IT for-profit companies.
Either way, the benefits from subsidizing early component developers are two-fold.
First of all, the market is jumpstarted sooner. The initial lag in figure 7.2-6 has
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disappeared in figure 7.2-8, when subsidies were introduced. This might further
decrease the uncertainty felt today throughout the industry, and the corresponding
unwillingness to move any serious applications towards a more modular scheme.
Secondly, subsidization means that commonly used application parts are not
developed over and over again, by different developers. Thus, firms can focus their
investment efforts on R&D, delivering innovative solutions or pursuing higher
quality, rather than spend money on reinventing the wheel.
In such a market of components, of course, new phenomena might arise. For one, we
have ignored the fact that some modules of an application may constitute a source of
competitive advantage to their developers. For those, our assumption that all
components are equal in terms of reuse probability and value does not hold. Their
owners might not be willing to share them with others in a repository. However, even
if we assume that n of the k components of an application are not shared, our analysis
still holds for the remaining k n. Two, we have not examined what will happen in
the case of two or more repositories developing. In that case, though, it is clear that
the social value of a single, larger repository is always greater than the sum of values
of the smaller ones, where value is measured as the gains to developers by finding a
lot of components already developed (and thus not redeveloping them). Finally, it
would be interesting to examine the joint effect of an aggressive pricing scheme (as in
subsection 6.2.3) with a subsidization pattern. In that case, the existence of subsidies
might cause developers to increase their prices of existing components, to generate
higher revenues. To us, a less liberal pricing rule intuitively seems to provide a more
fertile ground for allowing subsidies.
7.3 Summary of results
In this chapter we have examined the evolution of a market for components. We
began by formulating a simple model, in which a repository stores components and
sets a fixed global price for reusing an existing component. If all developers are
identical in terms of application structure and cost parameters, and rational (in the
sense of selecting a package or components, depending on which option gives them
the highest net benefit, i.e. revenues minus costs) we show that their decision is
affected by just two factors, the time of their entry and the reuse price p.
The later an entrant appears, the larger the fraction of his application s functionality is
found as already developed components. As a result, the later he appears, the fewer
new components he needs to develop and contribute to the repository. Turning to the
second parameter, the reuse price p, we acquire the following intuition. When this is
small, reusing existing components is cheap, but the revenue generated by
contributing one s own components also decreases. On the contrary, when this price is
high, developers have to pay a lot to reuse existing components, but also make
increased revenue by future manufacturers. Now early entrants, who reuse very few
components, are primarily affected by the price p in terms of their revenues. Latecomers, on the other hand, mostly reuse existing components and contribute just a
few, so they are predominantly affected in terms of costs.
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As a result, when p is small, the profitability of entrants increases as time passes.
Since reuse is cheap, the more components of an application are found in the
repository, the larger the gains for the entrant. Increasing p reverses the scenario and
makes components less attractive as time passes, since early-movers enjoy high
revenues (due to the high value for p) but, as time passes, entrants are hurt by
increased costs. However, there is a range for p, for which the expected profit of a
component developer is always strictly greater than the corresponding profit of a
package; therefore, all rational developers choose components. For extreme prices of
p (very high or very low) this might not be so. A p very close to zero generates critical
mass phenomena in the market. This is because, if a large quantity of components is
developed, entrants reuse them almost for free, yet those early-movers who must
generate this initial quantity find the prospective revenue of contributing components
too small to bother. On the other extreme, a very large p makes the expected profit of
late-comers so small, that at some point onwards components are no longer the
preferred choice. This impacts previous developers and completely decimates the
market.
Moving on, we examine what happens if we remove the assumption that the
repository is able to decide on (and enforce) a fixed price per component reuse, thus
allowing developers to individually choose prices for their own components. We
examine this in conjunction with pay-per-use. We develop a qualitative model that
shows how the effects of double markup adversely affect our market. In particular, the
fact that each developer selfishly chooses prices to maximize his own profit, without
considering that others are doing the same, results in higher prices for applications
and diminishing revenues for manufacturers themselves. Assuming the developers are
able to alter the prices for their components as time passes, we show that a continual
decrease in prices (and thus revenues) is required for the market to keep growing and
for developers to keep getting any extra revenue.
Finally, we examine how the market will be jumpstarted, if a critical mass needs to be
reached. We formulate a model as a Markov chain, whose transition probabilities are
defined in terms of the probability of a developer contributing the corresponding
number of components in the repository. The stochastic model which is represented in
the Markov chain is shown to achieve critical mass eventually, but it exhibits a time
lag during the early stages. More specifically, when the repository is small, most
developers do not find enough components there to participate and simply choose to
deliver a package. Yet, there will be some manufacturers who examine the repository
and find just enough to participate and contribute some of their own components.
Because, however, this event will be rare in a small repository, it will take a long time
for it to reach critical mass, beyond which the average developer finds components
preferable (and thus the repository grows at a fast pace). A solution that can accelerate
the market s growth is to subsidize whomever finds packages preferable during the
early stages of market growth, effectively removing any lag.
Interestingly, this also reduces the overall expenditure of society (i.e. of all
developers) for software products. If the market is left to grow on its own (with any
lags), every time a package is delivered, the corresponding functionality is not made
available for reuse and has to be re-developed by any future manufacturers who
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happen to require it. On the contrary, delivering components inherently implies reuse
and therefore each subset of functionality need be developed only once (and then
reused). We see that, including any subsidies, gains of approximately 22% can be
achieved under our subsidization scheme. Furthermore, taxing component reuse after
critical mass is reached can generate enough money to cover the initial expenses on
subsidies, or even help subsidizers make some profit as well.
7.4 Directions for future work
In future work we plan to further analyze the behavior of such a market. Specifically,
we shall try to differentiate between popular and less valued components, to obtain
some understanding on whether developers of more frequently used components
accumulate any market power, which could lead to higher prices. Furthermore, we
wish to study the dependencies between components. For instance, if component a
calls component during its operation, s value increases in the presence of a; if
these components are provided by different manufacturers, the developer of a might
be able to request some of the revenue generated by . This might also hold for longer
dependency chains and it would be interesting to study the implications of those in
pricing and market power. Finally, we would like to study the effect of proprietary
components. If a large software manufacturer makes its components available but also
controls which other components are allowed to interact with them, this asymmetry
might affect market evolution and lead to the concentration of power.
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Reputation mechanisms for group formation

A Grid system allows computational resources across multiple, administratively
independent domains to be seamlessly aggregated into a single pool. Users are able to
purchase bundles of hardware and software and execute tasks, unaware of the exact
location where these tasks are being executed. Each request made by a user must be
mapped, however, to specific machines and be assigned predefined time, CPU
cycles, bandwidth and storage space. This mapping operation is a responsibility of the
provider, who must select a set of resources from different domains (agents) and
present them to the user as a bundle. This selection process is subject, unfortunately,
to the adverse effects of hidden information. If a task is handled by many different
cooperating domains, in the case of failure the user (or even the provider) might not
be able to objectively and safely identify whether one particular agent (or a subset of
agents) agents exerted the effort required for task completion, or simply participated
in the group just to obtain part of the revenue (the user s payment). If the
identification of free-riders is not trivial or subject to opposite claims/denials, then a
complementary mechanism must be employed to separate the good agents from the
bad (free-riders). In this chapter, we study how reputation mechanisms can be used
herein, presenting the theory and simulation results.
8.1 Motivation
A Grid system allows the seamless aggregation of computational resources in multiple
administrative domains into a single pool. Users have the opportunity to lease for a
certain time-frame bundles of software, CPU cycles, bandwidth and storage space in
order to execute computationally intensive tasks. A SLA is agreed between the user
and the Grid service provider, containing the terms for this leasing of resources and
the provider s obligations with respect to performance, security etc. The inclusion of
strict or statistical QoS guarantees in the SLAs and the conformance of Grid services
to them are considered very important for the commercial viability of Grid service
provision [Kenyon 2004]. The user is unaware of the exact resources, i.e. software
modules etc., that execute his task. On the other hand, the Grid service provider must
select an appropriate set of resources and present them to the user as a bundle,
henceforth referred to as group (or cluster). This selection is made out of the pool of
available resources constituting the virtual organization (VO) represented and
coordinated by the Grid provider.
Unfortunately, this selection process is subject, to the adverse effects of hidden
information. Indeed, an agent representing a resource owner is required to contribute a
certain effort, in order for the group to meet the SLA. We assume that it is beneficial
for an agent to be part of a group that delivers successfully a SLA; e.g., the members
of such a group share part of the provider s revenue, to be compensated for their
effort, while this does not apply in case of failure. Thus, each agent does have the
incentive to perform as agreed; however, it may still have the incentive to free-ride;
i.e. exert less effort and save on the associated cost. The provider often observes only
the outcome of the collective effort rather than the individual effort of the agents
constituting the group serving the user (see Section 3). Thus, due to this case of
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hidden information, whenever a SLA is not granted, the provider might not be able to
objectively and safely identify which agents did not perform adequately. However,
predicting an individual agent s performance is important for future service instances.
For example, inclusion of a free-riding agent in a group in the future affects adversely
probability of this group to successfully meet a SLA. Note also that, in general, each
task is executed by a different group of agents, with such groups possibly being partly
overlapping. Hence, the provider should somehow be able to place lower priority to a
low-performing or a free-riding agent when selecting the ones to form a group. Thus,
a complementary mechanism is needed to aid the provider estimate individual
performance, despite the lack of relevant accurate information.
In this chapter, we study such a mechanism, which is based on reputation. In
particular, we first discuss (in subsection 7.1.1) general issues about hidden
information and reputation. Then, in subsection 7.1.2, we identify cases of hidden
information in Grid systems and explain why they cannot be handled satisfactorily by
the available Grid accounting systems, particularly, when the VO spans multiple
domains in which the provider does not have the authority to collect accounting
information directly. In Section 7.2, we formulate the objective of the provider and
that of each individual agent. Then, in subsection 7.2.1, we develop the reputationbased mechanism. We employ a reputation metric for each of the agents and propose
and evaluate certain approaches on how to update this metric on the basis of the
observations of collective outcomes. Each approach is evaluated experimentally in
terms of the achieved probability of successfully delivering SLAs (in subsection
7.2.2). Moreover, in systems where individual performance can be observed by other
agents of the group, reputation is based on their ratings for this performance. Thus,
we also investigate how such ratings can be exploited, whenever available in a Grid
system, for improving the accuracy of the reputation metric for individual agents. We
show that the availability of even a few such ratings can considerably improve the
accuracy of performance estimations and thus the provider s overall success
probability, if the agents participating can achieve Byzantine agreement; otherwise, a
simple deterministic approach is preferable.
For a market with multiple competing providers, we can assume that a provider s
reputation mechanism would also be used, aiding the users select the best provider for
a new task. Clearly, if a provider can estimate accurately enough the expected
individual performance of his associated agents, then he can increase his own
reputation in the Grid market and thus be more competitive. However, in this work,
we do not deal directly with this issue. We only consider one provider trying to
estimate agents individual performance as accurately as possible and serve new
requests at the best possible quality level. To the best of our knowledge both our
contribution on information asymmetry in Grids and our reputation-based policies for
alleviating this are innovative. Previous works applying reputation in Grids are based
on user s rating of the agent s individual performance [Sonnek 2005].
8.1.1 Hidden information and reputation
Many times in markets buyers and sellers share different portions of information for a
service that is exchanged. This situation is referred to as information asymmetry. For
example, sellers may be more informed on the quality of the product they offer than
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clients. Another example is when clients do not pay for the services that they obtain
but providers do not know it prior to service provision. Information asymmetry was
first studied for medical services by Arrow in [Arrow 1963]; the issue was further
studied by Akerlof in [Akerlof 1970]. Depending on the specific information that is
hidden two different problems having different effects may arise in a market: moral
hazard and adverse selection. These problems are discussed below.
Moral hazard can be present any time two parties come into agreement with one
another. Each party in a contract may have the opportunity to gain from violating the
principles laid out by the agreement. For example, in an e-marketplace, the buyer
typically sends money to the seller before receiving the goods. Hence, the seller is
tempted to keep the money and not ship the goods, or to ship goods that are inferior to
those advertised. This lack of trust among participants may lead to market
decomposition, as they may be better off to leave this market for a more robust one.
Adverse selection is present in situations where sellers possess information (on some
aspect of their innate ability, product quality, etc.) that buyers don t (or vice versa).
Such situations often arise in markets for experience goods. Consider, for example, an
online hotel booking site where hotels of different qualities advertise rooms.
Consumers cannot be certain about the true quality offered by each hotel until having
actually stayed there. Also, hotels do not have an incentive to advertise any of their
weak points. Knowing this, consumers will assume that all hotels are of average
quality and will not be willing to pay more than the average price. [Akerlof 1970]
showed that such a situation will eventually drive all sellers out of the market, except
the lowest quality ones, thus leading to a market of lemons . The most important
distinction between (pure) moral hazard and (pure) adverse selection is that, in the
former, all sellers are capable of the same type of behavior (e.g. cooperate, cheat),
whereas in the latter case seller behavior is completely constrained by their innate
type .
Many distributed systems rely on cooperation among self-interested nodes. For
example, in peer-to-peer file-sharing systems, overall download latency and failure
rate increase when peers do not share their resources. Similar examples also apply to
distributed systems (including the Web), mobile ad-hoc networks, etc. Reputationbased mechanisms are proper means for discovering hidden information about
participants in such systems (e.g. see [Papaioannou 2006], [Dellarocas 2003]). In
particular, such mechanisms can deter moral hazard by serving as sanctioning
mechanisms. Such mechanisms can also alleviate adverse selection, by signaling to
users the quality of service that can be delivered by each agent.
Reputation in an e-marketplace or a peer-to-peer system with one-to-one transactions
is calculated as follows: After observing the outcome of his transaction, a client rates
the providing agent for his performance. Binary rating (i.e., success vs. failure) is
known to be adequate for calculating a reputation value that is representative of the
expected outcome of a transaction with a specific provider [Papaioannou 2006],
[Dellarocas 2003]. All ratings that a specific agent got for all services he provided are
aggregated in a single reputation value. The two main aggregation approaches are as
follows: a) Aggregation based on Bayes rule [Jøsang 2003]; according to this
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approach, reputation of each provider expresses the a posteriori belief that he belongs
to a certain type given the history of his service provisions. b) Beta aggregation
[Tirole 1996], according to which, each agent s reputation equals the fraction of the
weighted number of her successful service provisions over the weighted total
number of her service provisions, with the weight of each service provision being a
negative exponential function of the elapsed time.
As explained before, it is necessary for the Grid service provider to infer individual
performance of agents from the collective outcomes they produce. According to
[Tirole 1996], collective reputations are history-dependent. Group reputation results to
a certain characterization (or stereotype) of a group, which is long-lasting; i.e.,
members inherit the collective reputation of their elders. Also, according to [Levy
2007], the higher the information transparency for group members performance, the
higher the member s incentive to perform better. Otherwise, there is potential for
group members to free-ride on the high performance of other members and put the
blame on others for a collective service of low quality.
Finally, an important issue of reputation is that its accuracy and, thus, its effectiveness
in offering the right incentives are vulnerable to the inclusion of untruthful ratings in
its calculation. Matters are worse in competitive environments, such as an interdomain Grid, where every member has the incentive to demote its competitors
obtaining an advantage over them in future selections. As we showed in [Stamoulis
2005], this issue can be effectively dealt with by a specific mechanism providing the
incentives for reporting truthful ratings. For simplicity, in this deliverable, we assume
that no such mechanism is employed in the system.
8.1.2 Information asymmetry in Grids
In this section, we analyze information asymmetry issues that arise in Grids and how
they can be alleviated by means of reputation. First, we discuss incentive issues on the
collection of accounting information in Grids. There are available solutions for secure
aggregation of accounting information on remote resources consumption in Grids.
When mobile agents [Tomarchio 2000] or web services [Elmroth 2006] are employed
for metering and secure communication channels are used, then much credibility can
be attained for accounting information. However, in an open (i.e. not enterprise Grid)
environment, credible metering can be tricky, since a resource owner may have the
incentive to manipulate accounting information on his resources consumption. For
example, the owner may claim higher resource consumption than the actual one, in
order to hide his low effort or to earn more money. Also, if there exist resource
owners that aggregate or relay accounting information of others, then they may
attempt to manipulate this too, in order to promote their individual objectives or for
malicious purposes. Due to these conflicting incentives, information asymmetry on
resource consumption in open Grids may still arise despite the employment of
sophisticated and costly accounting mechanisms. For example, even if the CPU time
is accurately metered, the processor speed of the resource owner may be different than
agreed with the user. Also, authentication procedures that are involved in the various
Grid accounting solutions [Tomarchio 2000], [Elmroth 2006], [Piro 2003], [Barmouta
2003] do not reveal hidden type (i.e. quality) or opportunistic behavior of agents.
Consequently, different degrees of information asymmetry may arise in Grid
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accounting. In DGAS [Piro 2003] and in GridBank [Barmouta 2003] accounting
architectures direct (i.e. money) and indirect (i.e. reciprocation) rewards provide
agents with incentives for lying. In case of pre-payment, an agent has no incentive for
job completion, while in case of post-payment he has the incentive to manipulate
accounting information. This also applies to the case of the pay-as-you-go charging
scheme used in Gridbank. Collusions with other entities provide further incentives for
such behaviors and for negative/ positive discrimination of price and QoS to others.
We have already discussed hidden information in subsection 7.1.1. In Grids, both
adverse selection and moral hazard problems may arise. First, note that in case of
accurate and credible metering, hidden information on the quality of resources offered
by agents and their behavior (i.e. effort spent, honesty etc.) in a Grid environment can
be revealed directly to the user by means of reputation. The type or behavior of agents
may remain fixed or vary dynamically. Thus, a proper reputation metric should be
employed for each case. Reputation can also be used by a provider coordinating a
Grid VO in order to select the group of agents that will execute a task successfully.
Since this group varies per task, an individual reputation metric for each agent should
be employed.
A different case of hidden information arises when only the service provision
outcome of a task assignment is observable, due to the fact that the consumption of
the associated individual resources (or, even more, the associated effort or quality)
cannot be accurately metered. This paradigm fits better to the case of bag-of-task jobs
where the objective for high throughput of task execution stresses the effectiveness of
accounting mechanisms. Then, reputation (based on user ratings) can be a proper
means for approximating the expected performance outcome of a certain agent
performing individual tasks. However, the actual quality of resources or the
performance strategy of the provider will remain hidden information. Yet, it is not
obvious at all how to apportion performance liability to the agents that provide a
service.
A more interesting case of hidden information can arise when there is no metering at
the individual agent s domain; this applies when inter-VO clusters can be formed or in
an open Grid resource market. Handling effectively this case is very important, as
tamper-proof metering of consumption of the remote resources of an individual agent
can be very costly in terms of communication and computational overhead or even
impossible due to the local security policies of a third party that owns the individual
agent. Moreover, hidden information can arise when there is no detailed specification
of the expected performance by each individual agent, which is a common case for
complex workflow tasks. In particular, consider a group of agents of a VO, whose
resources possibly belong to different domains, interact with each other in order to
accomplish a demanding task. Subtasks may depend on other subtasks, which in turn
depend on others, etc. Yet, an agent may be assigned multiple subtasks. Thus, the
relevant dependency graph would very likely contain circles, complicating
accountability. Since there is no detailed specification of the expected performance
per agent, it is very hard to verify of the correctness of an individual outcome. To deal
with this problem, Sonnek et al. [Nathan 2006] employ replication of each subtask
assignment to multiple agents selected on the basis of reputation; the outcome for this
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subtask is determined by means of the majority rule. In our work, we also assume that
there is some redundancy employed, leading to tolerance in under-performing agents,
yet more economically than replication. The focus of our work in section 7.2 is to
show how reputation can be exploited in this context.
In systems where individual performance can be observed (e.g. peer-to-peer and emarkets), reputation is based on the rating of this performance by the user. Clearly
this is not possible in the Grids of our focus, where the user and the provider can only
rate collective outcomes. On the other hand, certain agents of the group may be able
to rate the performance of others, if they exchange intermediate results of a workflow
task and they can verify their correctness. However, the credibility of such ratings is
questionable, especially, if the agents are competing with each other in being assigned
tasks. Then, there is potential for strategic ratings of agents by others. This can be
tolerated to a certain extent; see section 7.2.
In the rest of the chapter, we employ reputation in the most interesting case of
asymmetric information among those discussed above; namely that of verifiable
group outcome and hidden individual effort. There are very interesting examples of
Grid services to which this case of information asymmetry applies. E.g.: a) A
distributed search engine implemented by a group of Grid agents that search in
different sets of data: a query may fail due to an agent that is under-performing either
inherently or intentionally; even if a query is served satisfactorily it may be hard to
determine whether all group members performed as required. b) A group of agents
serving as a sequence of video streaming servers forming paths from the root to the
leaves of a multicast tree: the failure of an individual agent may lead to the collapse of
a sub-tree; identifying the source of the problem may not be easy.
8.2 Modeling
In this section, we formulate the optimization problems expressing the decisionmaking process of the Grid provider (who selects and schedules the agents to provide
their resources per task) and of the participating agents. We consider an inter-domain
virtual organization (VO), where a large number of agents can offer their resources to
users. Workflow tasks are assigned to groups of agents. At any given time of a task
request, an agent i is either available (i.e. has available resources), with probability ai,
or unavailable with probability 1- ai. An agent i has an inherit performance capability,
i.e. quality qi, which is private information. The individual performance outcome of a
node i is given by xi(qi). If the agent belongs to a fixed performance type j, then xi
follows the corresponding distribution; e.g. xi(qi) can be at some acceptable level
(implying that the agent exerted the effort required thereby) with probability pj,
independently of other events in the system. On the other hand, if agent i is rational,
then it follows a dynamic strategy according to which xi(qi) is selected each time. The
performance outcome of a group of Grid agents is determined by the collective effort
of its members. In particular, for a group S with size |S| whose members performance
capabilities are given by the vector x = (xk, ) s.t. k S, the collective outcome of the
group is a function g( x ). The function g(.) depends on the effectiveness of the
integration of the Grid resources, their level of heterogeneity etc. For example, if all
agents provide CPU cycles and the user is interested in the total processing capacity
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offered, then we can simply use g ( x )

k 1,...,| S |

x k . If the resources offered by the

agents are heterogeneous, then defining g( x ) is more complicated; e.g., if we deal
with both CPU cycles and storage space, then g( x ) should express the two
corresponding partial sums separately. Furthermore, according to the SLA, the
provider should offer to the user at least a minimum quality level q in order for the
task to be considered as successful. Besides being conformant to the SLA, the
provider may be interested in allocating resources efficiently in order to serve
successfully as many tasks as possible, i.e. attain high throughput. In such a case, the
provider should select the group S of agents so that the expected performance both
exceeds the minimum requirement and matches it as closely as possible. This
objective corresponds to the optimization problem
min E[ g ( x j )], s.t. E[ g ( x j )] q

(1)

S

In general, this is a combinatorial problem with exponential (in the number of agents)
computational complexity. A simpler approach is for the provider to select the group
S of nodes so that the expected performance for the present task is maximized. We
henceforth adopt this provider s optimization problem:
max E[ g ( x j )]

(2)

S

In order to solve either of the above optimization problems, the provider should be
aware of the performance capabilities or of the relevant strategy of each agent. As
explained in Section 2, this constitutes hidden information. Nevertheless, reputation
leads to the revelation of the expected individual performance (as opposed to the exact
computational capabilities and strategies of the agents). Thus, we have to adopt a
heuristic approach to solve the above optimization problem, in which reputation is
employed as a proxy of xi. In particular, we assume that each time a new task arises,
the provider sorts the available agents in descending order of reputation and selects an
adequate number starting from the top; see Section 6. Under this greedy approach,
agents with low or even medium reputation cannot be selected. An alternative
approach would be to give all agents a chance to be selected, while being biased with
respect to the ones with higher reputation. This is attained by means of the following
randomized selection rule: when a new agent is to be added to a group each agent s
selection probability equals ri / r j , i.e. is proportional to its reputation. This is a
more fair approach than the selection of the agents with top reputation. Nevertheless,
when viewed in a long series of selections, the two approaches do not differ
considerably with respect to the expected number of times each agent is selected. This
applies when, for each task request, each agent i has a considerable probability 1-ai to
not be available to participate in the corresponding group. Note also that in a long
series of selections, where multiple tasks can overlap in time, then the two heuristic
approaches would probably not perform so well. Highest performing nodes would
have to be distributed to several groups in a balanced way, in order to attain high
throughput. Also the provider may be interested in maximizing utilization of
resources, in keeping a low redundancy overhead, or in minimizing resubmission of
jobs. Analysis of these matters falls off the scope of this work.
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Next, we deal with the optimization problem faced by each individual agent. Let be
the revenue earned by the agent each time it participates to a group that executed
successfully a task. For simplicity, is taken as fixed. In particular, is a portion of
the charge that the user pays to the provider. Assume that in order for the individual
performance of an agent i to be satisfactory, i should exert effort xi, which costs the
agent c(xi). We assume that the provider employs the probabilistically fair selection
approach. (The algebra is simpler under this approach.) We also take that groups have
a fixed size N, while the number of candidate agents is much larger. Time is discrete,
with one new task arising per time unit; its service lasts for just one time unit. At any
t
time t an agent i with reputation ri has to decide on its performance xi t if selected by
the provider. Note however that this selection will affect the probability pt of success
of the group formed at time t, and through this, the future reputation values of the
agent. Therefore, agent i has to select the vector x ( xi t , xi t 1 ,...) , in order to maximize
its the expected payoff to-go; namely, the agent solves the following maximization
problem:
max E[
x

t
t

a i [1 (1

ri
r
j j

) N ]( p

c( x ))] ,

(3)

where: is a discount factor; ai is the fixed probability of agent i being available at
any time ; the other two factors on the right of ai express a) the probability
(approximately for a large total number of agents) that agent i is selected for the group
formed at time , and b) the expected payoff of the agent if indeed selected. Next, we
concentrate on the decision of the agent i at time t. We assume that the provider offers
the agents the incentives to participate. This implies that the revenue earned in case
of success should be high enough so that it offers the agents the incentive to exert
high efforts, which do increase the group s probability of success pt but at the same
time result in high costs. To this end, we assume that p c(x ) is maximized (at some
positive value) when the agent exerts the maximum possible effort x i . Then, the
group s probability pt of success is also maximized. The next reputation value of the
t 1
t
agent ( ri ) is determined by the present reputation ri and the outcome of the service
at time t. For both Beta and Bayes reputation metrics, the larger the probability pt the
t 1
larger ri . Due to monotonicity of the selection probability with respect to ri , the
future expected payoff of agent i is also maximized when it exerts at time t the
maximum possible effort. Hence, each agent has the incentive to exert the maximum
possible effort due to the provider s selection policy and to the payment . This also
implies that it is beneficial for the provider to employ a reputation metric that reveals
each agent s highest possible individual expected performance.
8.2.1 Our approach
Next, we study how individual expected performance of agents can be revealed by
associating to each agent i a reputation metric ri that is properly updated on the basis
of collective outcomes. In particular, we study how this update can be done under
both the Bayes and the Beta aggregation rules discussed in Section 2, according to
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which ri expresses the probability of successful individual performance of agent i. We
have also studied how to update other arbitrary scoring metrics that also lead to the
ordering of agents according to their performance. Such approaches can be equally
effective as those studied in this chapter. Due to space limitation, we omit these
studies and results.
We study two different cases of available information in a group of agents:
intermediate outcomes of the computations may be exchanged among the nodes
during the collective computation;
no intermediate outcomes are exchanged among individual nodes; e.g. when
individual outcomes are sent to a coordinating agent that composes the final
outcome delivered to the user.
In the case where intermediate outcomes are available, the agents participating in a
group that performs a certain task may have partial information on the individual
outcome of others and on the lowest performance threshold qi that each member i of
the group S should meet. Therefore, nodes are able to rate the performance of others.
We consider two different rating approaches the applicability of which depends on
the amount of information available to the members of a group about other members:
Rate-all and Rate-one . According to the Rate-all approach, that each agent i
submits a rating vector vi for all other members of its group to the provider. The rating
vector is given by the following formula:
v i [j]

1, if x j q j
,
- 1, if x j q j

j S

(4)

Then, the provider sums the rating of each of the members and updates its reputation,
according to Beta rule (see
subsection 7.1.1), as follows:

ri

ri t i 1
, v j [i] d
ti
j
ri t i
, v j [i]
d
ti
j
ri ,

v j [i]

and t i

ti

1,

i

S

(5)

d

j

where ti is the number of task computations of agent i before the present task,
(0,
1) is the factor that discounts the weight of past transactions, and d is a confidence
threshold; the higher the level of confidence required for the outcome of the rating
procedure, the higher d. Clearly, formula (5) corresponds to a majority rule.
On the other hand, according to the Rate-one approach, each agent rates the
performance of another randomly selected member of its group according to (4) and
submits this rating to the provider. Again, the provider sums the ratings for each
member of the group and updates reputations according to a majority rule such as that
of (5). The two approaches defined above constitute extreme cases w.r.t availability
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of rating information. Intermediate cases are also conceivable, but are not further
studied.
If the agents are competitive to each other (e.g. belong to two competing CPU
owners) then the credibility of the rating of one by the other cannot be taken for
granted. In particular, in such a case, an agent may have the incentive to submit false
or malicious ratings for some of its co-members in a group to which a task was
allocated. As will be seen in subsection 7.2.2, this phenomenon reduces the
effectiveness of reputation. Another alternative for the provider is to employ the
approaches introduced below.
The exchange of intermediate outcomes among agents cannot be assumed in certain
cases, such as that of inter-organizational VOs (due to low trust and long
interconnection lines) and that of low replication of standalone tasks. Then, the
provider has to infer individual performance on the basis of collective ones. For
simplicity, in each case of successful collective outcome, we take that all group
members have exerted high effort and we increase the reputation values of all group
members. We propose the following approaches for updating reputation of group
members after a failed service provision:
Punish all equally: decrease the reputation of each agent of the group as in the
middle case of (5).
Punish probabilistically fairly to reputation: The reputation of a member i is
updated according to the middle case of (5) but with probability ri/ jrj, where the
j s are all group members. Thus, the group members share the blame of the
collective failure according to their expected performance.
Punish probabilistically inversely to reputation: The reputation of a member i
now decreases according to the middle case of (5) with probability
(1 ri ) /

j

(1 ri )

.

Furthermore, if we can assume that the Grid provider has some idea of how many
agents did not perform adequately, thus leading the whole group to a failure, then
there are more possibilities. To illustrate them, while keeping our study simple, we
adopt the following assumption: A group Sj fails in a service provision (i.e. has lower
collective performance than acceptable) if at least M of its members do not exert the
necessary effort. Then, the provider can punish only M members, by lowering their
reputation, while leaving intact that of all other members of the group. We propose
the following two punishing approaches:
Punish the worst M: sort the reputation values in descending order and decrease
the reputation of the m members with the lowest reputation values according to
the middle case of (5).
Punish random M: Decrease the reputation values of m random group members as
above.
So far we have only dealt with reputation in accordance to Beta rule. Next, we employ
Bayes rule for updating agents individual reputation values based on their collective
outcome. This approach is applicable when there are specific fixed performance types
of nodes with known success probabilities. For simplicity, we assume that there are
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two performance types High (H) and Low (L) of agents that have success probabilities
pH, pL respectively. Then after a failure collective service outcome (F), the reputation
ri of the individual agent i is computed according to the calculations below. A similar
set of computations applies to the case of a successful collective outcome.
ri

Pr[ Ai

Pr[ F | A i
Pr[ F | A i

H | F]

Pr[ F | Ai H ] Pr[ Ai H ]
H ] Pr[ Ai H ] Pr[ F | A i L] Pr[ Ai
H ] Pr[ A i succeeds ] Pr[ M

L]

1 agents fail]

Pr[ A i fails] Pr[ M agents fail]
N 1

Pr( M others fail)

pj
m M

vj m

j i

vj

(1 p j )

1 vj

(6)

j i

where p j r j p H (1 r j ) p L

8.2.2 Experimental results
In order to examine the effectiveness of the various heuristic approaches for
estimating the hidden performance of an individual agent, we perform a series of
experiments. In particular, we consider one Grid VO consisting of 100 agents. We
consider two fixed performance types, namely High and Low that succeed in
service provision with probabilities 0.9 and 0.1 respectively. The performance type of
an agent is approximated by a reputation metric that is updated according to the
various approaches introduced in the previous section. Initially, each node is assigned
an intermediate reputation value r0 = 0.5. (This is a reasonable choice as agents are
not supposed to change names easily in Grids. Otherwise, a low r0 should be
employed to render reputation building more difficult.) Users submit workflow tasks
to the Grid VO that are allocated to groups formed on the spot by the Grid service
provider. Specifically, the Grid service provider sorts agents based on their reputation
values and selects the first N agents that are eligible to participate to form the working
cluster. Ideally, this selection should be done based on the true success probability of
the nodes. This approach provides an upper bound on the achievable efficiency of any
reputation-based selection and is referred to as Ideal. Note that, without any
reputation metric, random selection could only be employed, achieving the expected
success ratio of a randomly selected group, i.e. ~0.05.
The group size is considered fixed, i.e. with N = 10. Also, when rating is applicable,
we consider that each agent has a certain rating type, which is orthogonal to its
performance type: honest and collusive . Honest agents always rate truthfully the
performance of other agents. On the other hand, collusive agents always demote
honest ones for their performance and promote their colleagues. All results presented
constitute mean values and confidence intervals of 10 runs.
Initially, we take that the working cluster fails in collaborative task accomplishment if
more than M = 3 of its members fail. Then, for truthful agents, the relative
effectiveness of the various approaches for revealing hidden individual performance
based on the collective outcome is shown in figure 8.2-1. The two rating-based
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approaches perform close to Ideal, while Bayes approach follows. Another conclusion
is that the simple PunishAll approach is more effective than the other more
sophisticated ones that do not employ ratings.

Figure 8.2-1: Agents are truthful and M=3. The approaches are ordered as shown in the legend.

Figure 8.2-2 Agents are truthful, but M=2.

Figure 8.2-3: 30% of agents are collusive and M=3.

Next, we examine how the tolerance threshold M affects the effectiveness of the
various reputation update approaches. As shown in figure 8.2-2, with truthful agents
and M=2, the effectiveness of the various reputation update approaches that do not
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employ ratings diminishes dramatically for lower M values. This is due to the
increased difficulty in identifying low-performing agents in the group, e.g. more
agents are punished than those that deserve so. On the other hand, rating-based
approaches are still very effective, as the aggregation of truthful ratings of other group
agents identify low-performing ones.
However, the effectiveness of the rating-based approaches is influenced dramatically
by the presence of collusive agents in the Grid VO, as depicted in figure 8.2-3 for
30% collusive agents and M=3. The rating-based approaches are still effective, as the
percentage of collusive agents is under the theoretical bound N/3 for Byzantine
agreement and the tolerance threshold M is relatively high. Note that non-rating-based
approaches are not affected by the presence of liars. On the other hand, if the
tolerance threshold M is lower, then rating-based approaches become ineffective in
the presence of collusive agents, as depicted in figure 8.2-4 for 30% collusive agents
and M=2. The effect of lying is even more severe for M=1 (see figure 8.2-5), again
because fewer guilty agents have to be identified among the N agents of the group.
We experimentally found that in large groups, in presence of collusion and with low
tolerance threshold the last resort would be the PunishAll approach, which achieves
fair-enough effectiveness in all cases. We omit these results for brevity reasons.

Figure 8.2-4: 30% collusive agents and M=2.

Figure 8.2-5: Truthful agents, but M=1.
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Figure 8.2-6: Uniform performance types, 30% collusive agents and M=3.

Finally, we have also considered the case that the distribution of the fixed
performance types of agents is U(0,1). Our experimental results were qualitatively the
same in both performance scenarios. Also, the rating-based approaches perform worse
in the case of Uniform distribution of performance types (see figure 8.2-.6), as
expected, while the Bayes approach is not applicable.
8.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have identified the different information asymmetry cases of Grid
systems. The most interesting one arises when only the collective outcome of a
group of agents can be observed, as opposed to the individual performance of agent.
We argued that the task assignment problem faced by the Grid service provider is
difficult, and showed how a proper reputation metric can facilitate its solution. We
have proposed several reputation-based approaches to deal with this issue. We
experimentally found that the more accurate information on other agents
performance, the higher the success ratio achieved by the provider. If intermediate
outcomes are exchanged among truthful agents, rating-based approaches are very
efficient in identifying low-performing agents. Yet, if collusion among agents is an
issue and the tolerance threshold for agent failures is low, then the simple
deterministic PunishAll approach can provide an effective solution to this information
asymmetry problem. As future work, we intend to investigate the combination of the
policies introduced in this chapter with a reputation mechanism evaluating Grid
providers in competitive environments.
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Stochastic scheduling of QoS-constrained
workflows
9

The success of web services has influenced the way in which Grid applications are
being written. Web services are increasingly used as a means to realize serviceoriented distributed computing. Grid users often submit their applications in the form
of workflows with certain Quality of Service (QoS) requirements imposed on the
workflows. These workflows detail the composition of web services and the level of
service required from the Grid. This chapter addresses workload allocation techniques
for Grid workflows. We model a web service as an M/M/k queue and obtain a
numerical solution for missed deadlines (failures) of Grid workflow tasks. The
approach is evaluated through an experimental simulation and the results confirm that
the proposed workload allocation strategy performs considerably better in terms of
satisfying QoS requirements of Grid workflows than scheduling algorithms that don't
employ such workload allocation techniques [Darlington 2006].
9.1 Modeling
We model each web service as an M/M/k queue, which performs some functionality
(service type). The number of service types is n and the number of web services
matching a service type i is Ni. Web service j with service type i, has a mean service
rate of µ ij. Each web service has its associated queue, where jobs get collected. Jobs to
this queue are dispatched via a brokering service using a workload allocation strategy
developed in the next section.
The brokering service receives jobs in the form of workflows, which are composed of
individual tasks. When a workflow task finishes execution, further tasks must be
started. Hence the brokering service dispatches tasks (jobs) of new and old workflows
to appropriate web services. It should be noted that jobs received by the brokering
service (as submitted by the end-users) are in the form of workflows whereas jobs
received by the workload allocator and web services are collection of tasks of
workflows. However for the rest of the topic we mean jobs as a collection of
individual tasks of workflows whose deadline allocations is done appropriately using
equation 22 (see page 148). The jobs are executed by the web service in the order they
are received. Hence essentially the queue associated with a web service is a FCFS
queue. Whenever a job is received by the web service, a thread from a thread pool is
assigned to execute it. The thread can only be assigned if the pool is not empty,
otherwise jobs in the queue have to wait until a thread finishes execution and returns
back to the pool. The jobs (collection of individual tasks of workflows) received by
the workload allocator of the brokering service follow a uniform distribution of
deadline requirements. Workflows have overall deadline constraints, which are
explicitly specified by the end-user. There could also be other constraints such as cost,
reliability, network constraints. A full list of constraints is beyond the scope of this
work. However for simplicity, we keep the QoS requirements of workflows limited to
overall deadline constraints. Deadlines for individual tasks of workflows are
calculated by the brokering service using the upper bound of the 95th confidence
interval of the execution time of the workflow tasks scaled with respect to the entire
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workflow path. For example if the workflow path consists of 5 tasks in a sequence
then deadline for the first task is calculated using the formula given below. Here
deadline W is the overall workflow deadline. Similarly deadline allocations for further
workflow tasks is done with respected to the remaining workflow deadline. The X
variables are random variables of execution time of workflow tasks which are
modeled as general distributions.

We define a workflow failure as failure in meeting the overall workflow deadline.
Failure in meeting deadlines of intermediate workflow tasks is not a workflow failure.
9.1.1 Workload allocation based on failure minimization of workflow

tasks
In this section, a workload allocation strategy using minimization of failures of tasks
of workflows for a web service is developed. The Grid consists of n different web
service types, where each web service is modeled as an M/M/k queue with infinite
customer capacity, meaning the number of jobs that can wait in the queue of a web
service is infinite. Hence essentially a web service is indeed an M/M/k/ queue. Web
service j of service type i has kij processing threads, where each processing thread has
a mean service rate of µ ij . We consider that the brokering service receives jobs, with
an arrival rate of , out of which i corresponds to web services of service type i. Out
of i, ij is allocated to j-th web service of service type i. Thus the arrival rate can be
expressed as the sum of workload proportions of web services, given by equations 3
and 4.
Let rij(t) and Rij(t) be the PDF (Probability Density Function) and CDF (Cumulative
Density Function) of the response time of web service j of service type i respectively
for an M/M/k queue. Response time of a job consist of its waiting time in the queue of
a web service and its service time. The PDF of the response time for an M/M/k queue
is given by equation 5. By definition, CDF of the response time can be represented by
equations 7 and 8.
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We assume a uniform distribution of deadlines of jobs to be allocated to web services.
This is not a restriction and general distributions could be accommodated as well,
while still keeping the analysis effective. Let the lower and upper bounds of the
uniform distribution of deadline of jobs to be allocated to web services of type i be Li
and Ui. Its PDF di(t) is given by equation 9:

Now we can compute expected failure rate for web service j of service type i, using
the following integral, given by equation 10, where Failuresij are workflow task
failures for web service j of service type i. Equation 10 is an integral that computes a
continuous expectation. It computes expected failure rate for an arrival rate of ij. The
term 1 - Rij(t) is the probability of jobs to finish in time greater than t and the term di(t)
is the probability of the number of jobs requiring t time to finish. Thus the product of
the two terms compute a failure probability, which when multiplied with ij yields the
expected number of failures per sec.

Solving the integral, we obtain expected failure rate for web service j of service type i,
given by equation 11.
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In case of arbitrary distribution of deadlines of jobs, the distribution of deadline
allocations of jobs matching service type i can be expressed mathematically given by
equation 14.
P (d1 )

p1 , P(d 2 )

p2 ,

P (d m )

pm

(14)

The sum of m deadline allocation probabilities is equal to one. The terms d1 to dm are
the deadline allocations of jobs. We can express expected failure rate for web service j
of service type i as equation 15, where the variable t is discrete.

Thus total failure rate expected is the sum of expected failure rate for all web services,
given by equation 16.

The objective is to minimize total failure rate. We can now write the minimization
problem represented by equations 17 to 21.

The above problem can be solved using appropriate non-linear optimization
techniques. We solve it as constrained Lagrange multiplier problem. The problem is
decomposed into n Lagrange multiplier problems and solved individually. This is
because i is already known initially and the problem is to decompose it into arrival
rates for web services by minimizing failures of tasks of workflows.
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9.1.2 Stochastic scheduling of QoS-constr. workflows in a multi-

cluster Grid
Clusters are increasingly interconnected to form multi-cluster systems, which are
becoming popular for scientific computation. Grid users often submit their
applications in the form of workflows with certain Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements imposed on the workflows. These workflows detail the composition of
Grid services and the level of service required from the Grid. This chapter addresses
workload allocation techniques for Grid workflows. We model a resource within a
cluster as a G/G/1 queue and minimize failures (QoS requirement violation) of jobs by
solving a mixed-integer non-linear program (MINLP). The novel approach is
evaluated through an experimental simulation and the results confirm that the
proposed workload allocation strategy not only provides QoS guarantee but also
performs considerably better in terms of satisfying QoS requirements of Grid
workflows than reservation-based scheduling algorithms. [Patel 2006]
In our model of the Grid (see figure 2) we envisage a number of co-operating Grid
Services. We outline relevant services below and align them with existing Grid
services. However for simplicity, services such as workflow management system,
payment service and others are not shown in figure 2.

Workflows : Workflows are composed of individual tasks (jobs). These tasks get
executed on computing boxes within the clusters. Workflows have overall deadline
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and cost constraints, which are explicitly specified by the end-user. Deadlines and
costs for individual tasks of workflows are calculated by the brokering service using
the formula given below, where deadline W is the overall workflow deadline and cost
W is the budget. Again the example workflow consists of 5 tasks in a sequence.
Similarly deadline and cost allocations for further workflow tasks are done w.r.t. the
remaining workflow deadline and cost. The X variables are random variables of
execution time of workflow tasks which are modelled as general distributions.

We define a workflow failure as failure in meeting the overall workflow deadline or
the cost limit. Failure in meeting deadlines or costs of intermediate workflow tasks is
not a workflow failure.
Brokering service : End-users construct and submit workflows to a brokering
service. The brokering service facilitates the transformation of an abstract workflow
to a more concrete workflow through the discovery of software required by the
workflow tasks and performing scheduling. Discovery service facilitates workflow
tasks on computing resources by transporting required software on cluster resources.
When a workflow task finishes, further tasks must be started. Hence the brokering
service dispatches tasks (jobs) of new and old workflows to appropriate cluster
resources using a workload allocation strategy developed in the next section. The jobs
are executed by the computing resources in the order they are received.
Monitoring Service : Monitoring service takes care of collecting periodic
information of the states of cluster resources from their respective management
services. This service can be queried by the scheduling service in order to obtain
estimates of various parameters such as queue length in order to make accurate
scheduling decisions. We assume here that negligible time is spent by the scheduling
service to obtain information about clusters from the monitoring service.
Performance Repository : Performance repository stores historical performance data
of workflow tasks. The brokering service takes care of logging performance
information of services. When the service completes its execution, the brokering
service records its execution profile and stores in a performance repository. The
scheduling service can then interrogate performance information in order to obtain
estimates on the execution times of workflow tasks.
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9.1.3 Mixed-Integer NLP for minimization of job failures
In this section we obtain a MINLP which minimizes failures of jobs received by
cluster resources. The MINLP obtains as solutions, the workload allocation and the
job assignments for cluster resources. In mathematics, non-linear programming (NLP)
is the process of solving a system of equalities and inequalities over a set of unknown
real variables, along with an objective function to be maximized or minimized. The
objective function and the functions associated with the unknown variables in the
constraints may be non-linear in a NLP. If the unknown variables are all required to
be integers, then the problem is called a non-linear integer programming (NLIP)
problem. If only some of the unknown variables are required to be integers, then the
problem is called a mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem. These
are generally NP-hard. MINLPs can be solved using advanced algorithms such as
branch and bound, outer approximation, generalized Benders decomposition. Our
workload allocation problem turns out to be a mixed-integer non-linear program
which is developed in the next section. We provide table 1 as a quick reference to the
parameters of the MINLP.

9.1.4 Workload allocation and job assignment for failure min. of

jobs
In this section, a workload allocation strategy using minimization of failures of
workflow tasks, using a MINLP is developed. The Grid consists of n clusters with the
i-th cluster having Ni resources. We model each resource in a cluster in a novel way as
a G/G/1 queue with infinite customer capacity, meaning the number of jobs that can
wait in the queue of a resource is infinite. Hence essentially a resource is indeed a
G/G/1/ queue. Mean service rate of a resource is µ ij . We consider that the scheduler
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of the brokering service receives jobs (collection of workflow tasks), with an arrival
rate of , out of which, ij is allocated to the j-th resource of cluster i. Thus the arrival
rate can be expressed as the sum of workload proportions of resources, given by
equation 25.

We develop the two main constraints namely deadline and cost constraints one by
one. Finally we model the objective function of the MINLP.
Deadline Constraint
The workload proportion allocated to resource j of cluster i is ij. We can write the
response time Rij for task y to be execute on resource j of cluster i for workload ij,
given by equation 26. The service time is the upper bound of 95th confidence interval
of the execution time of workflow task on resource j of cluster i. Wij is the waiting
time in the queue, the best known upper bound for a given arrival rate in a stable
queue is given by equation 27. The terms 2ij(A) and 2ij(S) are the variances of the
inter-arrival times and service times of resource j of cluster i respectively.

The response time calculated (Rij) must be less than the deadline allocation of job
assigned to resource j of cluster i. We can now write the following deadline
constraint, given by equation 28.

The following equality constraints, given by equation 29 must also be met. These
constraints take care of assigning a job to one and only one Grid service. At the same
time they also take care of assigning every job. The binary variable xijy is 1 if job y is
selected to be executed on resource j of cluster i, else it is 0. Equation 30 ensures that
the queue remains stable.
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Cost Constraint
The cost constraint is similar to deadline constraint, given by equation 31. The
expected cost based on the calculated response time (cijRij) must be less than the
allocated cost of a job assigned to resource j of cluster i.

The objective is to minimize total failures, i.e. to minimize the number of jobs failing
to meet their QoS allocations. The constraints take care of workload allocation and
job assignments. However these constraints may fail, thus making an infeasible
program. Thus to keep the program feasible, we introduce a penalty term (hTz) in the
objective. We wish to minimize the penalty and in turn minimize failures. We
introduce extra variables (zdiy and zciy), one per inequality constraint, that keep the
constraints feasible at all times. These variables account for the penalty incurred in
failing to meet the QoS requirements. The coefficient vector (hT) of these variables is
present in the objective of the MINLP. The values of this vector are the inverse of the
terms diy and eiy present in the LHS of deadline and cost constraints. This helps us to
get a percentage value of the penalty in terms of the deadline and cost allocations. z is
the vector of the penalty variables. We can now write the minimization problem
(MINLP) represented by equations 32 to 37.

The above MINLP can be solved by using appropriate non-linear optimization
software. We use CPLEX, an industrial quality optimization software by ILOG to
solve the MINLP. MINLPs are NP-hard problems because apart from being
non-linear, they also fall under combinatorial optimization problems.
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10 Conclusion
In this study we have examined many of the economic aspects of a Grid system and
market. Concise economic models were developed to capture the intricacies behind
resource provisioning, purchasing computational resources through auctions, contracts
and SLAs, the profitability of software manufacturers under the concept of service
orientation, as well as the problems caused by hidden information in a Grid. A short
summary of our results is attempted below, with directions for future research
outlined later.
Chapter 2 examined resource provisioning and, in particular, how the incentives
towards resource contribution are affected by the resource sharing mechanisms
employed in a Grid system. We have formulated a game to capture the tradeoff
between acquiring one s own resources or contributing some in a large aggregated
pool. Perhaps unintuitively, it is not always preferable to users to share resources in a
Grid, and they may prefer self-provisioning. A decisive factor in this lies in the
properties of the sharing mechanism. Sharing available resources between all those
who request usage, irrespective of who contributed for the creation of the pool, yields
unstable equilibria. On the other hand, giving priority to initial contributors (i.e. they
get at least what they contributed) and sharing according to the level of offerings
(proportional fairness) brings stability into the system and boosts incentives for
contribution. Furthermore, fair mechanisms are shown to be scalable, while unfair
ones suffer in the presence of a large number of users.
Chapter 3 dealt with resource contracts. We have investigated how more or less
flexible contracts affect consumers net benefit and suppliers profits in a market for
computational resources. Further, we analyzed the formal maximization problems for
both consumers and monopolistic providers. Three types of contracts were examined.
Static contracts (that predefine a fixed and steady consumption over a long period of
time), dynamic contracts (which allow users to fine-tune the quantity they purchase as
often as they want to) and mixed ones, which consist of both a static and a dynamic
part. Among our results, we have seen that the optimal revenues of static and dynamic
contract monopolistic providers are equal. Moreover, users enjoy a larger net benefit
(are better-off) under a mixed-contract monopoly than under either static or dynamic
contract ones. Surprisingly, the monopoly with mixed contracts also receives
increased revenues compared to both other types. Finally, we show that if price
competition comes about in the market, both a static and dynamic contract provider
may secure positive revenues at equilibrium, by segmenting the market.
Chapter 4 proposes an auction mechanism in the family of VCG multi-object, sealedbid auctions to be used for allocating cybernodes (with different quality or
performance characteristics) to users. We show that our mechanism is incentivecompatible (users bid their true valuations) and prove that its nice efficiency and
complexity characteristics. Examples are provided to illustrate the usage of the
algorithm.
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Chapters 5 and 6 deal with how the Grid is going to affect the economics of software
development. In particular, we study under which conditions software developers will
benefit from structuring and delivering their applications as sets of independent,
cooperating components (implementing the concepts of service orientation), instead
of packages sold for a license fee. Chapter 5 is devoted to establishing a clear benefit
to all developers who shall choose components, deriving from the reuse of common
functionality across applications of different manufacturers. Yet, these benefits may
not be achieved unless a considerable degree of cooperative behavior is established
between developers. We further study issues such as deciding roles and pricing in the
context of such groups of collaborating software manufacturers. Chapter 6, on the
other hand, examines how a market for reusable components is expected to evolve
and develop. We show through simple models that pricing decisions can largely affect
market trends, with some policies feeding growth and others leading to failure. Quite
surprisingly, a large degree of freedom and independence in developers pricing
decisions seems not to be a good factor as to the market s growth (and even their own
profits). Finally, we show that, if needed during the early stages of the market, society
should subsidize component development to create critical mass; otherwise, redevelopment of common functionality in a non-reusable format might prove to be an
even larger social expenditure.
Chapter 7 examines the problems of hidden information in Grid systems and in
particular free-riding behavior when only the collective outcome of a group of
resource providers can be observed. We show that the problem is analytically very
difficult to approach and turn to simulations, which establish that under reasonable
assumptions free-riding may render a system unusable. A simple, economically
efficient and (above all) effective solution to this is using a reputation mechanism.
This avoids the costs related to detailed accounting or redundancy and serves as a
signal of agents future behavior. Experimentally, we show that a system that employs
a simple such mechanism manages to achieve performance very close to a system
with perfect information, even in the presence of a large number of dishonest
agents.
Finally, chapter 8 studies workload allocation problem in Grid systems. The goal is to
allocate resources to the different types of web services in such a way that minimizes
the probability that a whole task, composed of smaller jobs, misses its deadline. This
is accomplished by theoretically examining the properties of the stochastic process
and then performing allocation through solving a non-linear program.
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Appendix
Proof of algorithm efficiency for one-unit demand (from chapter 4)
Next, we proceed to prove the efficiency properties of the auction algorithm for
resource allocation in the case where kh = k and kl = 1.
DEFINITION: We define the distance of an allocation Ai from a target allocation Aj to
be the total number of bids that are not common in the two allocations.
For example, the distance of A1 = ({b1,b2},{b3}}) from A2 = {(b1, b4},{b3}) is 1 and
the distance of A1 = ({b1, b1},{b3}) from A2 = ({b1,b3},{b2}) is 2.
LEMMA 1: No allocation Ai at a distance less or equal to 2 from both A1 and A2 can
achieve better SW than SW#.
PROOF: Let (A1f, A1w) = ({b1,..., bi,..., bk},{bj}) be the A1 set of bids, and (A2f, A2w) =
({b1,..., bj',..., bk},{bi}) be the A2 set of bids. As defined, the resulting allocation A#
will be the one of the two allocations above that maximizes the SW achieved, i.e. SW#
= max {SW1, SW2}.
If we can prove that an alternative allocation Aj, of distance at most 2 from A#, cannot
achieve better SW than both SW1 and SW2, then it is also clear that this allocation Aj
cannot achieve better SW than SW#, either. In what follows, we examine four
alternative allocations of distance at most 2 from both A1 and A2, and we prove that
each one achieves smaller social welfare than SW1 or SW2. By that, we have shown
that none of these alternative allocations achieves higher SW than SW#. Additionally,
it is easy to verify that the following allocations exhaust all possible alternative
allocations of distance at most 2 from A1 and A2.
A3 = (A3f, A3w) where A3f differs from A1f by one user, i.e. some user l who is
non-winner in A1 is assigned one Sf service. A3 has a distance of 1 from A1.
According to step 2 of the winner determination algorithm, the SW achieved by
A3 is only decreased by such a substitution, compare to SW1.
A4 = (A4f, A4w) where A4f differs from A1f by two users, i.e. some users l, m who
are non-winners in A1 are assigned Sf services. Again, according to step 2 of the
algorithm, the SW achieved by A4is only decreased by such substitutions,
compare to SW1.
A5 = (A1f,{bl}) i.e. any allocation where the Sf winners are the same with the ones
in A1 and some different user l is assigned the Sl service, instead of user j. Clearly,
since user l s bid for Sl service cannot be higher than j s bid for Sl this new
allocation (according to step 3 of the algorithm) achieves no better SW than SW1.
A6 = ({b1,..., bi,..., bj',..., bk},{bi'}) i.e. an allocation starting from A1, but instead of
moving user i as in allocation A5, a different user i' from the A1f set is matched
with service Sl and the free Sf service is allocated to user j'. If wi' > wj, then we
have SW2 SW6 > 0, because (wi fi) + (fi' wi') = (fi' - wi') (fi wi) > 0, since
(according to step 3) user i has the min{fi
wi} among all users in A1w.
Otherwise, if wi' < wj, we have that SW1 SW6 > 0, because (wj fj') + (fi' wi') =
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(fi' fj') + (wj wi'). From our assumption and from the fact that (fi' fj') > 0,
because user i' was in the A1f set and user j' was not, we obtain SW1 SW6 > 0.
LEMMA 2: For every allocation Ai at distance di > 2 from A# there exists an allocation
with smaller distance from A# and better SW than Ai i.e. there exists Aj ith dj < di and
SWj > SWi.
PROOF: Consider Ai =(Aif, Aiw) at distance di > 2 from A#. Since di > 2, there are at
least three bids in A# that are not in Ai, and since A1w has only one element, there are at
least two bids in A#f that are not in Aif. One of them can possibly be in Aiw but at least
one (say, bl) is in the set of non-selected bids of Ai. Similarly, Aif has at least two bids
that are not in A#f and at least one of them (say, bl') is in the non-selected set of A#.
Since bl is selected for A#f and bl' is not, we obtain that fl > fl'. Thus, by replacing bl'
with bl in Ai, we get an allocation Aj with dj = di 1 and with strictly higher SW.
THEOREM: The outcome of the auction algorithm for resource allocation is an
allocation A# that maximizes the social welfare.
PROOF: Suppose a different allocation Ai s the one that maximizes SW. If the distance
of Ai from A# is larger than 2 then, according to Lemma 2 there is another allocation
with higher SW, which is a contradiction. If their distance is less than or equal to 2
then, according to Lemma 1 the allocation A# achieves better SW than Ai, which again
is a contradiction.
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